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INTRODUCTION

In the aunmer of 1971 discussion began at Brookhaven on the usefulness

of an electron synchrotron or storage ring which would be used exclusively

as s photon source in the ultraviolet and x-ray wavelength regions. .Radiation

in these energy regions, having applications in physics, chemistry, biology,

medicine, and engineering, is clearly relevant to researches being actively

pursued at the laboratory and elsewhere. A local study committee was formed

to consider the future prospects for such applications and the desirability

of a radiation facility designed specially for users in these fields. During

its deliberations the coamittee concluded that the subject has sufficient

scientific value and sufficiently broad appeal to warrant a study-symposium

with participants to represent the various scientific fields and the various

interested laboratories. The symposium was held between September 25 a\A

28, 1972.

This introductory section of Che symposium proceedings is intended to

present a distillation of the symposium discussions and some conclusions

derived by these writers therefrom. Written contributions from most of the

sv&posiua speakers and session secretaries follow this introduction.

CHARACTERISTICS OF SYNCHROTRON RADIATION

Electron* circulating in a synchrotron or electron storage ring emit

incoherent white light having a spectrua such as those shown in Fig. 1,

taken from the paper by E. Rowe in this symposium. The spectrum exhibits an

intensity •axittun at a wavelength

[E(G«V)13 (E(CeV))2 • H(kOe)



where E is Che electron beam energy and where H and R are the applied magnetic

field and orbit radius at the point of light emission. At any point in its

curved orbit, an electron is emitting light into a narrow forward cone, whose

axis is tangent to the orbit. In a circular orbit the radiation from the

electron beam is thus in the form of a thin wedge-shaped "pancake" with a

vertical angular divergence typically 1 milliradian in the UV and 0.1 milli-

radian at x-ray energies. Some of the especially interesting features of

the light are:

There is intensity in the ultraviolet at photon energies

greater than 10-20 eV, a region otherwise nearly completely

inaccessible;

K>I6r

I'0'4

io

10'°

10'
10"

WAVELENGTH (A)
10s

Fig. 1. Photon flux as a function of wavelength for a number of existing and
prospective or proposed synchrotron radiation sourcen (taken from E. N. Rove's
contribution at this symposium). The Tant 1 and CEA curves are toe beam currents
actually achieved. The flux in given per mrad of electron orbit assuming that the
entire vertical angle of radiation (<1 mrad) is collected.
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The light has none of the sharp intensity peaks characteristic

of other "continuous" sources, such as high pressure gas dis-

charges and bremsstrahlur.g, which are used to provide radia-

tion in certain regions; with monochromatization, synchrotron

radiation provides a continuously tunable light source;

The radiation is polarized (E in the plane of the orbit);

The emission is typically from a beam volume of approximately

one mm , the focal point size thus compares favorably with

those of other sources; optical alignment is facilitated by

the great stability of size and position of the radiating

volume, especially in storage ring

Photon intensity is very stable and decays smoothly with a

time constant of the order one to ten hours in a storage

ring. The emission is in nanosecond pulses, corresponding

to the bunched structure of the electron beam;

Synchrotrons or storage rings operate with orbit chambers

at high vacuum, 10 to 10 torr. Because photon trans-

mitting windows are not available for all wavelengths of

interest, the experiments are often carried out in vacuo.

For many measurements this is advantageous; experiments with

volatile materials can be done employing differential pumping;

Within the vertically narrow light beam, the intensity

attainable is very high. In particular, for experiments

requiring high spatial .nd energy resolution this intensity

is -significantly greater than that obtainable from other

sources. As a rough rule, the intensity is useful at

wavelengths down to one-fourth X
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OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY-SYMPOSIUM

The subjects of the symposium may be grouped in several categories,

each of which is presented in summary below.

Optical and electron emission experiments with solids and surfaces

The aspects of the electronic structure of solids and their surfaces

which can be investigated by making measurements of absorption, reflection,

and fluorescence spectra are well recognized; the same statement can be

made in regard to studies of spectra of photoemitted and Auger electrons.

In such experiments one employs light sources ranging from rare gas dis-

charge lamps, which can furnish moderate intensity but only at a small

number of discrete wavelengths, to x-ray tube anodes, which provide as brem-

sstrahlung continuous photon spectra but only at low intensities. Limitations

of these sources limit the resolution at which it is practicable to make

measurements, with the result that much of the information in principle present

is lost. The improvements offered by synchrotron radiation sources have al-

'?t<;dy been shown qualitatively to affect these fields of research. Specific-

ally, the intensity is sufficient to allow the selection by use of mono-

chromators of spectral slices having narrow widths, narrower than those of

natural lines in the case of x-rays. The increase in resolution thus avail-

able makes possible, for example, measurements of chemical effect on the natural

widths of photoelectron lines and improved analysis of satellite line structure.

Moreover, since the synchrotron radiation spectrum is continuous and smoothly

varying in intensity one can conveniently vary the wavelength of the spectral

slice. This property is useful in analyzing the separate roles of initial and

final electronic states and of transition probabilities between them. Eastman,

2
p. 31 this symposium, cites a study of Au in which, by varying the photon
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energy, he obtained information about the Au 5 d_ bands and about the photo-

emission process. Photon energy variation in photoelectron emission, because

of the change in mean scattering depth with electron energy, also makpn it

possible to ascertain the depth dependence of electronic properties. Finally,

the combination of high intensity, high degree of polarization, and strong

collimation enables one to study single crystals and films for the dependence

of properties on direction of propagation and of polarization of the photon.

In these ways, it is feasible to extract much of the information carried by

optical measurements which has hitherto been lost. Not only does this constitute

an advance in the study of bulk properties; but, as Flummer, p. 45, emphasizes,

it is invaluable for the investigation of such surface properties as the

chemistry and orientation of adsorbed molecules, properties relevant to

technological problems such as catalysis and corrosion.

Absorption spectra measured at edges corresponding to inner shell excita-

3

tions display fine structure, which , when Fourier transformed, leads to infor-

mation about the absorbing atom's environment, such as the location of im-

mediate neighbors and the screening by the medium of the core hole introduced.

This kind of measurement has potential for the study of amorphous materials.

For the research fields mentioned in this subsection the photon energy
o

region of interest ranges from about 10 eV to about 10,000 eV (1200 to 1 A).

Photochemistry and atomic physics

Experimental stadies of photochemical reactions and of other processes

associated with photon absorption in atoms and molecules have suffered from

the limitations of photon sources in the UV and soft x-ray regions. Ausloos,
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p. 164, gives several examples of cross-sections for specific modes of

photodlssoclatlon which change by orders of magnitude when the photon wave-

length Is varied over the several discrete values available. To gain a better

understanding of such phenomena, detailed studies with a source of variable

wavelength are direly needed. Perhaps even more Important, In Ausloos' view,

Is the study of photochemistry In the region between the He line, 21.2 eV

o o

(600A), and 'ulOO eV (120A), Inaccessible by conventional sources. Chemical

effects of high energy electrons and gamma rays are to a large extent produced

by cascades of low energy processes. Because it is relevant to all processes

in excess of 20 eV, research in the energy region 20-100 eV is essential to such

diverse disciplines as biophysics; high speed gas dynamics; astrophysics, in

particular of interstellar and planetary atmospheres; and terrestrial atmospheric

chemistry.

Schoen, p. 168, discusses several types of photo-experiments with gaseous

species; among them are photoionization mass and energy spectrometry, electron-

ion coincidence spectrometry, ion-energy spectrometry, and fluorescence. Here,

as in photochemistry, efforts are restricted by photon source limitations.

Schoen emphasizes the necessity for refinement of technique to minimize trouble-

some problems in the optics and in the geometry and specification of the samples;

a synchrotron source, because it provides high intensity within a well colli-

mated beam of small cross section, is useful in this connection.

Detailed information about the symmetry properties of electron orbitals

can be obtained from studies making use of the natural polarization of the

photon beam.



Optical and photo biochemistry

Pysch, p. 154, discusses optical studies in the 1*7 of the confor-

mational properties of biopolymers and of order-disorder and substrate

binding effects associated with them. These studies until now have been

limited by the intensity, wave length range, and intensity stability of the

photon sources. Synchrotron radiation offers improvement in these three

factors.

Hutchinson, p. 157, considers radiation-induced bond breaking and

damage associated with inner shell photoionization in biological oacro-

molecules. He also suggests the possibility of identifying the active entities

in biological processes by selective destruction of bioaolecules through the

creaMon of K - shell vacancies. Bond breaking studies require 600 - 1600 A

ivaiation, the others require shorter wavelengths. A variable wavelength

source allows tuning close to the appropriate absorption edges.

Photometric calibration

Because the synchrotron photon spectrum is stable and very well defined

it has been used to measure the response functions of optical apparatus for

the UV and x-ray region. One such application, carried on at the Wisconsin

and NBS synchrotron facilities, has been the calibration of telescope eleaentc

for satellite-borne astrophysical experiments.

Diagnostic x-ray radiography

The objective in medical radiography is to obtain well defined, high

contrast images with the least possible radiation dosage of the patient and

with the minimum dosage of opaque substances if these are required. Among
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the techniques being developed to taeec this objective, are x-ray

edge and fluorescence scanning, which it vault! seem could veil enjiloy syochro-

tron radiation If wavelengths a* short as 0.1 A were available. As Attcius,

p. 65, Indicates, th**e ate technical difficulties which muse be evercntw in

ordar to take proper advantage of synchrosro« radiation, ant) one cannot Justify

the cote of extending the speetrua co such short wavelengths solely for radio-

graphy. If, hovavcr, cl>i* radiation is alro:iily jirowltied for ociior

•n itxptoraeorj' Medical jirogr** should be undertaken.

X-ray »catt«ncln«, nan structural

Mont, the •ubjects included here are Coapton and Raman »tciij?«rlng

ami non-liotar x-ray opcle*. As Etsenberger\ p. 70, ciapttaslnc.t stynchrotton

radiation ha» «p«cial advantages for thesa and other x-ray scattering invest1-

gatlon* whin high spatial and spectral resolufion are required sint.iltantously.

The vigor of non-linear optics In Che longer wavelength rcgine indicates

Che potential importance of ctiis subject, tasur dcvelopiscnt is obviously of

interest. Tht extent of acco*pli*hi*snc in this field Has been next to nil,

due to eh* Inadequacy of currently available photon sources, and synchrotron

radiation would nak* this unexplored field accessible.

Coapton profiles, like positron annihilation, are a geasure of noaentua

distribution of the scattering electrons. Such distributions are complementary

to the real space and energy <E.strlbutions ascertained by diffraction and

optical techniques. Conpton scattering is usefully applied to the study of

Feral surfaces of disordered alloys; in these systems standard techniques

fall because of the shortness of the electron aean free paths. Some workers

hop* to eaploy coincidence Methods to ascertain the meaencuw distributions
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of individual electron orbit*. Elsenbarger point* out that when an Incident

x-ray bean with div«rgeii:e at large as about S* can be used, a colllnated

synchrotron source has no advantage over a high power x-ray tube. However,

the resolution obtainable uith this divergence is United, and some participants

at the symposium Maintain that the high degree of cullinatlon allowed by a

synchrotron source Is required for th«lr particular Coapton studies. A gain in

Intensity for low spatial resolution scattering experiments can be effected by

use of a 5-10* fan-like sheet of synchrotron radiation.

The wavelength region of greatest interest for these techniques is

probably »1 A; however, Coapton scattering expcrinents In the 0.1 A region

can be done with semiconductor detectors and multichannel analyzers, with a

gain in couat rate at the expense of some loss In resolution.

X-ray scattering, structural

for diffraction work a synchrotron photon source has important and some-

times critical advantage* relative to conventional x-ray generators (Rosenbaua,

p. 109). These advantages arise from the high intensities available In a

temporally steady, position-stable, well colllnated bean of snail cross section

and from the white character of the spectrum. One say divide this subject into

three areas for consideration: crystallography for deterainatlon of atonic

positions; the study of small angle scattering by structures having organization

over tens to thousands of Angstroms; and the obtaining of correlation functions

for disordered structures. The first two areas require photons of A >1 A but

only occasionally >S or 6 A; the third area requires shorter wavelengths in

addition.
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Knowledge of the relative pluses of the scattering from the various «

is essential co the solution of a complicated structure. Unfortunately, this

Information la not directly supplied by a diffraction pattern. In staple

structures phases can be guessed; in complicated ones, such as those of

proteins, the information has been commonly obtained by employing chemical

substitution at atomic sites to chanije their scattering factors. With a

synchrotron radiation source, which gives the possibility of choosing x-ray

wavelengt.il at will, one may obtain diffraction patterns t'.l wavelengths on bo

sides of tine x-ray absorption edge of S O M atomic species in the structure;

this, by vaeying the scattering factors without chemical substitution, in

principle allows the phase to be determined. Atoms ranging from S to Cu iti

the periodic table have their K absorption edges in the wavelength region

employed for diffraction.

A second advantage in having free choice of wavelength is the ability

to aaxialze the difference in scattering amplitudes of ateas having similar

scattering properties; systems of such atoms are often encountered in binary

alloys.

A third advantage associated with free choice of wavelength is apparent

for low angle scattering studies of systems having widely spaced periodicities.

Here wavelength can be chosen for the best compromise between longer wave-

length to increase scattering angle and shorter to reduce absorption. The

high intensity available fiom synchrotrons allows the choice to be «ade at

longer wavelengths than are now practicable. One may cite, as examples,

the study of correlations over lengths from a hundred to thousands of
•
Angstroms in so-called liquid crystals, and Cue study of muscle organization

(cf. Rosenbaum and Harrison, this conference).
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A high rate of data acquisition to btostructutnl diffraction will r«volu-

cionise the field. As Kyckoff notes, p. 123, a protein problem requites better

than a year of data-taking with conventional aethoiis; this is reduced to days

with synchrotron radiation. The difference is clearly of enornaus and qualita-

tive significance because of the prodigious nuaber of protein structures that

cnist be studied before a full understanding of the relationships between

structure and function in reached. Speed of data acquisition is important also

for a number of technical reasons. Aging affects the structures of some bio-

logical saaples. Moreover, for a given radiation dose required to obtain soae

specified amount «f data, as a rule, in non-ritpllcating samples, the shorter

the elapsed tine (the higher the radiation intensity) the less severe the radia-

tion damage.; this is the case because the thermal reactions which control the

rate of most structural damage production are dose-rate Independent.

A third factor favoring high intensity ami speed in data acquisition is

the possibility of observing tine dependent variation of structure; biological

problems of enzyne kinetics, of muscle contraction, and of reversible structural

transitions in the myelin nerve sheath are important candidates for study. In

the area of materials science a problem of interest is the kinetics of anneal-

ing phenomena. Such investigations of tine-dependent phenomena appear to be

just practicable with the photon intensities available froa present generation

synchrotron sources and with advsrtced diffractoaeter systems, but they would

be greatly aided by a source having Increased intensity.

For the investigation of pair-correlation functions In liquids and

amorphous materials, it is desirable to obtain diffraction data at wave-

lengths as short as M).2 A; otherwise truncation in the Fourier transform



analyst,* causes physically significant errors. Moss, p. 64, points out

that suitable radiation at k <0.S A is not available from conventional sources.

Also, Host discusses cases in which a variable A source la clearly needed

because the scattering angle is restricted by the geometry of ancillary apparatus,

such at « pressure anvil or cryostat.

It should be emphasized that work on u n y of the diffraction problems

discussed here would be advanced as much from utilization of improved

equipment for data acquisition as from the availability of a synchrotron

source-. Thus, for example, measurements on radiation sensitive biological

samples should be made with multldetoctor Laue apparatus covering a large

solid angle at one time and with associated computer systems for data

collection and experiment control. Holographic techniques nay well be employed

in such work.

X-ray microscopy

Horowitz, p. 139, describes an x-ray microscope, derived froa a sug-

gestion of Purcell, which he has constructed. This is a scanning instrument

with chemical discrimination, a large depth-of-field, and a resolution at this

time of about 1 u. The instrument requires a very Intense, highly collimated,

photon beam impinging on a resolution - determining pinhole and this can be

adequately supplied only by synchrotron radiation. In addition to the experi-

ments Horowitz describes, one might undertake with his device structural dif-

fraction measurements on sample regions only microns in dimension. This offers

the possibility of studies in situ of muscle, nerve, and membrane elements.
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CONCLUSIONS

As represented by the symposium participants, there are several hundred

researchers, aost of then in the Northeast, who require UV and X-ray photons;

the number nationally is auch greater. Host of their investigation* would

benefit and many would be forwarded qualitatively by use of synchrotron

radiation. Because of the unique capabilities provided by a well designed

synchrotron radiation facility it la clear chat a large number of investiga-

tor* would natce it the central operating base for extraordinarily diverse

investigation in many disciplines, spanning the range from straightforward

technology to th«> Host exc'.ting prevent day research such as biostructural

diffraction.

And what would be the properties of a facility that could best satisfy

these needs? While all the specifications for such a radiation source cannot

be fixed at this stage a nunber of the speakers made it clear that the require-

ment* are best met by a machine used primarily as a radiation source and

operated in the storage ring mode. The design of the storage ring Itself

Is determined largely by specification of the wavelength, A , at which the
max

spectrum has maximum photon intensity. For most of the optical and photochemical

work, wavelengths greater than 5-10 A are needed; most structural diffraction

makes use of the region 1-5 A; and finally, as noted earlier, some specialized

researches would benefit from and medical radiography demands wavelengths

as short as M).2 A. There is no question but that the first two wavelength

regions must be supplied. The region of shortest wavelengths is here judged

to be the least valuable scientifically; it happens that it is the most ex-

pensive to provide. Further, most of the power in a beam is in the short
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wavelength end of the spectrum and, for experiments utilizing long wavelengths,

the presence of this hard radiation is troublesome. These factors argue that

radiation is Sest and, at the same time, most economically supplied by a

"nixed aode" ring, that is, one having different magnetic field strengths

and therefore different A values in different segments of the orbit. A

ring to supply the three wavelength regions could, for illustration, operate

at an electron energy of 1.4 GeV, with most of the orbit and most of Its

radiation ports having fields furnished by conventional iron magnets. A

small fraction of the total azimuth could be in fields of 50 kGauss (or greater)

o
provided by Iron-core superconducting magnets (A • 0.8 A). These azimuth

max
o

segments would furnish usable intensity at wavelengths down to 0.2 A. Such

an arrangement has the economy, both In power demand and capital investment,

characteristic of a machine operating at a large X value, while supplying
max

a few ports with high fluxes at much shorter wavelength.

A number of factors determine the effective intensity. Electron energy

controls the form of the spectrum but intensity is only weakly dependent on

it when X > A . The intensity is of course directly proportional to the

electron current. Effective intensity can be enhanced by increase of the

azimuthal angle from which photons are collected. This nay be done either

from a single segment of orbit or from a niultisegment "wiggler". In either

case, the photon source image is increased in size. In general, increase of

electron current is accompanied by decrease in beam lifetime. Existing rings
o

which produce 1-5 A x-rays run at currents of 50 ma or less with beam life-

times of the order of hours. These machines were not designed as light sources,

but they have provided high photon intensities, in the x-ray region about

fifty times greater than that from the tubes used In biostructural diffract!-n
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(Rosenbaum, p. 109). A storage ring designed specifically as a light source

should have even better performance;.

If a facility is to realize its full potential it will have to be capable

of accommodating simultaneous use by a sizeabls number of experimenters and a

substantial investment will be required in ancillary equipment such as mono-

chromators, spectrometers, multidetector diffractometers, vacuum apparatus,

and linkages to large-scale computers for data handling and experiment control.

This investment may well exceed the cost of the ring itself. Development work

will have to be done on the equipment; needed on some of the photon beam lines.

One can anticipate that installations of complex aid sophisticated design will

be shared by a number of users and that their development will require close

collaboration between major users and facility staff.

As represented by the symposium speakers, new scientific insights are

being obtained with the techniques and photon sources now available; with

their further development along the lines sketched above, many of the prospects

held up in the symposium and others not yet thought of should be realized.

\
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TANTALUS II: AN ELECTRON STORAGE RING

FOR VACUUM ULTRAVIOLET RESEARCH

Ednor M. Rowe
Physical Sciences Laboratory - University of Wisconsin

Stoughton, Wisconsin

I. Design Considerations aad Parameters

The parameters of the proposed storage ring appear in Table I and a plan

view is shown in Fig. 1. The machine parameters and the design, were

determined on the basis of the following considerations. The energy should

be high enough so that the usable wavelength range of the photon flux overlaps

Other available sources in the short wavelength range such as conventional

x-ray tubes. While at the present time most of the work is being done in

10-200 eV range (1000 A - 50 A) there is growing interest in photon energies

to 5000 eV and higher. Further, as is shown in Section VII, for a given

beam current, going to a higher electron energy always increases the photon

flux at wavelengths greater than \ c . This, plus the fact that space charge

limits and beam lifetimes increase with energy dictate a machine energy in

the range of one to two GeV,

The cost of construction and operation should be as low as possible.

This dictates a simple structure and an inexpensive injector. If also dictates

a conservative, straightforward design. The construction of a machine for

this application should not be a tour de force in accelerator technology.
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Table I. Storage Ring Paramete s

Storage Ring Structure

Number of Electrons Circulating

max

P

R

6 E Per Turn® 1.76 GeV

vy

Einjection

Injection System

Injector Machine

AG, Separated Function

1.7 x lO 1 1 (100 ma)

1.76 GeV

1.24 T

4.5 Meters

13 Meters

1.8 xlO 5 Volts

Variable 2.21 Nominal

Variable 2.18 Nominal

35MeV

3.7 MHz

9

2 cm

1 cm

Pulse Bump, Multiturn

35 MeV Microtron
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Since the useful output of the machine is synchrotron radiation and since

it is to serve the needs of a large group of users, as much of the outer cir-

cumference of tbe machine as possible should be accessible for the installation

of beam ports. This rules out the more efficient H or window frame magnet

designs.

Besides giving access to a heretofore unexplored region of the electro-

magnetic spectrum, the potential for stability with respect to time of the

electron beam energy, position and intensity i s the greatest advantage of a

storage ring as a synchrotron radiation source. Position stability can be

assured by utilizing a radio frequency source of high frequency stability

and by eliminating field dependent closed orbit distortions. In order to

achieve the latter, the bending magnets must not approach saturation in the

gap region at high excitation. Constant intensity requires long beam lifetime

which, in turn, requires good vacuum and high accelerating voltage.

Finally, the design should allow for future modification to meet the

changing requirements of the research program. The vacuum chamber

must be accessible and the magnetic structure extremely forgiving of pertur-

bations produced by the installation of special structures such as wavelength

shifters1 and periodic magnetic structures to enhance the synchrotron

radiation spectrum.

II. Magnet System

The design of the magnet structure derives from that of the present

240 MeV electron storage ring.2"4 Because of the use of the machine as a
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source of synchrotron radiation requires access to the outer wall of the vacuum

chamber, we have retained the "inside out" magnet design of the 240 MeV

ring. We have also retained the magnet profile and peak field. This "inside

out" design simplifies the removal of sections of vacuum chamber for modi-

fication or repair, and, since virtually all of the electrons lost from the

stored beam spiral in towards the center of the machine, they and their

attendant secondary radiation tend to be absorbed in the magnet back legs

thus reducing the radiation escaping from the machine.

Because injection will be at a comparatively low energy (35 MeV) the

bending magnets and quadrupoles will be laminated in order that the energy

of the machine may be cycled quickly between injection and full energy.

Magnet and quadrupole power will be supplied by motor generator

sets, and the direct current required by the magnets will be the rectified

output 01 the generators,

lit. Vacuum System

Basically, the design of the vacuum chamber follows that of the

Stanford storage ring5 in that extruded aluminum sections will be used.

Internal sputter ion pumps operating in the fringe fields of the magnets

will offset the increased outgassing loads expected in operation. A system

of such internal pumps is now under construction for installation in the

240 MeV storage ring. Tests of these pumps show that a minimum speed

of 400 liters per second can be achieved in the pumps mounted in one

magnet.



Pumping when no beam Is stored will be provided by SO liter per

second ion pumps mounted in pairs at the long straight sections. The radio

frequency cavity will require its own pump as discussed in Section V. The

long Collins straight sections will be equipped with 6" gate valves at each end.

Thus, we will be able to insert special devices, such as periodic magnet

structures as discussed in Section IX, without breaking into the vacuum

system of the rest of the ring.

IV, Injection System

The injection system for this machine is based on a 35 MeV microtron.

A 35 MeV microtron is now under construction at the Physical Sciences

Laboratory to replace the 45 MeV electron synchrotron presently used as

the injector for the 240 MeV electron storage ring at the Synchrotron

Radiation Center. This microtron will be suitable as an injector for the

proposed storage ring.

As is well known, microtrons are characterized by low emittance and

small energy spread.6 Thus, multiturn injection becomes an attractive

scheme for charging the proposed storage ring. In order to exploit the

small vertical emittance of the microtron for multiturn injection, the

microtron will be mounted so that its orbital plane is vertical. Thus, the

microtron vertical emittance, which is expected to be .1 milliradian cm. ,

will be presented to the storage ring horizontal admittance. The storage

ring horizontal admittance, assuming + 2 cm radial aperture, will be

approximately 8IT milliradian cm. Another advantage to be had from the
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vertical mounting of the microtron will be discussed in Section VI.

Injection will utilize a pulsed orbit bump produced by a pair of full

aperture kicker magnets mounted one quarter of a Betatron wavelength up and

downstream from the inflector. It is reasonable to expect that multiturn

injection with good efficiency will be possible.

The microtron that is under construction at the Physical Sciences

Laboratory is shown in Fig. 2, and its parameters are given in Table II.

Several excellent reports7"9 have been published in the past decade dealing

with the theory and construction of the microtron. Hence, in this section

we will give only a general description of the microtron that is being built

for the 240 MeV storage ring and which would be used for the proposed

storage ring injector.

Table II: Microtron Parameters

Maximum energy 35 MeV

Guide field 2000 gauss

Vj 510 kV

Ay (per turn) 1020 kV

Number of orbits 34

Radius of final orbit 48 cm

Accelerating frequency 2.876 x 109 Hz

Magnet gap 10 cm
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The yoke of the microtron magnet can be made of ordinary steel slabs

but the pole pieces must be made of higher quality material. We, as others9,

have chosen to make the magnet pole pieces serve as top and bottom of the

vacuum chamber. However, even if the poles were 4-1/2 inches thick they

would deflect approximately .002 inches under the air load. Thus, we have

modified the basic design by splitting the pole pieces in two. This may be

seen in Fig. 2 . The upper and lower pole pieces carry the air load while the

inner pole pieces which will be in the vacuum chamber will have to support

only their own weight. The air space between the two pole pieces also serves

as a Purcell filter or field homogenizer.10

Since the vacuum system of the microtron will communicate directly

with the storage ring through the beam transport line, dry pumping must be

used. We will make use of internal sputter ion pumps operating in the magnet

fringe field. These will be of the sasne type developed for the 240 MeV storage

ring and planned for the vacuum chamber of the proposed storage ring.

Radio frequency power will be supplied by a 3.5 megawatt tunable

magnetron (QK-327) and fed to the accelerating cavity through a pair of 20 db

isolators. The wave guide will be evacuated. Calculations based on the

microtron accelerating cavity geometry predict a power loss at operating

voltage of 1 mW. A'lowing another 500 kW for losses in the microwave system

(wave guide, isolator, etc.) and electrons lost in the first few turns, we

expect that beam currents of over 50 ma will be achievable with the 3.5 mega-

watt magnetron for a radio frequency power source. To be conservative, we
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plan on 30 ma. A current of nearly 100 ma could be achieved with a 4.5

megawatt (RK6410) magnetron.

V. Radio Frequency Accelerating System

At 1.7 GeV, the energy loss in the storage ring is 180 keV per turn.

A cavity voltage of 250 kV is adequate to encompass the expected range of

phase, or synchrotron, oscillations. The space available in a medium

straight section is great enough for a cavity operating at S3 MHz, the 9th

harmonic of the electron revolution frequency, with a shunt impedance of

at least a megohm. Then at 250 kV peak, the power required by the cavity

will be less than 32 kW. While a 50 kW radio frequency power amplifier

would appear adequate to supply the beam and cavity power requirements,

we have chosen to be conservative and install a 100 kW amplifier.

The accelerating cavity will be evacuated and will have a mechani-

cal tuning system of sufficient speed to correct for thermal effects and

sufficient range to compensate for detuning effects of the beam itself.

The master oscillator for the accelerating system must have good

frequency stability because the radial position of the electron beam in the

ring is completely determined by the operating frequency. In order to hold

an absolute position tolerance of + lOy the master oscillator will have to

have a stability of better than one part in 106 .

VI. Radiation Problem

One of the most striking differences between an electron storage

ring and an electron synchrotron is the difference in particle radiation level.
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The following comparison between an electron synchrotron of the DESY class

and the proposed storage ring will make this point clear.

DESY, operating at its present intensify of 10 ma circulating and a

repetiton rate of 50 cycles per second, accelerates and loses on target, i . e .

within the accelerator tunnel, approximately 101 2 electrons, at 5 BeV, per

second. Over a four hour period (a reasonable beam lifetime for the pro-

posed storage ring) this amounts to approximately 1.5 x 101 6 electrons at

energies well above 1.76 BeV, our design energy. In order to protect the

synchrotron radiation bunker at DESY from radiation, a tangential wall

thickness of some 40 meters is employed.

By comparison, the proposed storage ring at 100 ma circulating

will have approximately 1.7 x 10*1 electrons in it. Assuming that these

electrons are lost uniformly over a four hour period, a reasonable time

interval between injections, the rate of energy deposition about the

storage ring would be 5 orders of magnitude less than at the DESY

Synchrotron. Further, most of this radiation will be absorbed in the back

legs of the magnet (see Section II). We conclude that shielding require-

ments against the normal slow loss of electrons in the storage ring will be

minimal.

Two more situations have to be conuidered: first, system failure

such that the whole beam is lost in a few revolutions in a localized region

of the machine and second, particle loss during injection.
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With regard to the first, the beam cannot be lost in a time period

corresponding to 10 or more revolutions. For the proposed machine this is

a time period of more than 3 microseconds. In this time period any of these

failures can be sensed and the stored beam kicked out of the ring at a

selected azimuth and "buried" in a suitable beam dump with near 100%

efficiency.

Particle loss during injection will present raore serious problems.

Losses from misaiming and misphasing can both be dealt with in the same

way. Beam strippers that actually stop the electrons can be placed in a

convenient normal long straight section. This will require shielding in the

region of the strippers to deal with the secondaries, but the system is

passive and therefore reasonably reliable.

Electrons lost during adjustment of the beam transport line will

mainly be traveling nearly straight down the beam transport line and thus

a suitable radiation cave on the axis of the transport line but outside of the

ring can be counted on to absorb them.

Finally, we will consider the injector machine itself. The micro-

tron described in Section in will be a potent source of 35 MeV electrons.

It will operate at a repetition rate of 340 cycles per second to assure the

stable operation of its magnetron radio frequency power source. Since the

inflector-pulse bump system will operate at a maximum of 10 cycles per

second, most of he electrons produced by the microtron will have to be

dumped in a backstop. Hence, the microtron will present the greatest
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radiation danger and it will require separate shielding of its own. However,

since the microtron will be mounted inside the magnet ring, this shielding

will not reduce access to the storage ring or the experimental area.

Further, since the microtron will be mounted vertically, a dump for its

unwanted beam will be rather easy to arrange. This is shown in Fig. 3 .

The microtron beam will normally be pitched down into a water filled hole.

When electrons are to be injected the first magnet will be pulsed on,

bending the electrons up into the beam transport line. Since the magnet

pulse will be of a necessity short ( ~ 10 y seconds) compared to the micro-

tron repetition time ( ~ 300 V seconds) only one beam pulse will be sent

into the transport line.

From the foregoing it appears that the greatest radiation danger

occurs during injection but that the sources of radiation will be localized.

To deal with this radiation, shielding will be necessary but in most cases

the shielding will also be localized. Since the injection energy is 35 MeV,

two feet of concrete in the form of movable blocks should be adequate in

all cases.

The shielding shown in Fig. 1 represents the worst possible case:

the entire machine surrounded by a two to three foot thick wall. Even under

these conditions, beam lines are not excessively long, and as is sbown, the

shielding can be arranged so that some experiments could be set up inside

the shield wall and, if necessary, be operated remotely.
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On balance, it is reas-nable to expect that close access to the proposed

storage ring, a feature that has been of great value in the operation of the

240 MeV ring, will be safe under stored beam conditions. The case for close

access under injection conditions is not so clear and will have to be investi-

gated upon completion of the ring.

VII. Characteristics of Synchrotron Radiation

In their own frame of reference electrons emit a characteristic

Larmor radiation pattern. For highly relativistic electrons, this pattern

becomes strongly distorted in the forward direction as viewed by an

observer in the laboratory frame. Thus, in the orbital plane, a narrow

cone of radiation sweeps past the observer just as the electron reaches the

tangent point being viewed. The fundamental orbit frequency and many

higher harmonics (Fourier components) are present to the observer.

However, due to the phase and betatron motion of the electrons, a

continuum spectrum occurs as shown in Fig. 4 where the spectra of

several electron machines are compared. At the peak of the spectrum the

root mean square angle of the emission cone is given by

<*2>1/2.,_L_ p (1)

Y

At 1.76 GeV, y is 3.5 x 103 so the angle of the cone is about 1/3 mradian.

Furthermore, the radiation in the plane of the orbit is polarized with

electric vector oriented parallel to this plane. Light from each point in

orbit is unlike that from a point source, however, because of the narrow
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radiation cone of an electron'. This natural vertical collimation of the

radiation is often overlooked when comparisons between synchrotron

radiation sources and conventional x-ray tubes are made.

The power radiated per second per unit wavelength by a mono-

energetic electron of energy y with orbital radius R is given 1

3 ce v

16TT * R°

where

G(y)=y3 / KR/ ,(x). (3)

The function G(y) must be evaluated numerically. However, for

12wavelengths such that y<<l G(y) is given approximately by

2 2 / 3 r W3) y7/3G(y) « 2 2 / 3 r W3) y7/3 (4)

while at wavelengths such that y>> 1

G(y) « / £ T y 3 / 2 e " y (5)

Here c and e have their usual meaning and y = \ /\ where A c is a

characteristic wavelength given by

__4_n_R_
3

The spectral function G(y) peaks at a wavelength A p = 0.42 A 0 where it

takes a value of approximately 1.2.
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Instead of the power emitted, spectroscopists are more interested in the

total photon flux per unit wavelength

dl _ N dP
•ax - N c r r

where N = 2 IT RJ/ec is the average number of electrons present at a

given time in the curved sections of the machine, and J is the average

circulating current.

Practical formulae for the important characteristics mentioned above

are as follows:

X (A*) = 5.59 R(m> (8)
[E(GeV)]3

and

dl_ f PhQ t o n s \ 7.9 x 10H G(y) J (ma)
\^sec A ma mrad/

)]7
 x fa

[R(m)]

This last expression gives the photon flux, integrated over all vertical

angles, but emitted into only one milliradian of horizontal angle. At long

wavelengths the flux is given approximately by

r ^ ! / 3

| L f photons \ = 9 > 3 5 x 1 013 j ( m a ) [R(mjl t ( 1 0 )
d A \sec A ma mrad/ [ A ( A ) ] '
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Evaluation of Equations 9 and 10 for Tantalus II above leads to the

figures appearing in the first line in Table III. Here, the units are number

of photons per second per A per ma per milliradian. Of perhaps more

interest to those working in photoelectron spectroscopy is the number of

photons per electron volt, iS— , as a function of X . This is given by
dE

dJL f photons ]= 5 . 5 6 x 107 G(y) J (ma) fE(GeV)17,3 (J2). (11)
dE U e e eV ma mradi [R(m)]2

These figures for Tantalus II are given in the second line of Table m . Plots

of Equations 9 and 11 are given in Fig. 5.

Table III Photon intensities as a function of X

X (A) 10.000 1.000 100 10 1

~ 3.85 x lO 8 8.3 x lO 9 1.8 x l O 1 1 3.8 x l O 1 2 5X10 1 1

a A

ijL- 2.7 x l O 1 2 5.9 x l O 1 1 1.24 x l O 1 1 2.6 x 10*° 3.5 x 1 0 7

VIII. Beam Lines

The beam ports planned initially for the storage ring will be 2 inches

in diameter. Taking fifteen feet as a reasonable distance to the vacuum

separation chambers, the ports will pass the radiation from 11 milliradians

of the electron orbit. At the separation chamber, the entire photon beam

may either be rendered parallel with a grazing incidence, off axis parabolic



mirror and transported to a point where it can be further split and re-

focused to serve several longer wavelength (X>50 A) experiments or the

beam may be split at the separation chamber with grazing incidence plane

mirrors for shorter wavelength experiments.

Some experiments will require straight through beams. Among these

experiments are calibratron experiments utilizing the known spectral distri-

bution of the synchrotron radiation and experiments requiring the shortest

wavelengths. In addition, optical systems which take advantage of the small

source size and natural collimation of the photon beams, for example grazing

incidence or bent crystal monochromators without entrance slits, may be

designed to use the straight through beams.

Experiments which require the highest possible intensity may be

mounted directly on the beam lines, as close to the storage ring as possible.

With a maximum of fifteen ports available, it is expected that a wide range

of experimental requirements can be met simultaneously.

In order to protect both the storage ring and the users from vacuum

failure, all beam lines will be equipped with fast acting (< 3 x 10 second)

valves mounted as close to the storage ring as possible.

IX. Spectrum Enhancement

The storage ring as designed has six normal straight sections and two

long Collins straight sections. A wide variety of magnetic elements may be

installed in these straight sections for enhancing the spectrum or for modi-

fying the electron beam cross section to achieve special optical properties
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in the photon beams. Some of these elements will now be described.

3y inserting an array of magnets in a long straight section, the beam

can be made to first bend away and then bend back to its normal, straight

path The synchrotron radiation given off by the beam while passing through

the array may be given any spectral range desired by simply adjusting the

strength of the magnets. If the magnets are superconducting, then very

short wavelengths, indeed, may be generated. Further, since at the peak

of the spectrum ~ — goes inversely as the radius of orbit curvature

squared, the intensity of the radiation from the orbit perturbation or

"A shifter" can be much greater than the intensity of the radiation from a

normal magnet. Such a wavelength shifter has been constructed for

installation in the 240 MeV storage ring. The conceptual design of the

device is shown in Fig. 6 . Conventional iron-copper magnets are employed

to achieve a peak field of 25 kilogauss. The spectra from a normal 240 MeV

storage ring magnet and the wavelength shifter are shown in Fig. 7 .

If a series of such magnets were employed in a periodic structure to

make the electron beam execute a symmetric oscillation about the axis of

the straight section, a large part of the synchrotron radiation from each

"wiggle", both in and out, could be collected at a single port at the end of

the straight section. The radiation would not be coherent, but the intensity

could be between n and 2n times the intensity at a normal port, where

n is the number of beam oscillations. Furthermore, the spectrum would

be controllable.
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In passing, it should be noted that by employing an extremely high

radio frequency accelerating system, 10 kMc for example, the electron

bunch length could be made short enough so that coherent synchrotron

13radiation at the longer wavelengths might be generated. This intriguing

possibility will be studied further.

Another magnetic structure is of interest here. The electron beam
and

may be extracted from the ncrmal ring structure^sent through a bypass,

once each revolution. In the bypass would be installed a low (3 insertion to

reduce the cross section of the electron beam in one dimension, probably

the vertical, to a very small value, at one location in the bypass. If at

this location a bending magnet were mounted, the beam would become a

source of photons of considerable optical brightness. A special mono-

chromator with no entrance slits, dispersing vertically with high resolution,

could be designed to use with this photon beam. If the bending magnet

were superconducting and the monochromator mounted close to the magnet,

the photon flux out of this, special monochromator would be exceedingly

large.

Inverse Compton scattering of laser light off of the circulating

electrons can be carried out to produce polar -ed Y radiation of moderate

intensity and energy from the storage ring.
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The back scattered photons would have a rather flat spectrum with a

peak energy given, approximately, by

E = 4Y 3Ej , (12)

where Ej is the laser photon energy. The number of Y photons per second

is given by

where Ne is the number of electrons circv 'ting f0 is the revolution

frequency, Np is the number of laser photons per second, & is the inter-

action length, A is the cross sectional area of the laser beam and

a0 = 695 mb is the Thomson cross section. For 1.8 eV laser photons and

1.76 GeV electrons, E Y = 88 MeV. Taking I to be 5 meters, Ne = 2 x 1011 ,

and 12% energy resolution, Ny = 105 sec"1 for a 19 watt CW, Helium-Neon

laser with a beam cross section of 10 mm2. The scattering would be

carried out in a long straight section. The counting rates would be nearly

ideal for photonuclear work in this energy range. These studies could be

carried out without interference to the vacuum ultraviolet research program.
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Synchrotron Radiation Symposium Discussion

after paper by E. Courant

(R. Chasman, secretary)

Frederick Brown

Did I understand that the superconducting magnets should be on when

the beading magnets are on because of orbit stability? Does that include

the possibility of injecting at low energy with a relatively inexpensive

injector and then coming up fast?

Courant

What do you mean by fast? If by fast you mean coming up in a few

minutes, that is the way it is usually done in most of the existing

electron-positron storage rings. As for superconducting magnets, they

would have to track the rest of the magnets within those minutes and

recent developments in superconducting magnets with the filamentary

coils indicate that magnet;' that car be made to track in minutes or

even seconds are fairly straightforward* We have a fair amount of

work going on in this field right here in connection with magnets that

we would like to use for a big proton colliding beam device.

Brown

What is the rf harmonic number of your dream machine?

Courant

It is fairly arbitrary, but customarily in existing electron storage

rings it is of the order of several hundred, so that one has hundreds of

megacycles and since we have not really made up a list of parameters, I

cannot tell you just exactly what it would be.

Brown

The power expression depends upon charge squared, e , what about

potentially coherent radiation when bunching is very tight (

Courant

It occurs at the low energy end of the spectrum. But since the

wavelength here is in the SngstrHm region the coherent radiation at the

peak of the spectrum would not occur until the particles are bunched so

close together so that they are only Sngstro'ms apart. Experimentally I

think it is found thai: with the bunching that exists in existing rings
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Courant (continued)

this formula (power loss « current) is verified to a few percent, in other

words, the coherent addition to the power loss is at the most of the order

of a few percent.

Perrault

How many bunches would you have circulating?

Courant

This is another good question. In the electron-positron rings most

people tend to favor having just one. And that is because then some

instabilities, especially the beam-beam interaction, permit a higher

collision rate. These constraints do not operate strongly in the single

ring for the purpose of synchrotron radiation. One might want to have

as many bunches as the ratio of the rf frequency to the revolution frequency.

Perrault

Would that increase the current?

Courant

Well, it depends on how much power you put in. The power required

for a certain total beam current is independent of whether the current

is in one bunch or divided up in many. Dividing it up in many bunches

would, however, increase the maximum current stability limit except for

the one effect of longitudinal interaction between bunches.

Perrault

What is the revolution frequency?

Courant

My dream machine has a circumference of 100m which means a frequency

of c/100 « 3 x 10*6, or 3 me.

Herman Winick, CEA

Have you considered the advantage of using several poles of alternating

polarity and no net bending in your high field section? This would

decouple the two functions: a - providing intense synchrotron radiation,

b - tending the beam in a circle.
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Courant

This would use up more power, one would have to do more bending in

the low field part of the ring so that I don't see any advantage to it

but it certainly is perfectly feasible to do it this way.

Winick

The advantage is that one obviously gets more synchrotron radiation.

Courant

You get what you pay for. You can make the whole ring out of super-

conducting magnets and you will get even more.

Wiulck

No, but you will get it in the place where you want it.
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Synchrotron Radiation Symposium Discussion

after paper by E. Rove

(R. Chasman, secretary)

Paul, Harvard

I think one should comment on the current values which you showed on

your slide just a moment ago. CEA is quoted to operate at IS mA, this

is a conservative figure for actual operation. I believe that 250 mA ?.t

SL&C, 250 mA at DESY and 100 mA for Tantalus are all design currents.

The design current of CEA is also 100 mA. If one wants to make a

comparison one should compare either design currents or actual currents.

There is a big difference, apparently, between the currents that are

planned and the currents one succeeds in getting after eliminating all

the instabilities that one did not expect to find during the planning.

The other thing that has come out of your discussion and also Dr. Courant's

discussion is that the photons that you can get out of a machine operating

parasiticaUy won't really compete with those you get by putting in these

undulators and iBingthem in a dedicated way. This is why Tantalus using

an undulator can do better than DESY and SLAC. So that since everybody

who has a facility available which they can use in a dedicated mode will

have designed it with undulators, the best radiation will come from a

dedicated machine, u't-Ji the best wiggles and the highest energy! This

seems to come out of your and Dr. Courant's presentations.

Rowe

There certainly is a lot of truth in what you said. There also are

other aspects to be considered here. Regarding design currents and

actual operating currents: SLAC has maybe 50 mA now with one bunch filled.

All they have to do is to fill one more bunch and they will have 100 mA.

I see no particular reason why they can't do it. DESY, if I know my German

colleagues at all well,will probably meet their design figure, God knows

they spent enough time building it. As far as Tantalus II is concerned,

I don't feel the 100 mA is a non-conservative figure. I know that CEA

has a design current of 100 mA and indeed the 100 mA have been reached at

CEA under certain conditions.
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Lax. MIT

Another practical question. If and when you get the money for this

project, how much would it cost and how long would it take to build and

when would such a device be available assuming realistic conditions?

Rowe

I will give a number. We estimate the cost of Tantalus II> without

the building,to be 1.5 million dollars, and the building period to be

3 years. It seems a rather small amount of money. In the first place,

very little has to be developed in connection with Tantalus II and the

major part of the cost would be associated with the construction of

the machine. The second consideration here is that we are in possession

of a large laboratory with pretty respectable capabilities in building

things and which does not depend entirely on the funding of such a machine

for its existence. That is, we operate a jobshop, so that one does not

have the case of the engineer who is absolutely necessary only to the project.

If he is not working on this he is working on something else. Further-

more, we have some of the hardware required to manufacture the machine;

and, as I said, the technology is known from the experience of having

built Tantalus I.
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UV and Soft X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy Using
Synchrotron Radiation

D. £. Eastman
IBM Research Center

Yorktown Heights, N. Y. 10598

In photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) studies of solids and

surfaces, the sample being studied is prepared in ultra-high vacuum

(UHV) with a clean surface and is then irradiated with photons having

an energy hv. For hv greater than the work function $, a fraction of

the optically excited electrons escape into vacuum, where their number

and kinetic energy distribution [N(E; hv)] are measured using an

electron energy analyzer. Such PES measurements give direct informa-

tion on the one-electron energy levels of solids aid surfaces, e.g.

band positions and widths. Thus FES is a "double spectrometer"

spectroscopy which requires both a photon monochromator and an electron

energy analyzer, with provision for preparing and measuring samples in

a UHV chamber. Because of the "double spectrometer" nature of PES, as

well as the nature of the photoemission process itself, an intense

source of radiation is required. This is illustrated by the following

example. Assume we are using synchrotron radiation and a typical UV

monochromator at a photon energy of hv - 25 eV and require a modest

M}.3 eV total resolution. In order to obtain a photoemission energy

distribution (PED) N(Ej hv) with a signal level of ^10 electron

counts/sec, (i.e. S/N ratio of 100/1 with a 1 sec integrating time), a
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source capable of supplying a focused incident flux of ^10 photons/

sec/eV is required. That is, an "insertion loss" between the number

of incident photons and analyzed electrons is M.0 . This "insertion

loss" occurs as follows:

1. Incident flux (focused) on monochromator at 25 eV:

q
10 phot/sec/eV

2. Monochromatic output-flux (0.2 eV bandpass):

M.0 phot/sec/0.2 eV

3. Total number of emitted electrons (VL% yield):
4

VL0 elec/sec

4. Total number of analyzed electrons (yl% analyzer efficiency):
2

^10 elec/sec

5. Energy distribution, i.e. number per 0.2 eV interval:

M elec/sec/0.2 eV.

Signal counting rates N(E; h\i) less than 10 electrons/sec/0.2 eV

are of course still very useful, however counting rates cannot become too

low (e.g., as they can in X-ray scattering experiments) because of the

surface sensitivity of the photoemission experiment. Namely, typically

a surface region only ^3-15 monolayers thick is probed, and it is

difficult to ensure the constancy of this region over periods greater

than a few hours.

The required photon intensity in PES experiments can be obtained

using storage rings such as the 240 MeV storage ring at the U. of

Wisconsin's Physical Sciences Laboratory and the 3 GeV storage ring at

the Cambridge Electron Accelerator (CEA). In addition to intensity (a
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prime consideration), other characteristics of synchrotron radiation

uniquely suited for PES studies are:

(a) wide spectral range

(b) BHV source (easy to use differential pumping)

(c) stable dc source.

While much optical spectroscopy work using synchrotron radiation

has been done over the last few years (see notes of F. C. Brown), only

in the last year have PES studies of solids begun. We (myself and W. D.

Grobman at IBM) and a group at Montana State University (G. Lapeyre)

have successfully used the PSL's 240 MeV storage ring in the energy

range 5<hv<40 eV. Currently I have, in collaboration with Prof. W. Paul

at Harvard, built a PES system with 1-0.2 eV resolution for use at the

3 GeV storage ring at CEA in the energy range 5#iV<150 eV. Thus, both

the UV and soft X-ray regions (e.g. ESCA) can be probed using the latter

system.

Many interesting results on metals, semiconductors and surface

states have already been obtained, and the future holds much promise.

A few examples are as follows.

1. Band Structure Studies of Metals

PES studies of the noble metals for 5*hvf40 eV give high resolution

overviews of band positions and widths and definitively show momentum

conservation (i.e. direct transitions) as well as energy conservation in

the photoemission process. A detailed analysis of data for Cu by Williams,

Janak and Moruzzi shows that 1-electron band theory can successfully

describe the rich structure observed in PED's over a wide photon energy

2
range . This technique has great promise for obtaining both energy and
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momentum information for other materials in future studies. FES studies

of Au at the CEA for energies 10Sh-jS7Q eV show that the "X-ray limit" or

"continuum limit" is reached for hv^45 eV. In this limit, high resolution

overviews of the valence band "photoemission density of states" (PDS)

can be obtained, in a manner similar to that using XPS measurements at

hv=1500 eV (but with higher resolution).

2. Semiconductor Studies

PES studies of several semiconductors (Si, Ge, GaAs, InSb, ZnSe,

CdTe) in the range 5/6hv^40 eV have proven to be very interesting. At

the higher energies (hv£25 eV), overviews of major valence band features

(i.e. band edges and critical points) have been determined. These

results show the inadequacies of previous energy band calculations (e.g.

empirical pseudopotential method (EPM) and OPW methods) and should

significantly aid future energy band studies of semiconductors. The

energy levels of intrinsic surface states on Si, Ge and GaAs have also

been directly observed for the first time via PES.

3. Studies of Other Compounds

PES is a powerful tool for probing the energy levels of compounds

such as transition metal oxides, layered transition metal dichalcogenides,

rare earth compounds, and others. By observing the different energy-

dependent absorption cross-sections of "p", "d" and "f" electrons in such

compounds, much can be learned about the nature and energy levels of the

various valence electrons. Detailed studies of diverse materials such as

NiO, MoS, and SmS have recently been made which show the respective energy

level positions and widths of the d electrons and valence p electrons.



In summary, synchrotron radiation sources have great potential for

future PES studies of solids and surfaces (as well as gases and liquids).

As techniques continue to develop, more sophisticated aspects of PES will

be utilized. Namely, the photoetaission intensity N is a function of many

variables in addition to hv and E, the electron energy. In general,

N - N(E,r ; hv, t , ?„„,?£,.„) where r_ is the electron emission direction,
tt p ra DAP1 a

e the photon polarization, y p H the photon incidence direction and J 1 ^

the normal to the sample surface (i.e. crystal orientation). Future

PES angular measurements (e.g. defining rpH>
 r

S A M>» which should

yield additional information, will require even greater photon fluxes

than current studies.
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Comments
by A. J. McAlister

National Bureau of Standards
Gaithersburg, Md.

1. Monochronators should be provided as a part of the basic
synchrotron light installation. Otherwise, very extensive
duplication of effort will occur. For most applications,
focussing monochromators will be desirable, but provision
should be made for collimated monochromatic beams as well.
These are essential for reflectivity studies, and it has
recently been shown that one needs the angle of incidence
of the exciting radiation as a disposable parameter if the
full information inherent in single crystal photoemission
measurements is to be obtained.

2. Another attractive application of synchrotron light is to
fluorescent excitation of soft x-ray emission spectra. Of
particular interest are spectra involving transitions from
the valence band to the shallowest bound level. Spectra
free of background and troublesome satellites could be ob-
tained. Typically, photon energies in the range of 20 to
150 eV are needed, with band widths of 0.1 to 0.5 eV.
Photon fluxes of about 1011* per second, into a spot about
1.0 by 0.3 cm are needed to obtain useful counting rates.
Currently, DESY and CEA cannot supply such fluxes.
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X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

G. K. Wertheim
Bell Laboratories

Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

In photoelectron spectroscopy a measurement of the

kinetic energy of photoelectrons ejected by monoenergetic photons

is used to obtain the initial state (or binding) energy of these

electrons. The use of x-rays, Al or MgKa, in this technique was

originated by K. Siegoahn of Upsala University who coined the

name ESCA, Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis, to describe

one of the early applications.

X-rays make it possible to reach core levels and raise

the photoelectron into a region of the empty band structure where

the density of states is featureless. This has facilitated direct

observation of the valence bands of metals, alloys, and compounds.

The use of x-rays does, however, have significant disadvantages.

Resolution is limited by the natural width of the Ka lines,

Bremsstrahlung contributes background, and x-ray satellites, e.g.

Ka_ ^ and KP, introduce spurious structure in the photoelectron

spectrum. Recently some improvement has been obtained through the

introduction of a bent crystal monochramator, but at a considerable

cost in counting rate or instrumental complexity, and at a loss of

variability in x-ray energy.
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A further problem, inherent in electron spectroscopy

in general, arises from the limited range of electrons in solids.

At 1 KeV the escape depth is ""15 A, i.e. only a few atomic layers.

A significant fraction of the signal therefore comes from the

surface layer of atoms. To distinguish between surface and bulk,

measurements should be made over a range of energy between 100 eV

and 10 KeV. This will provide an escape depth ranging from 5 to
o

50 A> However, x-rays with suitable natural width are not available

to cover this range.

It appears that synchrotron radiation from a storage ring

could advantageously replace the x-ray tube in such experiments.

The spectrum available from a S6$V machine would cover the required

rangej "wigglers" could be used to extend the useful spectrum of

lower energy machines. Energy resolution of 0.1 eV has been ob-

tained at low energy in absorption and reflectance measurements using

synchrotron radiation, and could presumably be attained in the KeV

range using "dispersion compensation" between the x-ray and electron

monochromators. The small source size, small angular divergence, and

high source brightness make synchrotron radiation well suited for

such experiments.

A synchrotron radiation photoelectron spectrometer would

be a unique tool for band structure and surface physics studies.

Applications could include problems of catalysis and pollution to

which ESCA is beginning to show promise. The more conventional

applications of that technique are, of course, also included.
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Soft X-Ray Absorption—a Voluoe Probe
for the Solid State

Frederick C. Brown
Department of Physics and

Materials Research Laboratory
University of Illinois, Urbana, IllinoU 61801

Over the last four years synchrotron radiation las been widely used

for ipeetroscopy in the spectral range 50-1000A. The unique features of

a storage ring synchrotron source such as Tantalus I are:

(1) an intense continuum from the LiF cutoff at 1050A (12 eV)

to Che carbon K-edge at 44& (280 eV),

(2) a stable, chemically clean source,

(3) radiation highly polarized (electric vector in the orbital

plane),

(4) light pulses with fast (nanosecond) time structure,

(5) intensity and spectrun accurately kncwn--a primary standard.

Up to now, good use has been made of properties 1-3; less of 4 and 5

(Iten 5 is perhaps an exception to this statement, since frequently UV detec-

tors for satellites have been f»HMinfcly calibrated az Stoughton).

Circulating electron currents or 5 ma. are coamcely obtained at

Stoughton, and this yields a 200A photon flux of 10 tee" A* into I

•rad of horizontal angle. The corresponding photon ciunting rates at

the exit slit of a high resolution grazing incidence spectrometer/spectral

bandwidth 0.0SA)arc 10 to 10 sec' . Considerably higher flux (with soae-

what lower resolution) has been obtained by the USC group using a new

swnochronator without an entrance slit, designed specifically for the storage
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ring source. The present intensities are useful for straightforward absorp-

tion coefficient or total croso-section measurements, however, still high-->i,

fluxes are required for work on partial cross-section (ionization, dis-

sociation and luminescence) as well as for modulation and high resolution

photoelectron spectroscopy. Besides intensity^ one should emphasize the

versatility of the new sources over a wide spectral range.

Interesting and important results have appeared on many different

classes of materials as the result of synchrotron radiation work in recent

years. In this report, we cannot hope to do justice to all the various groups

carrying out reflection, absorption and photoemission experiments. Rather,

I would like to give a few examples from the recent University of Illinois

effort, especially where interesting scientific questions cone up.

1. Core Excitations in Insulating Crystals—Mainly Alkali K-illdes

The alkali halides offer the possibility for exciting electrons from

flat core levels of different symmetry. Results show the importance of

final band density as well excitons near threshold.——' Beyond threshold

the observed absorption often Increases due to matrix-element and potential-

barrier effects, just as for atoms in the vapor phase.

In a few cases, the question has been asked: Hhat happens following

excitation of the crystal? For example, F-center production by photons in

the range 40-150 eV has been studied in KC1 and KBr.-' By means of selective

filters the synchrotron continuum was used to simultaneously produce and monitor

point defects. F-center creation energies below 1 keV were obtained,

considerably less than in the ultraviolet or hard x-ray regions of the spectrum.

Moreover, it was found that the high stability of the storage ring source

was most suitable for sensitive photometric work.
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2. Crystalline and amorphous silicon

Unbacked crystalline and amorphous silicon films 500 2000i thickness

were prepared and characterized by electron-beam diffraction. Photoabsorp-

tion measurements using synchrotron radiation over the range of photon

energies 40-200. eV have yielded accurate values of dielectric response e,

for testing of sum rules and comparison with earlier ultraviolet reflec-

tion experiments. In our work, the highest possible resolution (spectral

band-width of 0.04 eV) was achieved near the silicon LTT edge at 99.8
LLfLLL

eV. This threshold in crystalline silicon appears to rise within 0.05 eV

indicating that a hole in the Si 2p core is quite long lived and the core

energy levels very narrow. These photoabsorpcion measurements serve as a

basis for comparison by the ESCA technique, which is not yet capable of

quite as high resolution.—'

Silicon is a very favorable case for high resolution soft x-ray

spectroscopy. For example, besides a long lifetime there is relatively

little underxjing extinction at the L threshold because at 100 eV the

oscillator strength due to the valence electrons is nearly exhausted.

Our absorption scans are taken with many closely spaced points in digital

form. This permits us to plot both extinction and derivatives with

respect to photon energy. The spectra can also be separated into L and

L Y spin-orbit components for comparison with the results of band theory.

In the case of crystalline silicon, Brillouin zone features and band

density maxima can be identified. For amorphous films, these zone features

are absent in the observed spectra because of the lack of long range orderr^

On the other hand, the L threshold is strongly enhanced in both cases due

to exciton effects. X-ray spectroscopic techniques mch as these hold

great promise for the investigation of order and disorder in new materials.



3. Excitons and the Transition from Metal to Insulator

Certain magnesium alloys, for example, Mg Bi and Mg Sb serve as
X A"X X L°*X

a bridge between ionic crystals and more conventional disordered alloys.

In the amorphous form, they are homogeneous over a wide range of composi-

tion x and have electrical conductivities which vary from metallic to

insulating (Mg.Bi ) . This is also true to some extent in the liquid alloys.

When crystalline, these substances form mixtures except at the inter-

metallic compound composition x • 0.4 where they are either semimetals or

semiconductors.

Using soft x-rays from the synchrotron, we produce excitations in these

materials near the Mg L._ T T T core energy about SO eV deep.-^ Surprisingly
IX,XXX

sharp exciton lines appear in the more insulating compositions fox the

amorphous materials. Exciton screening takes place and can be followed

from insulator to semiconductor to metal. These are fundamental new pheno-

mena and further work is underway.

4. Molecular Excitation Series

Along somewhat different lines, we have recently investigated the

L-absorption thresholds for a number of polyatomic gases, especially the

simple hydrides of second row atoms viz. SiH,, PH., I S , and HC1.-"' These

all show excitation series which can be understood in terms of the core

hole and excited molecular orbital states involved. When the hydrogens

are replaced by fluorine or heavier elements, the spectra are more compli-

cated probably due to potential barrier effects and associated resonances.

The advantage of carrying out molecular spectroscope in this high energy

region is that core, rather thai bonding electrons, are involved so that

excited configuration coordinates are nearly the sane as for the ground

(tate. Vlbronic excitations are less prominent and the spectra less com-

plicated, at least in the case of the hydrides. Foe fluorides and more
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complex molecules, resonances rather than Rydberg series are seen and these

have been explained in terms of potential barriers-^ caused both by the

Pauli principle and centrifugal effects.

5. Carbon K-edge Spectroscopy

The K-edge of carbon lies at 44A, and here neither our spectrometer

nor the spectrum of the Stoughton storage ring are optimum. Consequently,

has

Dr. 0. Rustgi/designed a new grazing incidence ruled grating spectrometer (88°

to the normal) for highest possible resolution at 44A. Currently it is

being set up with a newly designed high current (1 ampere) soft x-ray

source at the University of Illinois. Following tests in the laboratory,

the spectrometer '-ill be moved to a special port at the storage ring in

which a wavelength shifter (locally high magnetic field) is located. The

synchrotron radiation from this port will extend to well below 44&. We

will thus be able to compare actual counting rates between a soft x-ray

tube and a synchrotron source.

As the techniques are improved, we expect to obtain high resolution

absorption spectra on carbon in various forms including diamond, graphite,

and simple polyatomic molecules such as methane, ettane, and propane. Good

ESCA spectra and binding energies are already available on these substances

and excitation from ground to highly excited states can be interpreted in

terms of new theoretical methods for molecules. It should be possible to

extend such methods to more complex organic substances. The lifetime of

• hole in the K shell of carbon can be estimated from available data and

the edge absorption spectra will certainly be quite detailed.

6. Transition Metal Compounds

With soft x-ray absorption, it is possible to determine the order and

width* of unoccupied levels in transition metal compounds. We have shown
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this for NiOr^' where the partially occupied d-levels of Ni2+ (3d8) appear

to lie just below a As conduction band. More recently, spectra have been

obtained on thin crystals of the layered compounds KbSe, and TaS .-=' For

the first time, an energy scale and approximate density of states can be

provided for the conduction bands of these substances. Moreover, these

materials are highly anisotropic and the synchrotron radiation is polarizer1,

therefore selection rules can be tested by rotating crystals in the beam.

This can be done in transmission at oblique incidence since reflection and

refractive effects are small in the core region of the spectrum. Sample

size is a limitation, however. Such experiments on anisotropic materials

should flourish at the new more intense synchrotron sources.
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UV Surface Studies

E. W. Plummer

National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.

Let us begin by listing what information is required to

completely specify a surface and then indicate where UV Photoenrission

can be utilized.and how important a technique it is. Examples of

surface studies will then be presented to illustrate the capabilities

of this technique and its surface sensitivity. Next a few unique UV

surface experiments will be outlined and finally the requirements for

the light source and auxiliary equipment will be discussed.

It is reasonably easy to specify what questions must be answered

about e surface to completely characterize it (DP1972).

1. What atomic species are present on the surface?

2. How are they arranged?

3. How are their vale ce electrons distributed?

4. What are their atomic motions?

Duke and Park in their Physics Today article (DP1972) discuss these

question" one by one. If: Is clear that Auger spectroscupy has a

unique sensitivity to answer the first question. Any experimentalist

can specify the cleanliness or impurities on his surface with a

reasonably easy to build or cheap to buy energy analyzer. Low energy

electron diffraction and to some extent Field Ion Microscopy have

attacked the second and fourth questions. But the third question, which

in my view is the most important, has not been answered, primarily
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due to a lack of experimental techniques with enough surface sensitivity

to measure directly the local density of states at the surface. Duke

and Park (DF1972) resort to discussing what they call indirect methods

such as soft x-rsy band spectra or high resolution Auger spectra.

Recent high resolution Auger data on Cu and Ag indicate extreme com-

plication in this technique (PP1972). There are three experimental

techniques presently used which can measure the local density of states

at the surface: ion neutralization, field emission and photoemission.

Of these three, photoemission shows the greatest promise if appropriate

light sources can be made available.

How important is it to know electron energy level spectrum of

a surface? This can best be answered by first asking how important

are solid surfaces? The general importance of solid surfaces and their

characterization has been highlighted by a number of independent U.S.

and European Studies.* The technological and economic impact of

surface phenomena is apparent in a variety of areas, such as micro-

miniaturization in integrated circuits, heterogeneous catalysis,

protective coatings, adhesion, and corrosion. One would be very naive

to suggest that electron spectroscopy of solid surfaces would immedi-

ately solve the problems in these areas. But likewise it is just as

unlikely that a realistic model of surfaces and surface reactions will

ever be developed without spectroscopic data on the electrons contri-

buting to the bonding. After all, producing simple but realistic models

is an objective of all scientific endeavor.

An example to illustrate my point of how important a knowledge of

the electron energy level spectrum is to understanding surface phenomena
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is given by a recent review of CO adsorption (FO197O). A list of some

200 papers on this subject is compiled, but with a conspicious absence

of available electron spectroscopy data. I believe,as a consequence

of that fact, no definitive models for bonding could be verified. For

example, from all existing data, it is impossible to deduce the bonding

state of CO on W, even as to the question of whether it is adsorbed

as a molecule or dissociated open adsorption. As I will illustrate

later, photoetnission energy distribution can resolve these questions.

How surface sensitive is photoelectron spectroscopy? The answer

obviously depends upon all the parameters of a specific experiment,

such as the sample, photon energy, angle of incidence and angle of

collection. But the general physics can be illustrated by Fig. 1.

Here the optical adsorption depth and hot electron attenuation length

as a function of energy are plotted for W. The light penetrates

hundreds of A into the solid, while the excited electron escapes only

from a region near the surface. For excited electrons with energy

between 40 and 100 eV the escape depth is as small as 5 k. So as much

as 30% ox the signal could come from the first layer. At lower energies

the attenuation length raises sharply. The first conclusion is that

one would like to work in a photon range of 40 -. 100 eV. This range

is inaccessible with conventional light sources.

This surface sensitivity is dramatically illustrated by the

photoemission energy distributions from the (100) face of W (WP1972,

FF1972). Figure 2 shows a family of photoemission energy distributions

at hi) ' 10.2 eV as a function of exposure to CO. The peak .4 eV below

the Fermi energy is a surface resonance on W (FG1970). The surface
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resonance disappears with only a few tenths of a monolayer. New peaks

at -2.5 eV and -3.5 eV grow in with exposure. Profound changes in

peak amplitudes and positions have occurred with very little adsorbed

CO. The -2.5 eV peak occurs with all adsorbates studied and is pro-

bably a consequence of a surface charge redistribution occurring as

the surface resonance is destroyed by the adsorbed gas. The -3.5 eV

peak is clearly a molecular level of the W - CO complex. This is a

case where the surface emission clearly dominates the bulk emission.

These types of effects have been observed for semiconductors by Eastman

and Grobman (EG1972) and Wagner and Spicer (WS1972).

The problem of CO adsorption has also been alluded to previously.

Eastman and Cashion (EC1971) have shown that CO adsorption on Ni

produces a photoelectron spectrumvery similar to gas phase CO. Clearly

CO is weakly bound and not dissociated. The case of CO on W is more

complicated. Figure 3 shows photoelectron spectra for gas phase W(CO)g

by Turner (T1970), 3 x 10" torr. sec. exposure of CO on (100) W

(PW1972a) and 4.00 x 10"* torr. sec. exposure of CO on (110) W (BE1972).

The curves for adsorbed CO are difference curves. The initially clean

energy distribution is subtracted from the exposed energy distribution.

The similarity is striking. The state at an ionization potential of

8 eV (3.5 eV below the Fermi energy) is the molecular orbital centered

on the W atom. The lower band is shifted from the W(CQ),, but the

binding is grossly different and one would expect a shift. Waclawski

and I have also studied oxygen and hydrogen on (100) W and Baker and

Eastman have studied oxygen on (110) W. From this data we are already

able to say something very important to the theoreticians. Chemi-
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sorption of these gases occurs by forming strong chemical bonds with

the surface atoms. The bonding is accompanied by charge redistribution

of the surface atoms, producing localized molecular orbital energy

levels (PW1972a), In many cases these levels may be directly related

to a similar gas phase molecule. Therefore theoretical calculation

should proceed by first calculating the molecular orbitals for a given

complex, then letting this complex interact with the solid.

Another interesting application of UV photoemission is the study

of oxidation or corrosion of metals. Eastman and Cashion (EC1971)

have studied the growth of the oxide bands on a nickel substrate. In

7ig. 4 we illustrate this type of study for tungsten. A (100) tungsten

crystal was exposed to 1 x 10' torr sec. oxygen at a temperature of

1200 K. The photoemission energy distribution for 21.2 eV photons is

shown by the solid curve for this case. There is a broad oxide band

centered about 6 eV below the Fermi energy E,. The tungsten band

extends 5 or 6 volts below Ef. The peak at 2.5 eV below Ef is the same

peak shown in Fig. 2. King, Madey and Yates (KMY1971) have shown that

heating this oxide surface to above 1400 K for a few seconds removes

W02 leaving behind products which are identical with a room temperature

adsorption experiment. The dash curve is after a flash at 1670 K for

10 sec. The spectrum is exactly the same as one obtained by adsorbing

~10~ torr. sec. of oxygen at room temperature. Heating to over 1800 K

(KMY1971) removes the tightly bound WO oxides. The resulting spectrum

is shown by the circle curve. This is identical to a low coverage

<< 5 x 10 torr. sec.) of oxygen. The final curve is clean tungsten



again with the surface state present. With the proper theoretical

guidance, the oxidation of metals could be followed upon adsorption.

The potential of photoemlssion for solid surface studies is clear

from the discussions above. Now we need studies of more systems over

a wider range of photon energies. This data must be coupled with

theoretical calculation and the equivalent data from gas phase complexes.

I have no doubt that theoretical work will be done when good data become

available. An even nore exciting experiment can be undertaken with an

adequate light source. A unique situation exists on a surface for

angular dependence measurements of the photoelectron spectra. On a

surface all the molecules can be orientated in one direction in an

ordered array. For each energy level the angular dependence relative

to the incident direction, polarlistion direction and surface normal

can be investigated (as a function of photon energy). With sufficient

theoretical guidance we should be able to determine the nature of each

orbital. For example. Its symmetry and direction relative to the

surface and ita angular momentum components (C1972). This experiment

requires a very intense polarised light source which is continuous

i.e., a storage ring.

LIGHT SOUKE REQUIREMENTS

In order to estimate the photon flux requirements of a light

source the complete system must be analysed. The principal element*

in the experiments outlined above are a monochromator and electron

energy analyzer. Consider firac the energy analyser. The relevant

design parameter for any analyser is che quantity called e-tendue

(He 1971). Etendue is the product of entrance area times entrance
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solid angle (Aft) being accepted by the analyser. Let ua consider three

typea of energy analysers, spherical deflection, cylindrical Mirror

and spherical retarding. All three can be utilised to measure angular

dependence whereas the cylindrical mirror and spherical retarding are

superior for total angular measurement*.

If the experiment requires a resolution flE for an initial electron

energy E then the etendue for Che three types of analysers ara given

by (Hel97l),

2 /AE\ AE
la Afl • SR f£-l %- apherical

lb Ati - .M t ^ / f r l T f * cylindrical Mirror,

1c At* - R R 0
2 ~ i~0"i' spherical retarding,

where It it the Mean radius in • spherical deflector, R, Che inner

cylindrical radiua in the cylindrical Mirror and R. the ratarding grid

radius in Che spherical ratarding analyser. « is the angular accep-

tance of a rotating alit intertad in the cylindrical Mirror analyzer

to Make it capable of Measuring the angular dependence, of « 360* is

the usual Mode of operating a cylindrical Mirror Co naxlMlsc the itendue.

£_ la the solid angle subtended by the detector (electron Multiplier)

in the ratarding analyser, and 'i is Cha transmission of the retarding

grids. E a la the pas* energy of the energy analyser. The eler.trona

ara retarded or accelerated froM E to E^.
AE 1Moat analysers operate in the range o ( | K « * » , In addition R

cannot be too large or an unreasonably slsed vacuum chamber Is
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required. Let us use a spherical radius of 2.5 in., an innei cylinder

of radius R^ • 1 in. (approximately the same outside dimensions as the

spherical deflector) and a retarding grid radius RQ - 2.5 in. With

these numbers the etendue is,

2 x 10" -|- cm ster, spherical deflector

AH - 9 x 10"3 « AE/E cm stcr, cylindrical mirror (Eq. 2)

Ag O

126 C, • 'i ~ cm ster, spherical retarding.
O b

If o (nut) is the phocoionis.ition cross section from a specific

level of an adsorbed specie at a photon energy Ssu and N(hu) is the

photon flux incident upon the sample, then the number of electrons per

sec. per unit area photoemitted directly from this level it given

approximately b*

c (!-.J») N(nu) S.

This a*sw#s an lsu tropic emission Into 4n steradlans. The counting

rate j at the detector for an analyzer of a given etendue is given by

J • G(hu) H(lw) 8 fci- .

If this is going to be a useful technfqus then we must be sensi-

tive to a tenth of a monolaycr s ~ 1 x 10 atoms/cm . Using our data

for oxygan (PW1972a) we can estimate the cross section for chamitorbed

oxygen on tungsten. This turns out to be 10 - 10 cm . Tbi« is

the cross section relited to the area uncNr the oxygen band. Therefore

the counting rate at the peak will be less Chan chi* number would

indicace. When the vacuum is 1 x 10" torr. we have les* Chan S00
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seconds to accumulate the energy distribution. At 2AE per channel

this gives a time T » 500 — for accumulation in each channel. The

signal from the surfac?. atom is always on top of a background signal

either elastic or inelastic; therefore, to have a reasonable signal to

Koise, the product of t • } should be several hundred counts for a

deflection analyser and 10 for a retarding analyser. Combining all

of these numbers gives

3 x 105(n} spherical deflector,

6'7 * l0 *-*-» cylindrical deflector,

(Eq. 3).

For .OS «V resolution and 40 eV electrons one would need in excess

of io9 ftp .
cat sec

The light requirements for the storage ring can now be estimated

if the efficiency of the awnochroMtor is known. Since the deflec-

tion analysers simple a swill are* the light should be focused onto

rhe &a»ple. In addition, for this facility to be of general use the

monochroMtor should be designed specifically for solid state use.

That is It should be ultra-high vacuun using differential puaping at

the exit slits, and Ixave fixed entrance and exit slits. These large

vacuum chambers are not easy to move. It seems to me that Madden and

Ederar (HE 1972) have designed such a monochroaator. This swnocheoauitor

is a sti|Mtlc grazing-incldence MMtochromator with fixed beast direc-
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tions and fixed exit slit. The grating is ruled on a toroidal surface

and its motion is a simple rotation. The spot size is approximately

2 ma and the grating collects 1 1/2 mrad of the synchrotron light.

The efficiency of this grating as a function of wavelength is unknown

but seems to operate in the 107. efficiency range. The following table

lists the required spectral photon density for several energies and

resolutions. These numbers are for monochrome tor resolution equal, to

the analyzer resolution.

PHOTON ENERGY
eV

20

20

40

40

RESOLUTION
eV

.1

.05

.1

.05

PHOTONS/
sec-eV-mrad

3 x 1 0 U

1.2 x 1012

1.2 x 1012

1013

In an angular dependent measurement a sweep of angle is also

required so these numbers should be an order of magnitude larger. For

photon energy greater than 40 eV the complete spectrum would not have

to be accumulated in one sweep so the term J» would come into Eq. 3

linearly.

These estimates of the required spectral photon density should

only be taken as an order of magnitude. But they do indicate that

the present University of Wisconsin storage ring is marginal and either

the CEA machine or the proposed Tantalus II would be adequate.
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Figure 1. Optical adsorptioi depth and hot electron attenuation length as a

function of energy for tungsten.
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Figure 2, A family of photoemission energy distributions at liu) - 10.2 eV as

a function of exposure to CO.
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Figure 3. Photoeleccron spectra from gas phase W(C0) C and CO adsorbed on

the (110) and (100) planes of tungsten.
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Figure 4. Photoelectron spectra from 0, adsorbed on (100) plane of tungsten.

Solid curve is 1 x 10" torr. sec. exposure of oxygen on a sample

held at 1200 K. The dashed curve is the photoelectron spectra

after heating to 1670 K for 10 sec., and the curved indicated by

the circles was after a 2000 K heating for 10 sec. The final curve

is after removal of all oxygen and oxides. All spectra were accu-

mulated at room temperature.



Comments Submitted by Participants: Synchrotron Radiation Study Symposium

After D. Eastman, "UV Photoemission" (S. M. Shapiro. Scientific Secretary)

Comment by W. H. Parkinson

In regard to D. Eastman's comments about other light sources, I should
like to point out that possibly the only substitute source that is con-
tinuous in wavelength below 600 A is the Vodar source. This is a spark dis-
charge that produces a small plasma bead on the tip of a uranium rod. Usually
.25yu.F at 10 kV is discharged with a repetition rate of 1-2/sec with duty
cycle <//<-sec. He have photographed a very useful continuum with a 3 m
normal incidence spectrograph, with a 10/* si it, gold grating 1200^/nun,
1010 film, down to #180 A with about 100 flashes.
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Comments submitted by Participants: Synchrotron Radiation Study Symposium

After G. Wertheim, "X-Ray Photoemission" (s. M. Shapiro, Scientific Secretary)

Comment by C. K. Jorgensen

There is no doubt if monochromatized radiation with half-width around
0.1 eV selectable between, say, 20 and 2000 eV, became available, it would
have a tremendous Impact on photo-electron spectrometry of solids. This is
not only a question of better resolution of structured signals and of
adjacent signals due to moderately non-equivalent atoms of a given element,
but also due to the extremely large variation (by a factor of more than 1000)
of Intensities of differing nlj-signals1 using 1486 eV photons. In the limit
of high photon energies, they are approximately proportional to (2j + 1)
times the average r~2 of the shell ionized. For instance, the fourteen
4f electrons of hafnium (IV) mandelate Hf(CgH,CHOHCO2)4 produce a signal at
23 eV almost as strong as the fluorine Is signal in other compounds2 whereas
the delocalized molecular orbitals having ionization energies between 20
and 10 eV show, at most, a quarter of this intensity though 232 valence
electrons are present.

The Faraday Discussion at the University of Sussex in Brighton (south
of London) was held 12-14 September 1972. Persistent rumours suggested
that the use of synchrotron radiation for photo-electron spectra has been
considered in Canada and Great Britain, and certain people (but not me)
expressed concern that half of the academic research in this subject would
be monopolized in the one or two laboratories constructing such equipment.
The majority of the papers presented was about 21-eV-induced spectra of
gaseous samples. Among the most fascinating results was the demonstration
of Dr. Orchard from Oxford that the M(III) tris(hexafluoroacetylacetonates)
being quite volatile has a standard set of penultimate orbitals with
ionization energies I above 10 eV for M - Al, Sc and Ga. In addition,
M - Ti, V and Cr, or for that matter Ru and 0s, have sharp signals at lower
I due to the partly filled d shell. However, M = Fe and Co have I (3d)inside
the penultimate orbitals In contrast to the naive feeling that they then .3,4would not remain stable with only five or six electrons. A closer analysis
shows that it is only the electron affinity of the partly filled shell
(which is much smaller than I when the average radius is small) needing to
be smaller than I of the filled orbitals. Nevertheless, the two anti-bonding
electrons of the high-spin iron(III) complex seem to have higher I than
their bonding counterparts, casting considerable doubt on the validity of
considering the diagonal elements of Huckel-Wolfsberg-Helmholz type
approximations as ionization energies. This paradox occurs with certainty
In the 4f group, where Dr. Wertheira measuring fluorides, Dr. Hagstrom
measuring the metallic elements, and we many oxides, sulphates, arsenates,
iodates and tantalates (in a study of 600 non-metallic compounds containing
77 elements5) all agree in the conclusion" that in most cases some filled
orbitals (in the metals the conduction band) have lower I than the 4f
electrons. It was rather frustrating for the Oxford group that volatile
lanthanide compounds did not show detectable 4f signals with 21 eV photons.
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After G. Werthelm. "X-Ray Photoemlssion"

Comment bv C. K. Jorgensen. continued

This is once more an instance of strong variation of the signal intensity
as a function of photon energy, as also pointed out this Burning by
Dr. Eastman In the case, of samarium (II) sulfide.

Variable photon energy might also help clearing up some of the intricate
problems related to adjacent satellites. They occur in copper (II) and In
lanthanum (III) most probably due to interatomic shake-up like the electron
transfer spectra in the visible and ultra-violet? There has been nuch
discussion whether they occur in nickel (II). Besides the striking difference
that low-spin (diamagnetic) Ni (II) doe6n?cshow multiple signals8 in the
2p region, a further argument for effects of interelectronlc repulsion being
Involved in the paramagnetic Ni (II) is that the distance, between the first
and the third I is 17.9 eV but only 17.2 eV in the low-spin complexes.
It is known9 that the chemical effects on such spin-orbit splitting of J-
values in inner shells are marginal and at most 0.1 eV. Dr. Wertheim
informs us that the spreading of multiple signals in the 2s, 2p and 3s regions
of high-spin Ni (II) has the same order of magnitude, rather suggesting
satellites. Though this is a somewhat unexpected accident, it oust also be
realized that the separations of <vs and 5s signals (assigned to effects of
interelectronic repulsion) are almost the same in several lantharides.

Another effect obtainable by continuously varying photon energy is a
strong influence on Auger electrons. In our commercial instrument using
1486 eV photons, we only see strong Auger signals from a feu elements also
having strong signals1 corresponding to high I, such as F, Na, Hg, As and Se,
and we detect chemical shifts of the same magnitude (some 5 eV) of the two
holes in the final state, the kinetic energy of the Auger electron decreasing
to the same extent as I of the primarily ionized state increases. Host
Auger experiments described in literature are performed with electron bom-
bardment of metallic samples, and chemical shifts have not been nuch studied.
The only element for which we find an Auger signal in the valence region is
thulium (III). It once more shows how interesting it would be to compare
photo-electron spectra with photon energies just above and just below a
given I.

Whereas it is obvious that x-ray sources for diffraction should go
down to about 1 A (12000 eV) there Is no strong reason to ask for wave-
lengths much below 6 A (2000 eV) for photo-electron spectra at the moment,
though you are perfectly right that questions of electron escape depth
may be important.

C. K. Jorgensen and H. Berthou: Discuss. Faraday Soc. 54, (1972).

2 C. D. Wagner: Analyt. Chem. 44. (1972) 1050.

C. K. Jorgensen: Oxidation Numbers and Oxidation States. Springer-Verlag,
Berlin, 1969.

continued
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After C. UtrchtU. "X-IUy

Cowitnc bv C. K. Jortansan. continued

C» X. Jorgenstn: Modern Aspects of S.itand Tteld Theory. Korth-Kolland
fubliihin*" Co., AMtterdasj, 1971.

5 C» K. Jorgtnstn *nd H, l*rthou: Hat. fys. M«dd. Panske Vid. Sel*tcab
(Cop«nh»jtn) 31 ( 1 W ) no. 15.

C. X. Jerg«n*tn: Seruecur* and Sondinj O, (1972).

C. K. Jerg«n*tn: Frojrt** tnort. Ch»». 13, (1970} 101.

1 C. K. Jorgmttn: Chi».« (Swic«.» 3J, (1971) 213 and 26 (1973) 2S2.

* C. K. Jorjtn««n: Thtor*e. Chiw. Act* 3£ (1972) 2«1.

bv C^orn KtddU

t*t* that »o«e of tht idvantati* of a uavetcn^tti continutm can
li« had in d!*crtl« x-ray tourcts - e.j. mnothrom»ttzei yetrJust r*iitation
•t 132 *V, lii-conluw *t~SQO tV, Al K a at 1200 «V, «cc. tt»nfr«d Krausr
at Oak Jtidit Has b««n worklnc on th«i». Thtlr reliability i* not fully
t»t«bil«h«d.

bv C. >o»«nbau»

1) What 1* cht apoe *if in Che x-ray tube you u»»?

Varlca fro* Inserunanc eo lntcruxenc. Tfitr« i« no general
•ntvar to thl» qutscion.

2) What la th» reason for the jsoof resolution? The electron spectrometer
or the a»noehroaator sy*t«nf

3) Why do you think tht resolution of the nonochroMtor system is
batter using synchrotron radiation?

The resolution of a crystal MonochroMtor Is United by the perfectness
of the crystal. A high resolution crystal •onochroaator can b* designed
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After_C. Wtrthtln. 'X-B«v Photoemlssior."

Coawent by C. Kos«nb«m>. continued

matching to an x-ray spot. It depend* then on the required apcctral
purity, whether the intensity is bluer or i«n at when using tbe
synchrotron.

After E. W. H w w r . "UV Surface Studio"

by Gary V. Hublotf

We have been carrying out measurements OR chemlsorption systems by an
alternative technique, optical reflectivity, which we hope will prove useful
and complimentary to p'wcoeaiuion, particularly because it is sensitive
to the final state. The experiment is * more difficult way to probe
aurface effects than is photocaission because the penetration depth of light
Is much larger (~10x> than the electron escape depth, but It has the
advantage that it avoids the uncertainties related to the escape mechanism.
The reflectivity changes due to chemtsorptlon are snail, of order
Iftlt/K I & 1%, and experiment* have been done in the visible and near UV.
It appears doubtful shat they can be extended to the vacuum UV with con-
ventional sources, because their low Intensity does not penlt the high
sensitivity required. Resonance lines of gas discharge lasps do not help,
because in an optical absorption experiment one requires the continuous
spectral dependence, whereas in photocB.tSi.ion »ore information is gained froa
• tingle photon energy by measuring the kinetic energy distribution of
the pnotoelcctrons. However, the synchrotron radiation sources do give
sufficient intensity for these measurcMents. In fact I have used the very
same reflectivity technique in the far ultraviolet (to 36 eV) at the
Wisconsin storage ring for studies of the reflectivity spectra of bulk
crystals.
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION PHYSICS
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

S. C. MOSS, UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON

The application of synchrotron radiation to diffraction

problems in physics and materials science is based mainly

either on the Measurement of weak scattering or on the ability

to tune the wavelength uniformly across the spectrum. Because

the synchrotron radiation emerges with a very narrow cone angle

and is highly polarized, there are additional aspects of its

use that become attractive. For example, the normal trade-off

between spectral purity and intensity need not involve an

appreciable loss of intensity that usually arises fro* colli-

mating a source. Perfect crystals Kay thus be used as monochroma-

tors because their acceptance angles are more comparable with

the divergences in the incident beam.

We will briefly discuss here some qualitative aspects of

monochromators, the regimes of scattering that are interesting,

and the classes of experiments that might profit from the avail-

ability of an intense source peaking at around 1.0 - l.SA.

Because Drs. Eisenberger and Platzman will be discussing Compton

scattering, we will confine ourselves mainly to elastic or

quasi-elastic scattering measurements. Dr. Eisenberger and
the

Dr. Rosenbaum will both also treat^question of luminosity. In

this connection, the recent article of Rosenbaum ct al. (Nature
and these proceedings

230, 434, I97I/J and the short note of Parratt (RSI, 3£, 297,

19S9) arc very useful. Rosenbaum, for example, compares the
o collinated

tine-averaged luminosity for 1.S4A radiation from the^DESY source



operating at 7.S Gev and to *a(S0 pulses/sec, 10 us/pulse)

xith the output of an Elliott fine focus rotating anode tube

(40 fcv, SO ma, focussed to . 2 x 2 am* on a Gu target]. The

results are that OESY is about 70 times brighter in units of

photons/sec, mm*. While appreciable, this is

not really so extraordinary a gain, and it is thus especially

important either to specify ways of increasing the synchrotron

intensity or to highlight experiments which demand the special

properties this source provides. Some aspects of the trade-offs

can be visualised with the Bragg law:

X - 2 MSin8; £ - ̂ x ^ . k

ae • ££ tane

and &k »-k $j

This Means that a momentum spread in reciprocal space increases

as sine proportional to AX. If we wish very good momentum re-

solution, then either we work at very low angles or Maintain high

spectral purity.

There arc two easily identifiable regimes, namely, low angle

and higher angle. For those cases where continuous low angle

diffuse scattering is of interest, i.e., density fluctuations

and/or phase separation in alloys, liquids or glasses, point

defect and void formation in irradiated solids, and so forth, we

•ay either sacrifice spectral purity or go to longer wavelengths,

so as to spread out the data in k, or do both. At longer wave-

lengths, the Cranaalaaibllity ia badly reduced and the ability to

select an optimal \ with respect to both absorption and angle
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is available only with a synchrotron source. The higher angle

experiments are measurements cither of diffuse scattering from

defect displacement fields, composition or order fluctuations,

ox thermal vibrations, or of weak Bragg scattering as with, say,

superlattice scattering involving neighboring elements (Cu-Zn)

or order-disorder effects just below a critical point. Over-

lapping the low angle and high angle regions is the measurement

of gas, liquid, and glass (amorphous) scattering. Of special

interest here is the availability of intense monochromatic short

A radiation (A".30A) to extend the k range of present x-ray

techniques.

A.

At this point, the monochromator becomes important. If one

wants very good angular or k resolution, then bent quarts or

silicon (especially because for (111) there is no A/2 component

from (222)) are appropriate. Dr. Rosenbaum has emphasized this

aspect for biological work, but it is also important in diffuse

scattering from defects and vibrations, especially if intensity

Measurements arc to be made very close to Bragg peaks. Where

some angular resolution can be sacrificed in the sample, bent

graphite monochromators provide enormous intensity enhancement,

in this case accompanied by a AA spread off the monochromator.

For liquid studies, this trade-off would be quite acceptable.

3. Tunability

There are, at least, a few aspects of tunability that arc

important here. One of the most interesting is the freedom to

pick a wavelength on either side of an absorption edge of an

element and thus to "decorate" it. This means, for example,
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that in solid solution crystal structure determinations where

a substituted clement is the neighbor in the periodic table of

its host, the site of this element can be More easily determined.

Such is the case, for example, with cation distribution in ferrite

crystals where Ki and Fe may be separately identified.

One may also enhance the difference in scattering power

of diffusely scattering species (Cu-Ni, CuZn, ZrNb, MoNb would

be good examples) in a solution where the tendency to order, or

cluster, may prevail. While the application to binary liquids

may seem appealing, however, one cannot be very optimistic about

tuning absorption edges to enhance scattering differences (or

similarities) and thus pick up the three pair functions (AA,

65 and ABj. Much larger scattering factor changes must usually

be effected in these cases (like the change in sign available

with neutrons) to produce the required three intensity functions.

C. Fixed Angle Measurements

These are experiments in which the demands of time or

environment suggest the use of a wavelength scan rather than

angle scan to collect data. Rapid phase identification is one

such case in which the sample (powder, usually) is placed at

some angle in the Bragg-Brentano geometry and a solid-state

detector-MCA arrangement collects the diffraction data, using

the white spectrum to satisfy the Bragg law. This technique,

already well-documented with conventional sources, would truly

exploit the advantages of the synchrotron source. Examples of

environment restriction which come to mind are:

1) high pressure - evaluation of structural changes
(lattice parameters, etc.) with
pressure, including phase transitions.
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2) low temperature

3] magnetic field

4} very high temperature

D. Low Angle Regime

As noted above, the low angle regime means, really, small k.

This can be achieved by dropping the angle or increasing A (for

which one pays a penalty in absorption). The diffuse scattering

experiments mentioned earlier are attractive if sufficient

intensity is available to (a) permit thicker specimens, and

(b) permit dynamic measurements. Otherwise, cold neutrons are

a very persuasive alternative.

E. Higher Angle Regime

In this case, we are looking at short range order, static

and dynamic displacement scatter;ng, weak Bragg scattering, etc.

Even though the diffuse scattering can in principle tolerate a

relaxation of resolution, very often we wish to measure this

scattering very close to a Bragg peak. Such is especially the

case with thermal and static displacement scattering, which

usually varies as 1/q2 from a reciprocal lattice point. The
reciprocal lattice

closer one gets to the /\ point, the more one probes the small

q dependence. Very often, as with structural phase transitions,

this is of great interest, although, as Eisenberger points out,

a very good sample crystal has to be available. Another source

of such 1/q* scattering is the scattering off the displacement

field surrounding various types of defects whose strength, share

and symmetry can be determined from an analysis of the diffuse

intensity distribution.
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F. Liquids and Glasses

Briefly, the structure of amorphous solids and liquids

is described by the space and time correlation function G(r,t).

With kev x-rays, all energies enter the counter at each value

of k = ^ s m and we thus measure the integral of the structure
A

factor, S(k,w), over w, which yields G(r,Oj. This pair correla-

tion function or radial density function (RDF), when determined

very carefully, has a great deal of information in it. But,

small distinctions are quite important, i.e., accurate shapes

and positions of peaks in the RDF and structure at larger distances.

Far from there being many equivalently good fits to RDF's in

solids and liquids, there are actually very few good models of

liquid or glass structure that are also physically motivated.

The problem that persists in these studies is that the data are

not good enough, the major reason for this being the unavailability :

of accurate large k results. The resulting termination oscilla-

tions due to the truncation of the Fourier integral at some

k(max) have been treated by many authors in a variety of plausible

ways. But it would be an enormous advantage to have accessible

data up to, say, k = 30, rather than the present limit of about

k = 20. The shape and detailed structure of the low r portion

of the RDF, upon which so much of the interpretation hinges,

would thereby be greatly improved.

Measurement techniques are also improved because a continuous

choise of \ allows one to avoid serious fluorescence problems off

the sample and to use the method of fluorescence excitation counting]

developed by Warren, to filter out the Compton scattering with an

incident A tuned just to an available edge for the fluorescence

detector.



X-RAY PHYSICS AND RADIATION SOURCES

by

P. Eisenberger
Bel l Laboratories

Murray H i l l , New Jersey 07974

ABSTRACT

This Is a brief summary of a talk given at the

Synchrotron Symposium held at Brookhaven from September 23

to 26. It will be assumed that the reader is familiar with

the type of information that can be obtained from the various

x-ray techniques considered (Compton Scattering, Raman

Scattering, Thermal Diffuse Scattering, Non-Linear X-Ray

Scattering, Elastic Scattering, Holography) and so all

that will be discussed is what type of source is best suited

for each technique. A brief review of the two types of

x-ray sources will be given (i.e. Synchrotron Radiation and

X-Ray tubes) and, for each experiment discussed, the critical

properties of the source, energy bandwidth, angular colliga-

tion, size and average or peak power will be determined. The

general conclusion Is of course that the advantages of the

synchrotron source over the conventional x-ray source vary

depending upon the specific experiment, but that In general

Is does offer distinct advantages and thus holds great-

promise for x-ray physics.
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X-RAY PHYSICS AND RADIATION SOURCES

P. Eisenberger
Bell Laboratories

Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

INTRODUCTION

If the synchrotron source emitted Into 4TT

steradians rather than being collimated and If an

x-ray tube source had Intense broad bandwidth radiation

rather than spectral lines then all one would have to do

Is determine the brightness (piioton/sec.-cm - eV)

of the available sources and the brighter one would auto-

matically be the better source. The above would be true

if one assumed that one had x-ray optical elements which

could change the nature of the output to fit the experiment

still keeping the brightness constant (i.e. exchange energy

bandwidth for collimation). However, in view of the

planar eolllmatlon of the synchrotron source and the small

bandwidth of high intensity from x-ray tubes the problem is a

little more complex, though it should be said that for some

experiments the special features of the sources become a

distinct advantage. The discussion is made a little more

complex because x-ray optical elements are more complicated

and less ideal than their visible counterparts, and thus

usually in x-ray optics one diminishes the brightness of the

source, sometimes quite severely, when one tries to create

a beam of certain characteristics. We can avoid getting

•»» involved in this last point by Just utilizing for the
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comparisons in this discussion one x-ray optical element,

a doubly bent crystal which can collect and relmage a

monochromatic portion of the source. Such devices

can efficiently collect radiation up to 5°.

EXPERIMENTS

A summary of the aspects of brightness used in

the various experiments is given in Table I. There are

several general rules which hold throughout Table I. The

first is that for inelastic scattering experiments (Comptori

and Raman) the momentum conservation conditions are not

rigid and thus angular colllmation is not critical but

energy selectivity is important to resolve the spectral

features one is looking for. For elastic or phase matched

processes (Non-Linear, Elastic (Structure), and Holography)

energy and momentum conservation are necessary and so both

angular and energy resolution are required. For Thermal

Diffuse Scattering (Phonons, Phaae Transitions) there are

circumstances where, though both energy and momentum

conservation are applicable, because one cannot resolve the

phonon energies one can use a broad energy bandwidth and

poor angular resolution as long as the two are related (i.e.

using standard non-dispersiire x-ray techniques).

The other features of the source, spatial brightness

and temporal properties (pulse or C.WO .are in general not

important in x-ray physics since most experiments in x-ray

physics are done on easily available material (so one

does not need a small source)and are C.W. experiments. The
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former arises because of the unexplored nature of the

x-ray experiments which means that conventional systems

are still to be studied. However in Non-Linear X-Ray and

Holography spatial and temporal brightness is very impor-

tant (also to some extent in structural studies).

SOURCES

It will be assumed that the reader Is familiar

with synchrotron sources, (i.e. basic properties are broad

spectral pulsed planar emission). For comparison we use

the newest x-ray source, a 60 KW Rigaku rotating anode

system with a 1 mm source size. Because of the,before

mentioned differences in the spectral and angular output

of the x-ray tube and the synchrotron source a direct

comparison of their brightnesses is not possible. A few

points can be made immediately. Unless one utilized the

spectral lines of the x-ray source (i.e. copper tubes use

the copper Ka lines) the synchrotron source would be so much

stronger that any comparison would be ridiculous. Since both

types of sources are' the same size (roughly) we can ignore

comparing 3patlal brightness.

Using the ,1# conversion efficiency from electrical

power to x-ray characteristic radiation, one can obtain the

first point on figure 1. Thus most of the synchroton sources

are clearly "brighter" than the x-ray sources. However

because of the synchrotron limited angular range if one

oonsiders for example in a Compton experiment with a 5° by

5° input beam one could actually have more photons from the
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top point
x-ray tube than the synchrotron tube. (See^Fig. l).

Before making a comparison of the two types of sources

with the experiments two general properties of the

synchrotron source should be stressed. The first,

pulsed nature of radiation,is a distinct advantage, which

has not been stressed by preliminary discussions of the

uses of synchrotron radiation. The second is that in

comparing the two sources in the next section one should

always remember that one is comparing in the one case a

multi-million dollar huge somewhat cumbersome synchrotron

source with a "small" one-man x-ray source.

COMPARISON

A summary of the comparison of the two sources

for the individual experiments Is given in Table II. The

table is self-explanatory and of course has built Into

it the sentiment of the last paragraph. A few comments

on the table. It Is clear that non-linear x-ray scattering

and to some extent holography are ideally suited for

synchrotron sources. Also any future technique such as the

exciting recent development in x-ray absorption fine

structure studies, which require a tunable source, will also

be ideally studied by the synchrotron source.

SUMMARY

While it is not straightforward to compare sources

of such disparate properties as a conventional x-ray tube

and a synchrotron source it is clear that for all phase



matched phenomena the synchrotron source will be a tremendous

addition to the experimentalist in many disciplines, in the

final analysis, with further development of synchrotron sources

to engineer them for special needs it is probably not an

exaggeration to say that they will be as significant a

development for scientific research as the laser.

TABLE I

I! oy sYXHKorno;: PADIATIOH
WITH iilOf! IliTFIISITY X-RAV 3OUP.CE

Property Conpton Saaan T.D.S. Elastic Konllncsr Holography

Angular

Spectral
Width

Tunability 0

Time Variation 0
(pulsed C.K.)

Polarization +

Total Usuable
Photons

Convenience

+* 0

0 +
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TABLE II

Type of Angular Energy Spatial
Experiment Resolution Resolution Brightness Background

Fulled
or C.U.

Compton
(Low Energy)

Coir.pton
(High Energy)

Raman

T.D.S.

Won-LInear

Elastic

Holographic

NI

HI

NI

I

I

I

I

I

HI

I

HI

I

I

I

NI

NI

NI

NI

I

I

I

KI

RT

I

I

I

HI

I

C.W.

C.W.

C.W.

Both

Pulsed

Both

Both

I • Important
MI = Moderately Important
HI - Hot Important

, 2G0ma)

10° 10'
WAVELENGTH

Figure 1. Showing distribution of photon flux
for various electron storage rings.
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General Impressions of th« Content and Discussion of the

Tuesday Homing Session of the Synchrotron Radiation Study Symposium

David 0. Welch

The following is a list of topics which were considered to be

attractive for study using the characteristics of the radiation, pro-

duced by a synchrotron source:

1. The structure of anorphous materials and liquids using:

a. the scattered intensity at large momentum transfer

utilizing wavelengths of the order of >3A,

b. structural variation of the absorption edge, utiliz-

ing the tuneability of the synchrotron source.

2. Local order in alloys using:

a. tuneability to enhance the difference in scattering

factors for nearby elements in the periodic table,

b. large intensity of long wavelength radiation for low

angle scattering studies of clustering.

3. Thermal diffuse and static displacement scattering, especially
for example., near displacive phase transitions,

in Che long coherence length regime,.utilizing the tight

collloation, with usable intensity, obtainable with &

synchrotron source.

4. Application of dynamical diffraction x-ray interferometer to

measuring the index of refraction of x-raya with high accuracy.

Utilizes the tuneability of the synchrotron source to permit

study near absorption edges.

5. Partial resolution of the phase problem in x-ray crystallography

by using the tuneability of the synchrotron source to capitalize

on the wavelength dependence of scattering factors.
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6. X-ray Coapton and Hasan scattering. Excellent energy

resolution obtainable with usable Intensities together

with photon polarization should greatly enhance the

solid state information obtainable from this class of

experiment, i.e. spin-distribution dependence, band-

structure effects, etc.

7. Non-linear x-ray scattering. Such experiments require

good energy and angular resolution, and conventional

x-ray sources result In a very weak signal.

8. X-ray holography will require good angular, spatial,

and energy resolution with high intensity, probably

only feasible with a synchrotron source or x-ray laser.

In the following pagas is a summary of the comment and discussion

accompanying' the Tuesday acming session. This account of the comments

Is moderately detailed, and perhaps distillation of the essence is in

order. In many ways it seemed to be Bell Labs. vs. the rest of the

audience on the questions such as how much energy resolution Is necessary? ;

how desirable is tuneability in wavelength?}is the inconvenience and

expense' of- a synchrotron source compared with conventional sources an

overriding consideration? It seemed to me that there were a number of

experiments mentioned that certainly push or are beyond the limits of

conventional x-ray sources i& intensity, collimation, energy resolution

requirements, etc. (e.g. large momentum transfer scattering from

amorphous structures, band structure effects in x-ray Compton and Raman

scattering, thermal diffuse scattering near phase transitions, etc.).

Furthermore the ability to tune the wavelength to be able to work near
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the absorption edges with resultant bearing on the solution of the

phase problea seemed very attractive. The "cons" on these matters

seemed to be mostly that many of these experiments can be done

using conventional sources, especially the latest model high power
to

x-ray tubes from Japan, so why go'the the expense of constructing

a synchrotron source?

Summary of Comments and Questions In Tuesday Homing (Sept. 26)

Session of Synchrotron Radiation Study Symposium.

1st Speaker - S. C. Moss, X-ray Diffraction Physics

Moss, In comparing the luminosity of a synchrotron source

(with DESY parameters) to that of an Elliot fine focus rotating .r (in favor of the synchrotron source).
2 3 Aanode x-ray tube quoted a factor of 10 -10 A A member of the

audience commented that this was mlsleadlngly high under certain
an

circumstances. In.experlment where beam divergence is unimportant,,

an x-ray tube can produce a comparable number of "usable photons"

to that produced by a synchrotron source. Moss agreed that this

•lght be true if one used a monochromator with mosaic spread,

sacrificing spectral purity to achieve higher intensities. j

A question was raised concerning the source area typical of ;

fine focus x-ray tubes ( M.00 x 100u2), which initiated some !
i

discussion of the relative effective source sizes for x-ray tubes >

and synchrotron sources. Several members of the audience said that

the synchrotron source size, was larger but further away (from the

sample). F. C. Brown raised the question of the effective source i

size of the synchrotron source, maintaining that it was the Image ;

of the electrons in orbit and could be as small as on the order of
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microns . One member of the audience maintained that It was not

necessary to have the focal spot on the focusing circle since a slit

could be used, therefore rendering the source size unimportant. Moss

disagreed. Someone pointed out that a large source size requires a

large focussing circle to obtain a point focus. E. Rowe suggested that

the important parameter to be considered here is the source emittance:

source size x divergence, (essentially a measure of the inverse of the

brightness). The small divergence of the synchrotron source then more

than compensates for the larger source size. 6. Rosenbaum commented

that the brightness gives a measure of the ideal condition to be obtained

if the optics are matched to the parameters required for a particular

experiment. One must consider several parameters, e.g. intensity, spectral

purity, divergence, etc. If tight control of all parameters is required,

brightness is the Important parameter for comparison of the merits of

various sources. If control of one (or more) parameters is unimportant,

then one can maximize the other parameters at the expense of the unimportant

one(a). In such a case a normal x-ray tube might be better. B. Lax pointed

out that the synchrotron source is much more intense, by orders of magnitude.

Someone commented that the parameters quoted by Courant yield considerably

•mailer intensity for the synchrotron source for some wavelengths, and that

one must be careful to make the comparison at the desired wavelength for

th* experiment, not at the wavelength of the peak Intensity for the

synchrotron source.

Moss preaanted a discussion of experiments to determine the structure

of liquids and amorphous materials, emphasizing the importance of data for

large values of the scattering vector in eliminating truncation errors and

auggesting the value of a synchrotron source in providing such data.
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F. Elsenberger raised the question of how the appreciable Inelastic

component at these momentum transfers Is eliminated. The concensus

ox the ensuing discussion was that the Compton scattered component

Is easily removed by such techniques as properly selected absorbers.

In a discussion of experiments to measure thermal diffuse

scattering and static displacement scattering. Moss emphasized the

tight collimation that is required, and suggested that this require-

ment favored a synchrotron source over conventional x-ray tubes.

F. Eisenberger commented that the imperfection of the sample relaxes

these colllmation requirements. Moss agreed, but suggested that one

"looks for a good sample".

A question arose as to the time stability of a synchrotron

source. Some disagreement arose owing to confusion over whether the

source was operating as a synchrotron or as a storage ring. P. Eisen-

berger contended that the beam wanders, while E. Rowe strongly denied

this. There was a concensus that in the synchrotron mode, the time

stability is poor, while In the storage ring mode, that it is very

good. E. Rowe maintained that the time required for changes in

intensity by a factor of two was about two hours. The question was

raised as to whether this was adequate stability. F. C. Brown said

that the measurements by his group of optical density changes of

—4 -5
10 to 10 using a storage ring source was an Indication of the

excellent stability obtainable. E. Howe added that at lower intensity

operation, 50 hrs. was more characteristic than 2 hours. It was

agreed, in any event, that the changes were sufficiently slow that

the use of monitors would be adequate.
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B. Batterman presented a prepared discussion of dynamical

diffraction experiments. (A written version was promised.) The

most interesting application of a synchrotron radiation source

was the exploitation of its tuneability to permit measurements ,

using the x-ray Interferometer, of the wavelength dependence of

the real and imaginary parts of the scattering factor as they

vary strongly in the vicinity of an absorption edge. This permits,

In certain instances, obtaining information useful in solving the

phase problem and also makes it possible to tune the scattering

factor in order to maximize differences in the similar scattering

factors of adjacent elements. A member of the audience commented

that the fine structure in an absorption edge was strongly dependent

upon the structural characteristics of the material and that this

has been exploited in studying amorphous solids.

P. Platzman: Inelastic X-ray Scattering Experiments

Platzman, in discussing the spin dependence of Compton scatter-

ing, contended that experiments performed with circularly polarized

x-rays would be very informative and would provide complementary

Information to that obtainable from electron beam scattering. Platzman

claimed that the latter, while providing excellent energy resolution,

was only practical in the forward scattering regime. This point was

strongly contested by Hoss, who claimed that electron scattering experi-

°-la«nts could cover the range of scattering vector from 0-30A and in a

much shorter time than is possible with x-rays. Platzman disagreed

•bout the time involved provided that the x-ray beam was well mono-

chromatized and added that the requirements of thin films necessary for

electron beam experiments did not hold for x-rays, permitting the use of

bulk specimens. There was some confusion regarding the bactcscattering
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efficiency of electron beams, which was partially resolved when it

was pointed out by Platzman that the differential cross

sections for inelastic scattering from free electrons is proportional

to the inverse fourth power of the scattering vector. Moss, however,

still contended that with proper electron velocity filters, experiments

using electron beams were practical in the range 0-40A of the scatter-

ing vector with 0.2 eV resolution.

6. Vineyard asked Platzman to comment on the desirability of a

synchrotron source compared with conventional x-ray sources, for the

inelaptic scattering experiments. Platzman said that the synchrotron

source would provide intense spectrally pure beams and that the one eV

resolution obtainable in conventional experiments were "really on the

edge of Usefulness". Weiss brought up the desirability of circularly
t

polarized x-ray beams. There was some dispute among members of the

audience about the ease with which these might be obtained from a

synchrotron source. F. Brown contended that one could imagine techniques

to achieve this.

P. Eiaenberger: Compton Scattering. TBS, Non-Linear X-ray Scattering,

Holography, and Comparison of Brightness Requirements.

In discussing Compton scattering in the low energy x-ray regime,

Eiaenberger claimed that tight energy resolution is not particularly

important. This claim was strongly contested by at least one member

of the audience who asserted that this technique is currently one of

the only one* which permits studies of Fermi surface anlsotroples in

alloys, and that excellent energy resolution Is required to obtain

•eanlngful results. Eisenberger replied that In every field It is
excellent than poor resolution,

batter to have /\ energy resolution^but that the basic aniso-
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troples could be obtained with moderate energy resolution and the

extra effort required to obtain really good resolution was Inappropriate.

There was strong disagreement from several members of the audience.

Eisenberger presented a description of one of the latest develop-

ments in conventional high power x-ray tubes after which B. Lax commented

that when synchrotron radiation techniques have been perfected, conven-

tional sources won't even be in the ball game.

After a comparison of synchrotron sources and conventional sources

on various aspects of luminosity, a member of the audience commented (or

rather reiterated Eisenberger's own admission) that Eisenberger failed

to Include the "tuneable" characteristics of synchrotron sources.

Eisenberger defended this omission by claiming that getting rid of

unwanted photons of the wrong energy is a nuisance.



Diagnostic Medical Uses for Monochromatic Radiation

Harold L. Atkins, M.D.

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton. New York 11973

Most radiographic equipment generates a broad spectrum of photon

energies. The peak energy is that of the accelerating voltage used

to drive electrons against the tungsten anode. The maximum number

of photons is at an energy about two-thirds of the peak. This system,

using nearly the entire generated spectrum, is required in order to

obtain adequate intensities for short exposures. The disadvantages

are that the higher energy photons do not provide sufficient contrast

because of the similarity in absorption coefficients for various bio-

logical structures at these energy levels, while the lower energy

photons are absorbed to such an extent that very few reach the recording

medium. This results in degradation of contrast and an increase in

radiation dose to the subject (Fig. 1).

Recently molybdenum anodes have been used in manmographic units

to provide improved contrast. However, the generating voltage must

be high in order to obtain sufficient intensity of the Ka (20 keV)

characteristic X rays of molybdenum. While these units appear to have

improved contrast the radiation dose does not appear to have been re-

duced. This is probably due to the fact that a considerable proportion

of X rays generated are other than those due to the characteristic X

rays of the target. The use of characteristic X rays of other elements

does not seem feasible because of the large heat dissipation require-

ments at energy levels and intensities required to radiograph thick

body parts. Another problem is the multiple scattering which occurs

within the body which also degrades contrast.
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If monochromatic beams of X rays could be generated with sufficient

intensity in a range appropriate for diagnostic use in human subjects

definite advantages would accrue. In an exhaustive review of methods

for improving radiographic contrast Jacobson and Mackay (1) demonstrated

that the integral radiation dose per quantum reaching the film is at a

minimum at specific energies depending on the thickness of the part

being radiographed (Fig. 2). This is at variance with the idea that

radiation dose is always lowered by increasing the kilovoltage across

the tube. This minimum is at about 40 kV for 10 cm objects and 70 kV

for 20 cm objects.

A further consideration of this problem shows that contrast decreases

very sharply as the energy of the photons increases, with much of the

change occurring between 20 and 50 kV (Fig. 3). Putting this informa-

tion together with dose per emerging quantum we can obtain contrast per

unit dose (Fig. 4). A maximum value is obtained at specific wavelengths

depending on thickness of body part. For a 10 cm thickness this occurs at

30-40 kV and for 20 cm at about 60-70 kV. In practice the beams used in

clinical diagnostic work have a maximum photon yield in these ranges for

object thicknesses as described, but the presence of photons above and

below these energies serves to degrade contrast and increase radiation

dose respectively.

The use of monochromatic beams was advocated by Clark (2) who demon-

strated the increase in contrast and radiographic detail possible in

biological specimens. Ter-Pogossian (3) also described the increased
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contrast possible by using the characteristic Ka X rays (34.7 kV) of

cerium in combination with iodine containing contrast agents. It was

possible to reduce the amount of contrast agent by a factor of 2 or 3,

although an increase in radiation dose would be required. At the

present time the use of Mo target tubes for mammography is the only

practical clinical use of monoenergetic photons.

Ter-Pogossian's work sought to take advantage of the absorption

discontinuity of iodine at 33.17 keV. The mass absorption coefficient

2 J

is about 36 cm /gm at just above the absorption edga and 5 cm /gm just

below the edge. Radiographic contrast at this energy level is dependent

primarily on the amount of iodine present rather than on object thick-

ness (Fig. 5) and contrast per unit dose is best at energy levels at

or just above the absorption edge (Fig. 6) • As the part to be radio-

graphed is thicker, radiation dose may be lowest for a given amount of

contrast at some energy above that most appropriate for thinner parts

(Fig. 7).

Some investigation of xenon as a contrast agent has been carried

out (4,5). Contrast achieved was borderline but could have been im-

proved with the use of monochromatic radiation.

He are attempting to utilize these principles in the design of a

new isotopic source for mammography. It will be possible to produce

curie amounts of Tc on the BLIP (Brookhaven Linac Isotope Production

facility). This radionuclide decays with a half-life of 90 days emitting

photons of discrete energies of 18-20 keV. Hopefully this will produce
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mamnographic examinations with improved contrast and reduced radiation

dose to the patient. We plan to take advantage of the nearly mono-

chromatic nature of this radiation by using a back screen consisting

of a foil of zirconium which has an absorption discontinuity at 18.0

keV. The efficiency of fluorescence of Zr should be very high and

hopefully increase sensitivity by 30-40%. The advantage of such a

metallic foil over fluorescent screens is lack of grain and less of a

problem with artifacts due to opaque objects on the screen.

A very powerful diagnostic system can be developed utilizing the

characteristic absorption discontinuity of elements such as iodine and

a recording medium other than film. Such a system has been developed

by Jacobson and described in a number of publications (1,6,7). The

system has been used to image the thyroid and quantify the amount of

iodine in the gland.

A similar system is in process of development at Brookhaven National

Laboratory utilizing modern developments in semi-conductor detectors,

electronics and computer techniques (8). Our initial system consisted

of Si(Li) detector mounted on an Ohio-Nuclear Scanner with an end window

60 kVcp X-ray tube mounted under the table. The X-ray beam was used to

generate fluorescence in an external target of barium, cerium and neody-

miura. This fluorescent beam was extracted at right angles to the incident

X-ray beam and directed to the Si(Li) detector (Fig. 8). The spectrum, as

resolved by the detector, clearly showed the various characteristic X rays

of the target material (Fig. 9).
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A scan of a thyroid phantom containing 150 rag stable iodine in

the form of Hypaque clearly shows the difference due to the absorption

edge of iodine between images formed with the Ka radiation from cerium

and barium (Fig.lo)- Examination of the changes in spectrum detected

over various parts of the phantom clearly shows the differences due to

the iodine absorption and these correspond accurately to the amount of

iodine present (Fig. 11).

The difficulty with this system is the lack of sufficient intensity

to obtain statistically significant count differences in vivo when the

beam must traverse 10-15 cm of tissue. As little as a 1% difference in

transmission between the two beams must be detected in the actual in-

vivo situation when the thyroid is being studied. To determine this

with requisite accuracy requires approximately 4500 counts be transmitted

per resolution area or a photon flux about 125 times this number from the

radiation source. We are about to explore a different method using the

brehmstrahlung radiation from the X-ray tube target and selection of

energies to be seen made by the silicon detector (Fig. 12).

A variation of the method has been used by Block (9) to determine

antimony in the lung. He used the photons emitted by iodine-125 above

and below the absorption edge of antimony.

This method could be used for other contrast agents or iodine intro-

duced into the body in forms which would localize in specific sites.

The amount of contrast material required would be very small compared

to that usually used. Probably the best results would be expected with
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elements and energies at the level of the iodine absorption edge or

slightly above, from the considerations discussed above (Fig. 13).

A similar method has recently achieved a practical clinical

role. This is fluorescent scanning, in which a monochromatic iso-

topic radiation source induces fluorescence in some element in the

body such as iodine in the thyroid or an introduced agent such as barium

or bismuth (10). Not only can this method be used for mapping distri-

bution of an element, it can also be used for dynamic studies. The

advantage over radioisotopic studies is that background can be kept

at a minimum since the only source of signal is at the intersection

of the field of view of the detector with the exciting beam.

Several problems must be considered when a synchrotron source of

monoenergetic photons is to be used. First, what is the maximum

desirable energy? This is critical because the intensity drops sharply

at the short wavelength end of the spectrum. Design features must be

incorporated early to allow the use of energies higher than 33 keV. It

seems probable that photon energies of 60-70 keV might be the highest

one would desire.

The question of field size would be a limiting factor for many

practical applications. For many applications a 10-12-inch field

diameter is desirable. Scanning methods could be used if design features

will allow it. However, this would limit resolution and patient movement

would degrade resolution further.
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It is preferable to have a vertical beam for most patient studies, \

particularly those requiring a scanning motion or involving exposures i

of more than a few seconds. {
j

The detection medium should probably not be film since scattering j

would result in degradation of the image in comparison with the use of j

semi-conductor detectors. Will the whole system be too complex for use? f

i
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Fig. 1 Typical photon spectra from an X-ray tube

with tungsten target operated at various potentials.
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Fig. 2 Relation of dose per emerging quantum

to wavelength of X-rays.
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Fig. 5 Dependence of contrast on iodine concentration and wavelength.
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Fig. 6 Contrast per dose relative to wavelength

for various iodine concentrations for thin objects.
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SILICON OR
GERMANIUM
DIODE DETECTOR

SECONDARY BEAM

COLLIMATOR

SECONDARY TAR6ET

PRODUCTION OF MONOCHROMATIC X-RAYS

Fig. 8 A system using a secondary target for production

of discrete energies for transmission scanning.
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Ce kn,: 34.72 keV

I abs. edge: 33.17 keV

Fig. 10 Scan of a thyroid phantom containing stable iodine

performed at transmission energies just above (right) and

below (left) the absorption edge of iodine.
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Fig. 11 Spectrum transmitted through the phantom

shown in Fig. 10.



Fig. 12 Transmission scan formed by plotting the ratio of counts in two

channels, one above and the other below the absorption edge of iodine.
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Fig. 13 Photon flux requirements for detecting various elements

•t different concentrations through various thicknesses of water.



Synchrotron Radiation Study Symposium

M. Month, Scientific Secretary

Discussion after paper by W. Paul

Hill the experimenters be on the floor near the CEA ring?

Yes, a beam dump in the vicinity of someone would be ~ % mR«

How long is the injection time and what is the life time of

the storage mode?

The life time is of the order of 1 hour. (It's obvious now.)

The injection time is of the order of a minute. This is not

optimized. For the present type of operation of colliding beams,

I don't believe that this has to be reduced to the ultimate. It

is of the order of one minute. Operation would involve evacuation
for that minute.

So it means that after an hour, everybody ducks?

Well, that is one way you can consider operating without doing

any extensive additional shielding. We have regarded that as

a feasible way to start. The shielding described on those

drawings would be adequate, certainly to protect against the loss

of the long stored pulse. When you inject you do it at 60 cycles.

In fact that can be reduced, but that is where the additional

potential hazard comes in. I think with additional shielding

and limiting the amount of injection time you could probably

occupy that region during injection. Initially, we plan to just

evacuate it say for a minute because we are sure we can do that.

With some measurements we may be able to accomplish the other.

Question:
Donniach

You mentioned that beam splitters are important to keep people

out of the direct beam line. I wonder what exactly you had in

mind?
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The beam splitter, of course, can be used to keep the people

out of the direct beam line since the radiation comes off.

It docs do exactly that, but there are splitters you can put

in the beam line when you are establishing the current in the

storage ring.

Question;
Oonniach

My question is, what do you use for a beam splitter? Let's say

at very short wave lengths, say 20 kV or h Angstrom?

I don't know what you could use for a beam splitter there be-

cause the angle at which you would have to take the radiation

would be so small. I would mention that one does not use beam

splitters on all beams. If what you are going to do is to work

at a fraction of an Angstrom that beam might well be used only

for short x-ray operation.

astion;
Porlman

How do you turn on a wiggleti? Do you leave it off during the

loading cycle and then can you turn it on after the beam has

reached full energy or do you have to gradually raise its field

along with the main ring field?

The wiggle'.1 produces no net deflection. It is not coupled into

the bending function of the ring magnets. You would establish

the beam at whatever energy you like and then just turn the

wigglefton. There is no effect on the stored beam.

It is fully compensated at all times. It is just one magnet,

all the poles are in series, and they all come up together.

The net deflection is zero at all times.

This is really not like the wigglers discussed by Maide (dis-

cussed before) in which one has small deflections, small signal

conditions, and in fact the wave length is determined by the
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Answer:
Paul

periodicity, in fact the periodicity which the electron sees

in its own frame. Looked at that way, one can change the

upper energy just by shortening the period of the long periodic

structure. It is not this type of thing, which is quite a dif-

ferent concept. And that I would like to point out is the rea-

son for our 7 meter straight section. It is this concept

which we are after, the one involving initially a small signal

deflection and light straight down the array with the possib-

ility of partially coherent radiation and control of the wave

length produced down the array.

Well one might investigate that for the future. Another inter-

esting thing is the use of superconducting magnets.

I have a comment and a suggestion. The wiggle&is a great idea.

A useful thing to investigate is the optics of the photon beam

produced by it and what is its quality, essentially the emittance

or the brightness or whatever you like to call it. That should

be investigated, theoretically perhaps.

You do not mean the spectral distribution?

No. The brightness. You also have to know about the effective

source size. The important thing is that you are in a position

to do an experiment if you can get at the damper to look at it.

Is this possible?

You mean we ought to check out the damping magnets now? Hell,

I think that is difficult.

It would require putting a fork in the place where we presently

use the damping magnets, we could do that. And if we find the

time and can squeeze it into the present laboratory emphasis

which is still doing colliding beam physics. (It is hard to do

much else.) But we have no doubt that^spectrum is indeed there.

The calculated spectrums are quite reliable. The wiggler that

was talked about produces all of the radiation within just a few

mllliradians, and we will have no trouble geteingxout of the

fork.
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Answer;
Uinnick

I think you should save some time to check that. Of course,

the machine as it stands now is useful, but it appears that

the wiggle/^concept is rather crucial to future development.

I want to say that people have thought a lot about the wiggler.

There are some questions about whether coherent effects can be

seen. We certainly do not expect to see it, and we have some

doubts—you would have to collimate the beams and so on consi-

derably in order to be able to see it. He are in no position

to check that.

An interesting thing for the experiment that Ed suggested is

simply to see what is the spectrum from that short periodic

structure because,after all, it has a very foreshortened look

to the electrons. One would like to know how that compares

with the synchrotron spectrum from a bending magnet. If it

is long enough and there are enough sections it is not going

to look at all like the synchrotron spectrum.

Of course, the present damping magnet is not. It has 4 poles

and they are 3 in. long. The analyses that have been done in-

dicate that there will be no coherence effect.

I am not talking about coherence, I am simply talking about the

overall spectrum from low to high magnetic field. And really

I was thinking about the' 16 section wiggler you are talking about.

The spectrum should be additive within the angle you subtend.

The full angle for that wigglaRis of the order of 6 milliradians

in the horizontal plane.

What is the relative cost in operating a system like this that
high energy

you sort of inherit from the^physicist as opposed to one that

is designed as a light source?

That is a hard question to answer. It depends what you are

going to operate. If you are simply trying to run the acceler-

ator and do not count the cost of installation or beam runs and

monochromators, etc., that is one cost. If you want to discuss

the cost of putting in monochromators on IS beam runs that is
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another cost. Then it costs simply to run the accelerator in

the storage beam modes. Without providing much in the way of

service to users and without installing beam runs and mono-

chromatars or anything of this sort, the cost is of the order

of h million dollars and probably less.

What would the corresponding cost be on Tantalus II? And is

there any research?

About % of that. The computed cost of over % million includes

services to users, etc., so you must divide up the cost appro-

priately.
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BIOLOGICAL DIFFRACTION

W. Harrison

Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. 02138

1. Some applications of the X-rav spectrum;

\'(R) JK1 1 1 0 _
1.54 3.S5" 5.3fc 6.IH
CuKa CaK* SK* PKcC

Medical Diffraction Microanalysis, ESCA,
radiology analysis of etc.

molecular
structure*

*Por biological object of typical composition, optimum

wavelength, X w l . 5 t ' , where X is in A, t is

thickness in mm.

2. Diffraction vs. imaging. Imaging techniques, e.g. the Horowitz

microscope or the^microscope of Griffith et. al. (1972) , are limited

in resolution to supra-molecular dimensions. This limitation arises

not only from instrumental considerations (e.g., diffraction in

the scanning microscope) but from the fact that contrast is obtained

by an inherently destructive process (photo-ionization). Hence

these instruments are suitable for questions concerning the distribu-

tion of elements or detectable structures at the level of cells and

tissues. Diffraction methods sacrifice phase information in the

image, but they are capable of yielding information about organiza-

tion at the molecular level, combined techniques, such as selected-

area diffraction, may be particularly useful.
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3. Diffraction analysis of molecular structure

We can distinguish two main areas of interest: "Protein

Crystallography" (including the study of very large organized

structures such as crystalline viruses) and "SubcelXular Structural

Studies" (the study of the organization of small organelles,

muscle, cell membranes, chromosomes, etc.). Small-angle x-ray

scattering studies of non-crystalline small proteins, e.g. for

enzyme kinetic studies by relaxation techniques, may also be

mentioned. The characteristics of synchrotron radiation that

are useful are its intensity and its polychromaticity. The

applicatif ns of these properties are shown in Table I:

Table I. Applications of Synchrotron Radiation

Intensity Whiteness

Protein
crystallography

Subcellular
structures

Fast data collection
Enzyme kinetics

Temporal resolu-
tion: muscle
Spatial resolution:
local structure
in situ

Laue data collection
Small crystals
Anomalous dispersion

Small "organelles"

By "protein crystallography," we mean the "conventional" X-ray

diffraction analysis of protein structure. The field of "subcellular

structures" — the study by X-ray methods of the organization of

muscle proteins in situ, cell membranes, etc. — represents the area
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between Molecular Biology and Cell Biology that should be a ma^or

focus of research interest during the next decade. Note that

diffraction experiments generally require a monochromatic or

partially monochromatic beam. Even Laue data collection from

protein crystals will require a limited bandwidth. Hence, develop-

ment of suitable monochromators is essential for progress in this

area. "Raw" intensity from the synchrotron must be transformed by

suitable X-ray optical devices into "useful" intensity.

a) Strength. Increased intensity (over conventional sources)

permits either shorter time intervals or smaller specimen area. Both

advantages are illustrated by the way in which they could be applied

to experiments on the mechanism of tiuscle contraction. Temporal

resolution is required in "dynamic" experiments in twitching muscle.

The signal can be stroboscopically summed, if necessary. Present

resolution, with conventional sources, is about 1 sec. (Huxley, 1967).

A 100-fold increase in intensity would permit a time resolution

of 10 msec, an interesting interval even for fast muscle (Davson,1965)

Image-intensifier linked area detectors (Arndt, 1969) or proportional

counters with positional sensitivity (Gabriel and Dupont, 1972)

would be particularly suitable for recording such information.

Spatial resolution would be useful for observing diffraction from

individual bands in the sarcomere (the "unit cell" of myofibrillar

organization). For example, diffraction from the A-band of a
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stretched muscle (using a muscle in which sarcomeres are in register

across a large area ) would give presently unavailable information

about the packing of myosin in thick filaments. An intensity

increase of 100- to 1000-fold over present cameras would be required.

b) rolvchrojiaticitv. The availability of longer wavelsngths is a

useful feature if diffraction experiments with small samples are

planned. If A. is always employed, for any t, then the diffracted

intensity varies as t ' - e.g., the penalty paid for using a

specimen IOJJ thick instead of 1 mm (the optimum for CuKot) is

only a factor of about 5, rather than the factor of 100 that would

apply were the wavelength held at 1.5 A. There are a variety of

situations in which such small specimens might be interesting,

particularly subcellular organelles with highly-ordered structures.

Retinal rod outer segments, sperm heads, and giant chromosomes are

examples of important systems in which it would be advantageous

to use the order provided by "Nature's own packaging" to facilitate

diffraction studies of molecular organization. Another application

of polychromaticity is in phase determination by anomalous scattering,

a potentially very attractive feature for protein crystallography.
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Application of Synchrotron Radiation
For X-ray Diffraction from Biological Specimens

This paper is divided into four parts:
I) Definition of our problem: small angle diffraction

of large structures e.g. muscle. Features of the x-ray
source needed.

II) State of the art with x-ray tubes,

III) Our experiments using synchrotron radiation for
small angle x-ray diffraction in biology.

IV) Design principles for a special storage ring
generating useful x-ray wavelengths .

J. Barrington Leigh

K.C. Holaes

6. Rosenbaui

Max-Planck-Inatitut fur Mediciniache
Forschung, Heidelberg
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I Our Problem: Small Angle Diffraction of Muscle

The usable range of x-radiation for biological diffrac-

tion reaches from 0.7 to 3 S. The shorter limit is set by

the limited size of specimen in biology (1-2 mm or less)

and hence decreasing strength of the reflexions. The

longer limit is given by the sharp increase of absorption in

the specimen and the aqueous solution around it. To

overcome it would mean.specimen sizes below 0.1 mm. The

most commonly used radiation is Cu-KoC line at 1.5 8.

The basic repeat of the ordered structure in a muscle

e.g. insect fibrillar flight muscle, is about 400 8.

Thus the first order reflexions occur at an angle of about

3 tnrad i.e. 1.5 mm from the central beam at 50 cm spec.-film

distance. In order to record the reflexions and to

separate them from the central beam,whieh is stronger by 5

or 6 orders of magnitude, one clearly has to focus the beam

down to a point in the plane of the film or counter. This

is done by means of a mirror and a quartz monochromator

curved about two mutally perpendicular axes. Nevertheless,

there is residual stray radiation around the central beam..

Thus increasing the angular resolution requires either:

a) small foci and clean central beam or b) medium size

foci and large specimen-film distances. Both solutions

result in a loss of intensity for the following reasons:

a) for small foci and a clean central beam a perfect

optical system (e.g. double-monochromator) will be needed

having a necessarily small acceptance; b) larger specimen-

film distance means less angular aperture for a given

specimen size i.e. less intensity collected.

In order to show how these various optical properties

and requirements interact, it is necessary that we look

both tit some general relations and then at a particular case

of a diffracting specimen. The natures of the source,

optical elements and specimen transform need to be examined
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to find the optimal diffraction arrangement.

First we calculate the flux (photons per second) and

the flux density (flux per focal area) for a simplified

optical system. A source of area ds, spectral brightness

B j ^ (energy per seond per area per solid angle per wave-

band ) is imaged by loss-free optics onto a detector. The
v*

image area is ds . -v where v and u are image and object

distances of the optical system. Take the specimen to have

an illiminated area da. If we place this at a distance L

from the letector, then the solid angle subtended at the

optics be the specimen is da/L*= dJljfsay). The solid

angle which the optics subtend at the source is:

Hence the flux F at the image (focus) is:

P = B > A dsdA, d>. (diffracted)

= ds

The flux-density I at the image is the flux divided by the

focal area namely ds. jL i.e. I = B^d^-da L'x depending

on the band-pass, the source brightness and the specimen

solid angle.

Now a counter detects P, and a film, I. If the detection

is by counter, then for a given da, L, ds and B^dj. , the

larger v is for fixed u, the more counts (photons) per second

and consequently better signal to noise for a given counting

time. If we use film as detector, then the intensity I at

the film does not depend on v. However, the size of the focus

is proportional to v , and beyond focal spot sizes of about

75>u. x 75/4. film becomes an inefficient quantum counter,

since measuring techniques usually depend on a requirement for

a minumum optical density and not total grain-count. Film has

a further disadvantage, that its detector effciency is strongly

wavelength, dependent ( JL* ): it is a non-linear detector.
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This is only one of several limitations on the
interpretation of the flux relation. Others directly related
to the nature of the synchrotron source are:

(i) finite dJV., due to the high energy of the electrons
which means that P is proportional to dJV,, = d$
( horizontal) • di»( vertical) only within a certain
small vertical range djf

(ii) the optics required to collect the energy from this
dft, are large-scale because of the large u .

The high degree of collimation of the beam and the fact that
it has a white spectrum means the optics have larger focal
lengths (less aberration) and that monochromators behave like
mirrors i.e. are freed from the Johann constraint. However,
large, long-focal-length glass mirrors are difficult objects
to control precisely.

Most important to note is that reducing u does not
in practice provide the gain in speed one expects from the
simple expression for F. If we are already accepting all
the available range of d % (~ffjctron energy) then in fact
dy vis constant, P ^- P(dW), Similarly, although we are
left with F«cd£ h , the minimum focal size will increase
as u*a and hence reach the resolution limit.

The essential requirement of any x-ray diffraction
lay-out is to obtain clean resolved data (see below) in
the shortest time. The specimen lays several constraints
on the optimisation processs. It defines the angular scale
of the diffraction pattern, the mosaic spread (wavelength/
angle acceptance) and the aperture of the optics via its
size. The resolution, sensitivity, aperture and dead-time
of the detector impose further conditioins. Looking at
the general expression for P: in the counter case we have
7 mathematical variables, in the photographic 4. Clearly
the optimum arrangement for a give specimen and detector
is either fully defined or overdefined, the latter implying
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a trade-off between the goodness, of data and the speed of

collection. There are .in fact other "end" limitations,

e.g. available range of absolute size of the optical compon-

ents or specimen, which mean that the formulation of a

constrained maximisation. Of flux is a highly non-linear

process. Nevertheless one can show that h - r;
v *

minimises the shadow-in the central region'of Che diffraction

pattern hence resolving the first (innermost) order. In

order to resolve the nth. order of the pattern, one has to

satisfy 4 > + A 2 ©(geometrical) <

where t .is the basic speciment repeat, AT- the accepted

band pass, A2©geometrical the accepted range of incident

angles on the specimen. /± % andA2© geometrical are

also restrained by a rocking curve matching condition

fc matched 2 JA2 6 (geometrical) +_ A2€^nosaic spread)] .If

the specimen is perfect, A ) , can be as large as A2 ©• (geo-

metrical) = yjja' before incident radiation will begin

simply to add noise to the diffraction pattern. Th~

monochromator component of the optics should be designed to

be able to approximate to these relations for the specimens

available-, just as the mean wavelength should be tuned so

as to match the absorption.of the specimen. The final focal

size ( ̂* ^ L ) should be less than the resoluiton of the

detector so that an unfolded integration over a reflection

is possible. This will imply a value of L. n°t dependent

on AT- if A?- has already been defined as above. Hence

v is given and one then has to have optics with an aperture

A/daVL and effective size 2,13a? A further complication arises

when the monochromator gives a band pass proportional to the

cross-fire, for the synchrotron has a low value of this.

Large mosaic spread devices are not a simple way out of this

problem since they introduce large divergences into the optics.

An ideal band pass selector would have good transmission,
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low mosaic spread and a A!X. which one could select over a

range several times that of quartz up to A. .

Finally as an example of the foregoing remarks, con-

sider the case of a specimen which diffracts as shown by the

shaded part of the Dumond transmission diagramme:

' tissue

r> %. ordir

For a certain mosaic spread <A6^ (mosaic) there will be an

equivalent AT^ . Clearly the amount of signal to be

gained by illuminating the specimen with a range of wavelengths

and angles is limited: the diffracted energy is a function

of & and 7- and is zero outside the shaded area. If the

A % andA»6in the optics are so small that the a>-aBrectangae

lies within the shaded area, then increasing Al and &JI will

proportionally raise the diffracted flux, whilst spreading the

reflexion of course. As soon as the edge of the tram lines

are reached, the gain to be made by raising A%or A© becomes

a linear, constrained one, again limited by resolution. Hence,

the terms4TLi.fi, o r AVAA^in the flux expressions have to be

applied realistically. Similarly we also see from the diagramme

that no gain is made at one wavelength ifA&exceeds &©•

(raosaic)or at-one angle if AV>A?-(mosaic). The resolution

of the nth. and (n +• l)th. orders limits the A >. such that

the two orders must not occur at the same §j thus

at &x( %^) a larger A?- is allowable than at & ( >., ).

The optimal way to increase the energy in a diffracted

order linearly until the resolution limit is to have a



dispersive optics such that:

><»tf & subject to

Then as seen from the Renninger plot, an unfolded linearly

increasing integration occurs along the tram-lines i.e.

always following the rocking curve (width proportional to tf-*J.
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II State of the art with X-ray Tubes

The most powerful x-ray tubes available working

with a small electron focus (0.1 x 1 mm ) for focusing

optics are rotating anode tubes. The high surface speed

(about 100 m/sec Elliott BGW) is necessary to transport

the heat away from the small focus. There are two separate

problems o£ heat transport:

i) the average transport of heat to the cooling
water in the centre of the anode

ii) the local heat diffusion from the hot focal spot.

The first is only important for high power-large focus

tubes (e.g. 60 kW, 10 x 1 mm ). The second limits the power

at small spot sizes.

N = loading of tube v = surface -velocity of anode
1 = length of focus T = temperature.rise in the
b = width of focus focus

"»?i° = thermal conductivity,
density, specific heat of
anode material

The specific loading is |

The choice of the wavelength determines the material of the

anode and thusP, J ,c, the conversion efficiency and the maxi-

mum rise of temperature.* The x-ray output is then:

The brightness: 5~f*^5

The stresses in the rotating anode increase as
•2 *l

fS" ̂  V*S*J I

Thus the strength of the material sets a limit to any

further meaningful increase in intensity. The ultimate

•*• It turned out that the Cu-Cr-alloy used for the Elliott

BGW-anode stands much more temperature rise than the pure

Cu used for the smaller G X 6.
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surface speed of an optimally designed rotor made of the

best suited material (Ti pr carbon fibers) is less than

1500 m/sec which implies less than twice the brightness

of the present best tubes (100 m/sec).
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Ill Experiments Using Synchrotron Radiation

for Small Angle X-ray Diffraction in Biology

As described in part I, the intensity in the x-ray focus

on the- film is dependant on:

a) parameters like specimen size and resolution, which
are determined by the particular experiment and

b) the brightness, size, angular and spectral distri-
butions of the source and the characteristics of the
optics.

In our case the small specimen size and the large

specimen-to-film distance define an angular aperture of the

beam well matched to that of the synchrotron radiation.

Thus we really could achieve the gain over an x-ray tube

calculated from the brightness ratio. Table 2 in the

appendix shows how the figure of merit changes with different

kinds of diffraction experiments.

Our set-up (Fig. 1) is similar to the one used with

x-ray tubes: a horizontal mirror (glass, 200x26x6 mnr)

followed by a vertical bent quartz monochromator ( 75x

25x1.5 mm3).

The mirror is used;

a) to cut off. the short wavelength part of the
synchrotron radiation

b) to focus the radiation in the horizontal plane.

The grazing angle of the totally reflecting mirror is

>i m rad giving a sharp cut-off at w 1 8. The radius of

curvature is about 1 km for a focus at 2 m distance.

The monochromator has two functions:

a) to select a small band of the continous synchrotron
radiation (Fig. 2)

b) to focus the radiation in the vertical plane

The quartz monochromator selects a band at 1.5 8 about

10 8 wide, the corresponding Bragg-angle being about

13°. The crystal planes (1011) are cut at 7° to the surface,

the angles of incidence and reflectanoe being 20° and 6
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respectively. The bending radius of the quartz plate was

about 30 m.

The radiation source, i.e. the electron beam in the syn-

chrotron, is about 35 m away from the mirror. An evacuated

beam pipe connects the experimental area with the- source.

The present mirror-monochromator arrangement focuses an

incident bundle of 10 x 0.7 mm2into a spot o.25 x 0.2 mm2

in 2 m distance. The Ijotal flux in the focus is at present

about 1.5 x 10 phot/sec, the flux density is 3x10' phot/

sec/mm at synchrotron energies of 6 GeV and 30 mA beam

current.

A rotating anode fine focus tube (Elliott GX6 at 40

kV,15mA,O.lxl mm spot size) used in the same manner as for

small angle diffraction of an muscle fiber has typically

5x10^ phot/sec into a focus of 0.1x0.15 mm . The resulting
7 2

flux density is 3x10' phot/sec/mm .

Pig. 3 shows a diffraction pattern of a glycerinated

insect flight muscle recorded with synchrotron radiation

in 5 min (synchrotron data as above). The specimen-

film distance was 1.2 m resulting in a clearly resolved

(1,0) reflexion from the basic 440 8 lattice repeat in

the equator, of the muscle.- A comparable exposure with

a conventionalttube :takes approx. 5' h at a distance of only

10 cm. In this case the (1,0) reflexion is difficult to

separate from the central blackening.

We also recorded the equatorial reflexions with a

position-sensitive proportional counter (Pig. 4)7^ The

recording time was 40 sec for about 6000 counts into the

strongest reflexion. The spatial resolution of this counter

is 0.2 mm equivalent to 0.2 mrad angular resolution at 1 m

distance.

^provided by M. Gabriel and Dr. Y. Dupont, Institut des
Sciences Nucleaires, Grenoble, France.
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It shou 1 be noted that the low figures of photon flux
given above ire due to the very preliminary state of our

experimental set-up. The following improvements are
possible:

a) replacing 1.5 m path in air by vacuum gain <i x
b) using the full beam height (approx.

6 nun) by means of a longer mirror gain 5 x
c) using 20 mm beam width (now 10 mm):

larger monochromator gain 2 x
Total HO x

The efficiency of the counter can be improved-by using
Xe instead of Ar. That means that usable diffraction
pictures should be recorded in 10 sec with film and a
layer line measured in 0.2 sec with 1-2 S statistical
error with the counter. Moreover, the DORIS storage ring
will be 30 times more intense (at "designed" beam current).
The same layer line as above could then be recorded in
5..,10 msec OP in 1 msec at lower accuracy.

The aim of these calculations is to show that the syn-
chrotron radiation from a large storage ring is intense
enough to record transient states in muscle in the 1/10
msec range by sampling technique. The limiting factor
i* at present the speed of the counter. 6000 counts per
reflexion within 6 msec is equivalent to 10 counts/sec/re-
flexion. Even for only one reflexion this counting rate;
is beyond reach at present. A high-speed, integrating,
photon-counting, two-dimensional recording system needs
to be developed. The answer would normally be film. How-
ever, the large spot sizes associated with big sspacimen-
to-film distances make the use of film unfavorable.
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IV Design Principles for a Special Storage Ring
Bftnwratinf Uaofit' X-ray Wavelengths

The following criteria are those of most intei*est to a
propective user:

1) spectral distribution, especially £.: wavelength of
maximum flux
2) intensity
3) beam size and beam stability, lifetime of beam
4) accessibility or convenience.

The most important parameter of a storage ring designed
to produce radiation is the critical wavelength

where ^ = E/E%
 a electron energy/rest energy. We have:-

(D^J-v RE *— B~ E~l as (la) R-^ E • B"

R = radius of curvature of the bending magnets,
B = magnetic induction of the bending magnets.

Because of tbe sharp fall of intensity at wavelengths
shorter than 5{t(fig 2). the shortest wavelength used in
experiments determines the upper limit of ftc of a planned
storage ring.

On the other hand, a ̂ shorter than necessary is
undesirable, because

(i> the correspondingly high RE1 means a larger, more
expensive storage ring
(ii) the major part of the power is radiated in the
neighborhood of the peak wavelength (0.5Rt, fSg 2a).

Too small a "fa means a waste of vast amounts of rf-power into Mi-
used hard x-raxs. The powerful rf-syotera necessary in this
case would increase capital and running costs as we.il.

Thus wo have to start with a fixed 7^. about equal to the
swnllcst wavelength used. In the maximum of the spectrum
£} S£ ^(J* *1'2 the power radiated per unit wavelength interval
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is:

f x ' ^ l ^ E** R*3 Per electron or

?A (<|i»)/k'E>#R"*J into unit horisontal angle

J = electron beam current

With ). t = const. ~ RE"3

<2) P x (4i»%) **» 'tm* E« J ~- E«J into unit horizontal
angle

For large wavelengths, however, the power radiaf.od

(3) p^ ~ j . R*».a * for 3 » Xt (see f i£. 2a)
The total energy radiated per electron and revolution

(integrated over all 3 } is

The total power the r«f. system has to supply then is:

(If) Nfcofc~ E*. J« S"
1 -s, A~*» E • J ~ E • J

Equations (2), (3) and (4} show that it is advisable to
increase primarily the beam current for higher radiation
output ana to keep the electron energy ot a moderate level.
The critical wavelength ^ chas to be adjusted by an appro-
priate magnetic field B (equation (la) ).

As the beam current

j«%, &• - number of electrons per bunch
•lg " distance between bunches

the threshhold of charge density dependent instabilities, e.g.
space charge effect, limit the current. Charge density could
only be reduced at the expense of beam cross-section. Other
charge density dependent effects decrease the lifetime of the
beam: collisions between electrons and between an electron
and a non-evacuated gao atom. A further reduction of beam
life is due to the emission of synchrotroii radiation photon:?.
All the3e effects become weaker with increasing energy for
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a given Ac .

Another effect, the collision between electrons and the

radiation field, reduces the lifetime at high beam current

and magnet field { fordiscussion see DESY-report HI/70A,

July 70 by A. Piwinski). The effect is weaker with bigger

bunch heights and bunch lengths and, of course, higher energies

C "ac =con3t.~ E~* B"
1 =^ B — E~* ) •

Summarizing all these aspects, the strategy for a most

economical production of radiation is clear:

a) beam current as big as possible

b) energy only as high as needed to prevent instabilities
and too short a lifetime of the beam.

Until now we have only investigated the power spectrum

and not the spectral brightness (luminosity) of the source.

8 = S O U r c e a r e a

<"• = solid angle

<p - vertical angle
dO. = dy dy y s n o r i z o n t a l a n g l e

Keeping ^ constant the vertical, distribution of radiation

is proportional to \~* for any ̂  . Then:-

Equation (2) =*> (5) L~ t^. for .»«,»., at y * ©

Equation (3) =$> (6) h ^ E». 3 » Rv» f* f o r ^»A W at

It' luminosity is important and not just power, there

is no point in increasing the cross-section of the beam in

order to compensate the effect of higher beam currents on

instability and particle losses. The ratio I/a is even more

restricted. So the only choice for a higher luminosity is

a higher evorgy.

It has been proposed that a high radiation rate could

be achieved locally by means of a short stretch of high

magnetic field in an otherwise low-field (large-radius) ring.

Such a device (a "wigglcr") designed to save power on the

rest of the ring, should be based on the following principles:
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from equation (3)

P>-~ J • R'/3. *"^ or

P*~ J • E*'4. B"Vs. ,<*^ f0r the

spectral reagion X » X t

Thus in this range one should choose B as low and E as
high as possible unless E is already given.

Now A t — R • E"3 ^ B M . E"*

If E is given, lowering B will raise ^ t . For a particular^
the spectrum in fig. 2 can be shifted with respect to that?) ,
until the maximum is hit. Just before this, P-̂  is less than
the 3 * ̂dependence would give. It turns out that B should
be choi.9n therefore that the spectral distribution for the
of interest falls just under the %'*$ asymptote. This choice
is not critical however. For example, raising B from 10 kGauss
to 100 kGauss lowers PA by a factor 1 0 % • 2.15. For A = 3»An,
^s 1.5* Ac > P^ lies about the same factor under the A'^3
asymptote.

We see that the results of these considerations for
the wiggler are in accord with those for a ring with
uniformly high radiation (constant R). The wiggler has the
extra advantage that all the lifetime determining parametric
restrictions are irrelevant for the ring as a whole, except,
that is, for the threshold instability effects.

Accessibility:
The present synchrotrons produce a high level cf

radiation background. This is due to the enormous loss of
peak energies. What is worse to the experimentalist is that
even though the synchrotron itself is shielded by thick
concrete walls, the experimental area is not safe when the
synchrotron radiation beam is "on". Therefore, all adjust-
ments, focusing, specimen settings, etc. have to be done by
remote control. This fact has been the reason for one of the
major delays of our work.
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In principle, i t is possible of course to build a
sensitive servo-system and to watch all movements and the
beam by intensifier TV-cameras. But i t certainly would make
a storage ring much more attractive i f one could stand beside
the well shielded and collimated beam. For reasons given
in part 1 i t is not necessary to be very near to the source.
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a) For theory and measurement of synchrotron-radiation see R e f . I . . . 4
in appendix.
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c) For general theory of x-ray diffraction in perfect and mosaic
crystals see
Zachariasen V.H., Theory of X-ray Diffraction in Crystals

(Dover, New York,1967)
Laue K.von , Rdntgenstrahlinterferenzen (Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft,
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—VACUUM BEAM PIPE

—X-RAY WINDOW (Bt)
•X-Y-APERTURE

^ > 2 MIRRORS 15x26 x 200 mnfl

QUARTZ-MONOCHROMATOR
far toKthfUan*, 1.5x13 mm*

:-Y-APERTURE
'SPECIMEN

•Ht-TUBE
with Pb-scrttning

•FILM

Figure 1: Schematic of experimental set-up
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Pig. 2b

ban i» a ft:

tyn J» }l en:

AlL/X-W*

Ngth:

from* tire*

wavtltngth

Figure 2: Spectral distribution of synchrotron radiation from the
7.5-GeV-DESY.

2a: power radiated per electron per unit wavelength.

2b: photon flux through an aperture at 'JO m distance,
per constant fractional bandpass.
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Figure 3: Diffraction pattern of an insect flight muscle in
relaxing solution

Synchrotron: 6 GeV 28 mA
Exposure: 5 min
Arrows indicate: on equator, first and second
orders of 440 8 hexagonal array; on meridian
145 R crossbridge repeat.

Figure 4: Position-sensitive proportional counter:
Scan of equatorial reflexions
Synchrotron: 6.2 GeV 25 mA
Scanning time: 40 sec
Muscle same specimen as above.
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(RfPritlKd /ran Itaura, Pot. 230, No. 5294, pp. 434-437, <4Pri' 16, 1971)

Synchrotron Radiation as a Source for
X-ray Diffraction
G. ROSENBAUM & K. C. HOLMES
Max-nanclc-lnstitut for Medizinische Foochu.ig, Heidelberg

J. WITZ
Labonloire des Virus des Mantes, Instilut lie Botaniquc ds U Ficulti des Sciences de Strasbourg, Strasbourg

Some preliminary results have been
obtained with synchrotron radiation
from the 7.5 GeV electron synchrotron
Deutsches Elektronen - Synchrotron
(DESY) in Hamburg as a source for
X-ray diffraction.

WHEN in electron is accelerated it emits radiation. At the
very high energies used in DESY, the emitted radiation is
confined to a narrow cone about die instantaneous direction
of motion of the electron. Thus the synchrotron radiates
tangenrially. Synchrotron radiation is polychromatic, with a
peak in the X-ray region for an electron energy of 7.5 GeV (see
ref. 1 for the original theoretical description and refs. 2-4 for
experimental details).

The DESY synchrotron uses bursts of 50 pulses/s and each
10 ms pulse contains 6x (O10 electrons (10 mA average beam
current). The injection energy is relatively low and the elec-
trons are accelerated up to 7.5 GeV in the 10 ms.

Most of the X-radiation is emitted during the last 3 ms of
each pulse: little radiation is produced at the lower electron
energies, and so the time averaged intensity at 1.5 A is about
20% of the peak value.

Tabto 1 Data for Quartz Monochromator in Synchrotron Radiation
Bum

Synchrotron 7.5 GeV, 10 mA beam current
Electron beam approximately 4 mm (^effective X-ray

diameter source diameter)
Distance 37 m from synchrotron to monochromator
Cross-fire of the approximately I0-4 rad

incident beam
Polarization 85% at 1.5 A in the eighth ms of the cycle,

polarized in the plane of the
synchrotron

Be-window 0.S mm (96 mg cm-1)
Crystal quartz cut at <r=8° 30' to the 1011

planes, dimensions 45 x 13 x 0.3 nun3

Bender pins: outer pair 40.5 mm
inner pair 39.5 mm It

radius of curvature of crystal, Sfm
Wavelength 1.53 A (8=13°, 15-) r

Wavelength spread A ^ « 3 x l 0 - 3 A (due to deviation from
Jonann focusing and to finite source
size)

Focus 1.5 m from crystal
line focus 180 um wide

Angular aperture horizontal: 2 mrad (convergence)
of reflected ''tarn vertical:«3T4 mrad (divergence)

Measured flux in l.8x 10* photons s-1 mm-1 (of focal
line focus length) (at the eighth ms or the cycle)

a, Width of specimen; b, height of specimen; L, specimen film
distance; A, anode specimen distance; 0 , focal length, that is,
monochromator film distance; d, spot or focus diameter on film;
P, X-ray power reaching the specimen; and /, flux density at the
focus.

* Loaded with 40 kV, 50 mA into a 0.2x2 mm* electron focus
at the anode in the first case, and 40 kV, 15 mA into a 0.14x0.7
mm* focus in the other two cases. This set is the most powerful
fine-focus X-ray tube currently available,

t The setting of this Johann-type9 monochromator is optimized
for each type of specimen.

! Conditions of the synchrotron are as in Table I, computed for
1.5 A radiation.

We have evaluated the spectral luminance (that is, the power
in photons per second radiated per unit area, solid angle, and
wavelength interval) of both the synchrotron and a fine-focus
rotating anode X-ray tube (see Table 2). The values are 2 x 1 0 "
(time averaged) and 3 x 1010 photons s - 1 sterad-' cm"2 A"1

respectively at 1.54 A, showing clearly that the synchrotron is.
relative to present X-ray tubes, a very bright source. The
actual advantage to be gained in a diffraction experiment
depends critically on the optical system necessary to focus and
monochromate the radiation. Three types of focusing mono-

Specimen

Single crystal

a = 0.5 mm
b = 0.5 mm
L B 7.5 cm

Tobacco mosaic
virus gel

a = 0.6 mm
i > l mm
L= 12 cm

Insect muscle

a « 3mm
b = 0.3 mm

I = 40 cm

T*bte2 Biological Applicator*

Elliott fine-focus
X-ray tube*

Standard collimator
0.5 mm diameter

A « 12.5 cm
d «* 0.7 mm
P =* 10* photons s"1

Double-crystal focusing
monochromator t

d = 8 0 urn
P « I07 photons s~*
/ * 2 x 10*

photons s ' 1 mm-a

Double-crystal focusing
[Tionocnromator y

d = 100 um
P =5xlO> photons s-'

/ a 5x10' photons
s-' mm-'

D
d
P

I

3ESY synchrotron
with Berreman
point-focusing

monochromator %

= l m
= 120 um
= 4x10* photons .

- 2 . 5 x 1 0 " i
photons s-1 mm-1 ;

D = 0.8 m j
d •-

Pa
= lOOum !
- 3 x 1 0 * i

photons s - 1

/-3xl0"

D-

P =

* =

photons s-1 mm-1

1.5 (3) m
ISO (350) um

photons s-1

LSxlO" photons
s- ' mm-1
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Fig. 1 The F41 bunker at DESY and its position with respect
to the synchrotron.

chromators used in normal X-ray diffraction can be used:
bent glass mirrors, quartz monochromators and graphite
monochromators.

A preliminary investigation of the properties of bent quartz
monochromators3 used with synchrotron radiation is reported
here. We have chosen quartz because of its suitable elastic and
optical properties which allow it to be used asymmetrically cut
and bent to form an accurate focusing monochromator, with a
comparatively large numerical aperture. It also behaves
substantially as a perfect crystal with a reRectivity near unity
in a narrow angular range. We predict that it should be pos-
sible to focus the synchrotron radiation down to a point
{200 x 200 um3) with a Berreman* monochromator to give a
total flux of 1010 photons s- ' at 1.5 A, which is higher lhan
the flux available from other known X-ray sources (Table 2);
also the beam is well collimated. The flux density, the impor-
tant parameter when using film, is comparatively even higher
because of the small focus.

Because of its large mosaic spread (300 times greater than
that of quartz) a graphite monochromator might seem advan-
tageous for our application. When used with the white
radiation from the synchrotron, however, the mosaic spread
of graphite would produce a highly divergent reflected beam
with considerable wavelength inhomogeneity, thus restricting
us to small monochromator-nlm distances for reasonable spot
diameters on the film. For these short distances it would
not then be possible to collect radiation from a large area of
graphite by focusing. Alternatively, for larger Rim distances
the reflected beam would require collimation, which would
again reduce the expected intensity. We do not, therefore,
expect graphite to give more intensity than quartz. Further-
more, the optical and mechanical properties of graphite are
much less, convenient.

Experimental Details
All experiments took place in the F4I (synchrotron radia-

tion) group bunker ut DESY in Hamburg (Figs. I and 2). The

experimental area can only be entered when the main beam
shutter between the synchrotron and the bunker is closed so
that all the experiments had to be done by remote control.
The quartz crystal was mounted in the vacuum pipe leading
to the synchrotron ring. The reflected beam came out through
a beryllium window (0.5 mm thick) of diameter l.S cm. A
rotating disk containing a slot was used as an attenuator. This
and a lead shutter were mounted near the window. The rotat-
ing disk was arranged to run synchronously with the synchro-
tron. A film holder was mounted about 120 cm from the
quartz crystal on a table movable by remote control. Inten-
sities were recorded on llford Industrial G film. The mono-
chromator (Steeg and Reuter) consisted of a slab of quartz
(45x13x0.3 mm3) with the face containing the long axis
cut at about 8° to the 1011 planes. The slab was bent by two
sets of pins. Before mounting the crystal in the beam, the
curvature was pre-adjusted to the required radius with laser
light. The final position of the focus was determined by
through-focal photographs. The best focal line had a width
of 180 um and represented the image of the radiating electron
beam in the synchrotron. (The total effective source s.ze,
including the betaa-on and synchrotron oscillations, was about
4 mm.) Photographs were also taken close to the mono-
chromator, where the reflected beam was wide, to evaluate the
total reflected flux. Experiments with aluminium niters were
made to estimate the strength of the higher harmonics in the
quartz reflected radiation.

With a source-to-monochromator distance of about 40 m
the crystal, if set exactly for one wavelength (for example, in
the Johann arrangement5), would give a focus at 10 m. The
white radiation fortunately allowed us to relax this condition
and obtain a more practical focal length (1.5 m) at the expense
only of very little wavelength inhomogeneity (Table I)..
Furthermore, the angular adjustment of the quartz mono-
chromator was not critical. The central wavelength of the
reRected beam was determined by measuring the angle between
incident and reflected beam. The position and size of the
Be-window limited our observations to Bragg angles of
13±l°(thatis, I.5±0.ISA).

Fig. 2 Monochromator housing and the experimental set-up.
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Finally, a simple camera was constructed (specimen-film
distance 40 cm), and a photograph (Fig. 3a) was taken of
the equatorial reflexions from a 2 mm strip of the longitudinal
flight muscle from the giant water bug Uthocemi maximus1.
The entrance aperture of the camera was approximately 2 mm
x 2 mm. A helium-filled lube minimized air absorption in the

space between the radiation-pipe window and the camera. The
exposure was IS min with the synchrotron running at 5 GeV.
On one side or the direct beam a large area or parasitic scatter-
ing is visible apparently resulting from the quartz and from1 the
steel pins used to bend the quartz. Fortunately, the camera
entrance-slits were net symmetrically positioned, so that a
clear view of one side of the diffraction pattern was obtained.
The substantially greater width of the "20" line on the photo-
graph made with synchrotron radiation, compared with that
made using a conventional X-ray source (Fig. 3A, Elliott fine-
focus rotating anode tube and bent quartz monochromator)
has not been explained. The comparative intensity of the two
photos shows that the synchrotron (at 5 GeV) is about ten
times more effective than one of the mon intense X-ray sources
currently available.

Calculated and Observed Intensities
Using the theory of Schwinger' and a programme written

by Xluckef, DESY group F4I. we have calculated (he inten-
sities at 1.5 A wavelength and at the harmonics of 1.5 A:
when the synchrotron runs at 7.5 GeV the second and third
harmonics are twice as intense (photons/s) as the l.S A radia-
tion.

We have measured photographically the instantaneous
intensity of the reflected beam passing the disk attenuator at
the eighth ms of each synchrotron acceleration cycle. The
contribution of higher orders has been estimated from measure-
ments nude through aluminium filters of various known thick-
nesses, and we have adopted values for the absorption coeffi-
cients'. The sensitivity of Word Industrial G film at 1.5 A
has been extrapolated from the calibrated value at 1.54 A
(ref. 9). The experimental conditions and data are summarized
in Table I.

The ratio of the intensity at 1.5 A. evaluated as indicated
above, to the calculated incident intensity per unit wavelength
interval is an "integrated band pass" which was found to be

;«XM».=0.7xl0-*A

Transforming the wavelength into an angle using Bragg's
law we find an integrated reflectivity

,,, = 1.0x 10"' rad

foraquartzcrysta1cutal8°30'tothe 10TI plane.
Quartz behaves essentially as a perfect dynamical diflractor10.

Renringer" has calculated the reflectivity of a perfect quartz
crystal (without corrections for absorption) to be

R, r ,=4.4xl0- !rad

and Brogren1 • measured an integrated reflectivity of

«,,, = 3.9xl0-'rad

for a polished quartz crystal cut parallel to the I0T1 planes.
The case of an asymmetrically cut perfect crystal with absorp-
tion is treated in the Darwin-Prins theory. Using Zachariasen's
formulae" we have calculated an integrated reflectivity of

R,., = 1.45x10-' rad
for a quartz crystal cut at 8° 30' to the 1011 planes <>.= l.S A)
which agrees with our experimental value.

We emphasize that the aim of our experiments was not to
make quantitative measurements of the reflectivity of quartz
but to show that quartz is a suitable material for the construc-
tion of a focusing monochromator for synchrotron radiation,
and to check that there was no large disparity between the
observed and calculated flux of monochromated synchrotron
radiation. Our results show that the monochromator has

FJg. 3 Equatorial reflexions from dorsolongiiudinal night
muscle of Lcthoctriu maxima recorded with: a, monochro-
mated synchrotron radiation; electron energy 3 GeV. beam
current 8 mA, exposure lime 15 min, si*cimcn film distance
40 cm; note the parasitic scattering on the left of the backstop
arising from fluorescence from the monochromitor holder;
ft, Elholl fine-focus rotating anode lube at 40 kV, IS mA,
exposure time I h, specimen film diilancc 36 cm. The strong
line is the 20 reflexion W-231 A); the weak lines arc the 31,

31 and 32 reflexions.

properties which can be accurately predicted. We have
emphasized neither the accurate determination of the attenua-
tion ratio of the rotating disk nor the speed of (he shultcr.
Moreover, the evaluation of the contribution from higher
harmonics may be inaccurate. We estimate (hat the error in
our result ma;- amount to 50%. Furthermore, the slate of the
surface of the quartz crystal is difficult to conirol, although it
has a considerable influence on the actual shape and height of
the reflectivity cur™1*-".

Estimated Intensities for Various
Configurations

We intend to set up a Berreman monochromator* to give
a point-focused beam from a quartz crystal ground so as lo
give the required curvature in one plane and bent to the corres-
ponding curvature in the second. There seem lo be no theo-
retical reasons why this should not produce foci of similar
dimensions to those that we have obtained with i simple bent
crystal, especially as the geometry of the synchrotron beam
relaxes some of the stringent conditions which the rddii of
curvature of the crystal must otherwise satisfy.

The estimated performance ofsuch an arrangement for each
of three typical configuralicra used in biological applications
of X-ray diffraction is shown in Table 2, and the performance
is compared with a "conventional" fine-focus r >tating anode
tube. The calculated intensities are based on the effective
band pass given above, 0.7 x I0-4 A.

The tube values were calculated from measurements made
with Ilford Industrial C film and a rotating disk attenuator on
an Elliott fine-focus routing anode tube used with single and
double focusing quartz monochromators.

Higher Intensities and Longer Wavelengths
Some possible methods of obtaining higher intensities and

utilizing the continuous spectrum are as follows, (a) Accord-
ing to current plans, the DESY synchrotron current will be
raised from 10 mA to 50 mA. Also the electrons will be kepi
at the maximum energy for I or 2 ms. giving overaU a six-fold
improvement. (6) Sakisaka14 suggests that both (he height and
width of the rocking curve of quartz can be increased appre-
ciably by gentle grinding. A gain of 2 or 3 should be possible
without affecting the size of the focus, (r) For special applica-
tions, where only pulses of X-rays can be used, the synchro-
tron It a very advantageous source if the experiment can be
synchronized with the periodic maximum emission from the
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urn us- OF syNonontoN RADIATION FOR PROTEIN STRUCTURE DETERMINATION BY

SINGLE CRYSTAL DIFFRACTION A m Y S I S by tt.H. Nyckoff, Department of

Molecular Biophysics and Biochemistry, Yale University.

Hie determination of the three-dimensional structure of globular

proteins and nucleic acids with atomic resolution can only be done by

s-ray tor neutron) diffraction Methods. It is a very rewarding endeavor

and cozens of laboratories are now successfully engaged in this work.

It is also a very difficult and tune-consuning task with a single structure

requiring years of work by several persons using elaborate equipment.

Synchrotron radiation in the 1A to SA range could provide very substantial

gains for several reasons, as will be outlined below.

Small proteins consist of 1000 atoms, medium sized molecules of 7000

atoms and larger structures are waiting to be tackled. At low resolution,

6A, one can see the general outline of molecules, but series termination

effects can make disulfide bridges disappear. In some cases inportant

metal atoms can be usefully located at this resolution and interesting

symmetries may be revealed, but the backbone and side chain localization

requires 3.5 A resolution or more commonly 3 A resolution. At 2 A

resolution the orientation and identification of side chains is much more

secure and hydrogen bonding is more reliably assigned. In a few cases

data is available to l.S A resolution.

The number of reflections that must be measured is proportional to

the inverse cube of the resolution and is directly proportional to mole-

cular weight of the asymmetric unit. For the small protein the lumbers
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are 300, 2,S00, 7,500 and 20,000 at 6A, 3A, 2A and l.SA respectively.

For the medium sized proteins ttiat numerous laboratories arc currently

working on the nwbers would be 2,000, 18,000 52,000, and 140,000 at

corresponding resolutions. These numbers understate the problem by at

least an order of magnitude, for several heavy atom derivatives must be

found and evaluated by x-ray diffraction to solve the phase problem to

obtain the native structure. The most interesting results then cone

from studies of a number of complexes with functional ligamls such as

substrates and inhibitors and allosteric affectors of enzyncs, or

mutants of haemoglobin, or chemical modifications designed to reveal

the surface chemistry, or ion replacements designed to elucidate the

solvent interface structure, etc. In addition to the larger lumbers

of reflectiomat higher resolution or larger size, they are also weaker.

In practice,delays of months and years occur because large enough

crystals are hard to grow. More months and years arc used in heavy

atom searches. Months pass during data collection and ultimately the

results are limited in breadth and accuracy by the shear burden of the

whole process. Interesting problems arc often unapproachable because of

failure to grow crystals large enough and less interesting structures

are solved because the crystals are there. The long delay in obtaining

results hangs heavy on the investigator, the institution involved, and

ultimately on the scientific community interested in any given structure

at a given moment.

The 350 fold increase in usable intensity which the synchrotron

offers compared to a rotating anode tube can be used in many ways, singly

or in combination, trading off one gain against another as desired,

a) The crystal need be only one seventh the linear dimension
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required for current techniques. Hius diffractometry could bo done on

crystals 0.1 m in maximum dimension instead of 0.7 wm. Film methods

could use crystals 0.03 MM instead of . 2 * . Needle shaped crystals

Uiich are common and frustrating now could be advanced through the

bea» during an exposure as radiation damage destroyed the portion

exposed. Radiation damage would be a severe problem and many crystals

would have to be used for a complete set of data. Instrumentation and

data processsing to handle this wouTd have to be developed. Techniques

to minimise dassge should be researched.

b) Increased data collection rates would cut the lapsed time

down from a year to several days provided crystals were available and

data processing capability in hand.

c) A number of studies involving reactive species or reactions

which can not be examined now would come within range, these include

studies with poor substrates for enzymes, transient phosphoryiafed inter-

mediates, partial denaturation, and induced conformational changes.

Diffusion rates would be a severe problem but the smaller crystals would

help in this respect and tricks such as flash photolysis and tenperature

jumps could be employed.

d) 2 A and 1.4 A resolution work on native proteins and complexes

would become much more common.

e) A variety of somewhat less interesting experiments (more

inhibitors, chemical modification studies, less specific ion binding

studies) would become easy and might lead to unexpectedly interesting

results.

Hie search for heavy atom derivatives for phasing is often a long

and tedious process and sometimes is a very severe stumbling block.
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Synchrotron radiation would help here in several ways also.

a) Increased accuracy (due to intensity) would allow tlw use of

lighter "heavy atoms" *nd perhaps require fewer different derivatives.

Iodine is quite useful in snail proteins. It would become more useful

and usable in heavier proteins.

b) Increased accuracy would also allow better use of anomalous

dispersion and thus

1) require fewer different derivatives and

2) facilitate finding the location of heavy atoms.

c) The white radiation property of the synchrotron would allow

optimal use of anomalous dispersion since this depends on the wave-

length and is a different optimum for each element.

d) In addition to the use of the phase shift feature of dispersion

as implied in (c), there is a change in the real component of the

scattering - amplitude as the wavelength is changed in the vicinity of

an absorption edge. The wavelength selection capability would allow

this to be used optimally and a very powerful capability would result.

This well-known two wavelength method has been unused in practice until

very recently. It has now been proved with proteins by Prof. Hoppe's

group in Munich. In principle, one derivative is all tliat is needed to

solve the structure and no data on the parent crystal need be used so

that no lack of isomorphism is involved. The problem is that small

differences must be measured accurately and this is especially true when

conventional x-ray tubes must be employed. By picking the right wave-
In

lengths a factor of ten can often be gained^fundamental sensitivity.

With a string source at each wavelength a further substantial improvement

results. (Most elements require a lower specific loading than copper

when used as an x-ray tube anode.)
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Hie geometry of synchrotron radiation is admirably matched to

protein single crystal requirements in all but one dimension, 'flic

narrow vertical divergence mat dies the narrow acceptance angle of a

Bragg reflection. The size of the source matches the size range of the

single crystals which is set by absorption considerations and less

stringently by resolution (i.e., beam overlaps, not ultimate Bragg

angle) requirements. Only the fanning of the synchrotron beam is not

fully used in existing aparatus and a method for using this will be

mentioned below. The requirements for a moderately liigh resolution

diffractometer (200 A unit, cell) with actual mosaic spreads for protein

crystals typically found in our laboratory arc - crystal size, M).5 no;

convergence in 28 direction, 0.03° (0.S m Rad); and convergence in plane

perpendicular to 20, 1.6 m Rad.

At first thought,the white radiation would seem to provide a means

of increasing the speed of data collection. A Laue pattern is obtained

with white radiation and a stationary crystal. The trouble would be

with coincident reflections and would seem to require an energy

dispersive two-dimensional spacially sensitive detector system of very

high data rate capacity.

An alternative is to use a 2° or 5° convergence in one direction

to give a "stationary source, stationary crystal, stationary film

pseudo rotation pattern". Hie speed gain would be as much as 30 fold

compared to the conventional rotation pattern and might result in 1 sec

exposures (and crystal life times). Hie full 3° fan of a

synchrotron beam bender could be utilized. A multiple crystal mono-

diromnto r or the equivalent would have to be developed for the purpose.
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In principle, the phase problem can be solved interferometrically,

but the idea is "far out" in practice. The beam from a single radiative

event can be split into two or more coherent beams by reflection. These

beams can be caused to impinge on a set of Bragg planes at angles corres-

ponding to successive orders (such as the 9, 10, and 11th) simultaneously

and simultaneously diffract. The diffracted beams will be coherent and

contain relative phase information for these reflections. The beams

can be recombiued in two's or more and they should exhibit interference

patterns. Since tlie protein spacings are large, the successive orders

may differ by a fraction of a degree and total reflecting mirrors could

be employed. Even with a long throw (meters) the final diffraction

pattern would be small (microns) and very small single crystals would

be needed to prevent overlap unless a trick that I have not thought of

comes along. Making such a system work would require a very brilliant

source of small dimensions. Perhaps synchrotron radiation (at say 5 AJ

would find a use in some such scheme.

In closing, I would like to express my view that perhaps the three

most promising aspects of synchrotron radiation for single crystal

protein diffraction analysis are: 1) speed per se; 2) the ability to

use small crystals; and 3) the use of the two wavelength-anomalous

dispersion method for phase determination. Each could have a pronounced

impact on the field.
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Synchrotron Radiation Source for X-Ray Microscopy
P. Horowitz, Harvard University

I. Introduction

Microscopy using x-rays offers the possibility of

a) High resolution, ultimately of the order of the x-ray
wavelength used; for x-ray wavelengths near the K-edges
of materials in biological samples, this is roughly 5
Angstroms.

b) Chemical-element discrimination, by energy analysis of
emitted fluorescent x-radiation.

c) Operation in an atmospheric environment, since x-rays
of suitable energy are not seriously attenuated while
passing through a short length of air.

d) Good penetrating power (10it-100u), relative to electrons,
for example.

Although it may not be possible to attain optimum values of all

these parameters simultaneously, tradeoffs with other desirable parameters

are in general possible. For instance, in the prototype synchrotron

radiation microscope, resolution has been sacrificed in favor of a

large depth-of-field, making possible stereoscopic views of a thick

sample.

II. Previous Methods of X-Ray Microscopy

Ordinary bulk materials exhibit an index of refraction slightly

less than unity at x-ray wavelengths, along with relatively high

absorption. For this reason an x-ray microscope using lenses, in

the manner of a light microscope, is completely impractical. Previous

techniques of x-ray microscopy can be categorized as

a) Contact Microradiographv, in which the sample is
placed on a photographic plate and illuminated by a
small x-ray source some distance away. This technique
suffers from poor resolution (since the film must be
subsequently examined by conventional microscopy) and
absence of chemical discrimination.
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b) Reflection (focussing) microscopy, using glancing-
incidence total-external-reflection optics. Unfor-
tunately, abberations become severe in this geometry,
and it is difficult to image a useful size field at
high resolution. Once again chemical discrimination
is lost in the photographic detection.

c) Point Projection Microscopy, in which the sample is
illuminated by a point x-ray source nearby, the trans-
mitted radiation falling on a photographic plate some
distance away. The difficulty of getting a small and
intense x-ray source results in a resolution/intensity
tradeoff, so that micrographs at high resolution require
extremely long exposures. Once again, spectral in-
formation of the fluorescent radiation (ie, chemical
discrimination) is lost in the recording medium (film).

d) Scanning Point Focus Microscopy, in which a point x-ray
source in contact with the sample is scanned in a raster
pattern (by scanning the electron beam striking a thin
window). The fluorescent x-rays emitted by the sample
are detected by an energy proportional detector of large
solid angle. This method provides good chemical discri-
mination by energy selection of fluorescence radiation,
but suffers from poor depth-of-field and intensity vs.
resolution tradeoffs.

III. Synchrotron-Radiation Microscope (CEA Synchrotron)

By taking advantage of the intensity and collimation of

synchrotron radiation, it is possible to construct a scanning x-ray

microscope with chemical discrimination and large depth-of-field

capable of making pictures of good quality in several minutes. The

synchrotron radiation from 10 milliradians of electron orbit is first

reflected from an ellipsoidal quartz mirror. This serves the dual

purpose of filtering out radiation of energy greater than 3.5 KeV

(eliminating bremsstrahlung from residual gas in the synchrotron,

for instance) and also of focussing the diverging beam to a small

spot. This focussing increases the intensity of the beam by approxi-
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mately three orders of magnitude; the resultant beam is so intense

that a streak of air fluorescence a foot long can be seen when the

room is darkened!

This x-ray beam, having emerged through a thin metal window into

the air, is used to operate a microscope of extremely simple design.

(See Figure 1). No attempt is made to form a focussed x-ray image;

rather, the x-ray beam is collimated to a pencil beam of micron size

by passing through a pinhole formed in a heavy metal. The sample to

be examined is irradiated by the emergent beam, one point at a time,

while being moved in a raster pattern perpendicular to the beam axis

by a mechanical transducer. Gas-filled proportional counters surround-

ing the beam axis detect the characteristic fluorescent x-rays emitted

by the specimen, and unblank the trace of a display oscilloscope

whose spot is moving in synchronization with the mechanical trans-

ducer. By selecting counter pulses corresponding to the fluorescence

energy of a given chemical element,

a picture can be built up of the distribution

of that element across the specimen.

This microscope, in present form, can make chemical-element

discriminating pictures of relatively thick (10̂ -lOOp.) samples in

an atmospheric environment. Because the resolution (2|i) is so much

larger than a wavelength at the energies involved, the beam leaving

the pinhole remains collimated for a relatively long distance; ie, the

depth-of-field is large, here about lmm. This means that two views

of a specimen can be made from two different angles, with subsequent

stereoscopic interpretation.
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In Figure 2 is shown a transmission micrograph (x-rays transmitted

and scattered elastically from air were detected by the off-axis

detectors) of 200 mesh/inch copper grid, at three different magni-

fications (easily varied by simply changing the scan amplitude).

At the highest magnification the sharpness of the grid contours

indicates a resolution of about 2y,. Figure 3 demonstrates discrimi-

nation of different elements. Here some sulfur dust was placed on a

thin plastic film, and, in addition, a silicon whisker 2 microns in

diameter was also placed on the film. Figure 3a shows the result when

sulfur K radiation (2.3 KeV) is selected, figure 3b when silicon

(1.7 KeV) Is selected. Note that traces of sulfur are barely

visible in the silicon picture, indicating a slight overlap in the

distribution of pulse heights. The exposure for all these pictures

was roughly two minutes.

IV. Future Possibilities

The resolution is determined by the size of the pinhole. A

smaller pinhole gives improved resolution, with loss of count rate and

depth-of-field. With the present synchrotron source it would not be

desirable to reduce the count rate too much, but a synchrotron with a

high-field magnetic "undulator" (a magnet with a row of pole pieces

for producing a spatially alternating field) would produce sufficient

intensity to allow significantly better resolution (perhaps O.lp., or

better). In addition, the synchrotron radiation spectrum would be

extended to higher energies, allowing better penetration, and examina-

tion of heavier elements.
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An interesting possibility is to form a demagnified image of the

pinhole, using reflection optics, and scan the sample through the

focus. This would provide greater resolution without a loss in

counting rate, in contrast to the present inverse square tradeoff.

Digital data-accumulation methods, with application of image

enhancement techniques, would result in further improvements.
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Biostructural Diffraction

H. Moody, Scientific Secretary

Discussion following Harrison Paper

Dr. Platzaan; What are the dimensions and times over which interesting events

occur during muscular contraction?

Dr. Harrison: The times are of the order of milliseconds and the distances are

the order of hundreds of A.

Dr. Rosenbaum: With the very fast response to very small scale changes in cross-

bridge position (as in the work of A.F. Huxley) the time is of the order of

hundreds of microseconds.

Dr. Moody; The highly penetrating power of x-rays (in comparison with electrons)

is not too helpful when dealing with small specimens since the air scatter must

always be a small fraction of the scatter by the specimen. This is already

important with specimens about 0.2 mm thick, and will become even more serious

as much smaller specimens are examined using synchrotron radiation sources.

Question: is it possible to try using x-ray emission spectroscopy to probe changes

of bonding during contraction?

Dr. Harrison: At the moment the crucial questions are the changes in spatial

organization over relatively large distances. These fine questions, however,

arise when you get down to the level of enzyme reactions, and here the opportun-

ities probably do exist.
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Discussion of Bosenbaum Paper

Question: Vour discussion of rotating anode tubes makes the premise that the

x-ray target must not be destroyed. Suppose you allowed it to melt, or used a

molten metal contained with a window or by differential pumping?

Dr. Perlman : Some liquids, for example gallium (boiling point about 4,000°C),

have very low vapor pressures. Other important factors are thermal conductivity

(is it possible to use superconducting x-ray sources?) and the specific heat of

the target.

Dr. Bosenbaum: Some gains might be made along these lines, but only a factor

of about five, so these systems would never be competitive with a good synchrotron

radiation source. Incidentally, most experimenters use an inefficient optical

system and could gain a factor of five by optimizing it.

Question; Have you used perfect silicon crystals for focusing?

Dr. Rosenbaum: Not in the initial experiments - quartz has good reflecting and

elastic properties, and is relatively inexpensive; but we intend to try them.

Comment; We have found polypropylene a good window material at slightly longer

wave-lengths than you have been using. It stands up to radiation damage, which

otherwise weakens the window.

Question: Why do you need the radiation to be so monochromatic?

Dr. Rosenbaum: The monochromator converts wavelength dispersion into angular

dispersion, so you need AX to be small enough to give a sufficiently small focal

spot. Given this, you want as high a reflectivity as possible - that is, a perfect

crystal.

Question: Many years ago, Warren and co-workers showed that bending a silicon

crystal changes it from ideally perfect to ideally imperfect. So perhaps your

crystals retain their perfection because of the very small angle of bending.

Dr. Rosenbaum: We normally use a bending radius of about 600 mm to 1 meter,

which is just at the limit: calculation shows that, for the wavelengths we use,

a crystal starts to become mosaic at a bending radius below 1 meter.
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Question; What is the ideal wavelength for your purposes?

Dr. Rosenbaum: For the specimen size we have been using, and surrounded by
— ^ — — — ^ — o o
aqueous solution, the best wavelength is 1.8 A. Below 0.8 A, diffraction

o

intensity is reduced, and above 2 A wavelength, the absorption becomes signi-

ficant (absorption of water increases as the cube of the wavelength).

Question: Suppose one employed, instead of film, an array of image converters

with 10 micron resolution and sensitive to one photon. In this case, surely the

limiting factor is not the source intensity! but rather the speed with which the

data can be extracted.

Dr. Rosenbaum: Some of our x-ray reflections are very weak - they are limited

by counting statistics - so this sort of imaging system could still be used in '

combination with a synchrotron radiation source. However, with stronger reflections!

or when the x-ray source becomes sufficiently intense, it will be necessary to use

a 1- or 2- dimensional electronic integrating system to avoid the effect you :

mention. Incidentally, photographic film is quite sensitive - one silver grain ;

is developed per 1 to 4 photons absorbed (the exact number is still uncertain). :

Question: What is the minimum x-ray intensity you need to study dynamic biological

processes?

Dr. Rosenbaum: This can be calculated from the exposure times required. For

suscle experiments, these are 2 to 10 milliseconds, and for this the proposed

DESY storage ring would be sufficient. However, for studying the dynamics of

enzymes, one needs much smaller exposure times and, moreover, purified enzymes

are not oscillating systems like muscle, so that only one exposure can be made,

and the required x-ray intensities are proportionally larger.

Question: will radiation damage be a serious limiting factor at high intensities?

Dr. Rosenbaum: It is believed that the radiation damage is proportional to the i

total dose and this is about the same with a short brillant flash as with the

conventional long weak exposure. |
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Question•• There have been suggestions that the wiggler concept may not work

in practice. Do you agree?

Dr. Rosenbaum: Yes, a wiggler operating at, say, 50 kgauss has a A which is

much too short for our purposes - and there are instabilities, too.

Comnent: The wiggler works with 7 kGauss magnets.

Dr. Watson; A wiggler would have the advantage of allowing "nixed mode" generation

of synchrotron radiation, that is, providing for different sorts of experiments

in the sane installation. Moreover, our people are confident that the superconducting

magnets will work.

Comment; There are suggestions that the wiggler may show instabilities - due

to the "Piwinsky Effect" - that haven't been fully explored.

Dr. Hofmann : The "Piwinsky Effect" can lead to short lifetimes of stored beams

if the current densities and the magnetic fields are very high. For a 'standard"

storage ring this effect is only important at currents larger than about 1 amp.

The use of extremely high magnetic fields makes the situation worse; however,

in the case of high field wigglers which occupy only a small percentage of the

circumference, the situation is much better.

Dr. Rosenbaum; Nevertheless, in the DESY machine, using only 12 kGauss magnets

and a beam current of 1 amp (which is not extraordinarily high), the electron life-

time is only one-hour.

Dr. Hofmann: But the proposed beam currents are less than 1 amp.

Dr. Rosenbaum: Yes, but -fith bigger magnetic fields.
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Discussion of Wyckoff's Paper

Dr. Latham; Some years ago there were two papers in Physical Review by Goldberger

and co-workers about measuring the phases of x-ray reflections by correlating

the photocurrents from detectors that looked at two simultaneous Bragg reflections.

(This would be an alternative to doing optical interference on the two reflections,

as you suggest.) When published, the idea seemed impractical, but with 350-1000

times more flux it might work.

Question: Your interference system is essentially a Lloyd's mirror, and the use

of this kind of arrangement for obtaining interference patterns has been extensively

investigated over the years. One of the limitations is the reflection angle and

the length of the mirror. Some years ago there was an experiment using CuK

radiation (X« 1.54 A) and a mirror about 16 cm. long. The reflection was about

1/4 mr. (sic) and gave an interference pattern about 40p in length, i.e. it did

not contain many fringes. Is 1/4 mr. angle between Bragg reflections too small

to be of interest to you?

Dr. Wyckoff: (Yes), reflections for CuK from mirrors have the critical angle
• a

at about 0.4°, so a single reflection would be enough.

Dr. Howe; I wish to comment on your suggestion to use Fresnel zone plates for
focusing x-rays in this wavelength range. This has been demonstrated at
Tantalus I, where a microscope operating at about 300 A resolution was constructed

using two Fresnel zone plates. Your comment that it would valuable to know the

shape of the wavefront at these wavelengths was certainly very important, since

this Fresnel zone plate operated like no Fresnel zcne plate I have ever seen

before! It worked, and it would select wavelength': or make a magnified image,

but it behaved very strangely. j

Question: You mentioned that one of the advantages of using synchrotron radiation

would be to work with very small crystals because of the 350-fold gain in intensity.

But when using small crystals you can also afford to employ longer wavelength

radiation, because of the smaller size and lower absorption. This means that
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direct comparison with CuK is no longer strictly valid, and one wonders if the

gain using appropriate monochromatic synchrotron radiation might not be consider-

ably greater than the factors you are talking about.

Dr. Wyckoff; There would be some gain/ it is true, but not so much as is implied

by the equations, because the Lorenz factor takes up one power of X, and also

because the use of more penetrating radiation decreases the absorption correction,

so the gain is less than proportional to A2.

Dr. Rosenbaum: I do not agree. If you chose your wavelength to give the strongest

scattering, then it pays off if you use a longer wavelength. The integrated

reflectivity of a mosaic crystal increases with X2. The emission strength of

an x-ray tube decreases at longer wavelengths than CuK , making this radiation the

best for x-ray tubes.

Dr. Wyckoff: You mean that by using synchrotron radiation at different wavelengths

there might be an additional gain.

Dr. Harrison: If you could grow a thicker crystal, you would undoubtedly gain

more intensity by doing so and using a sufficiently hard radiation. If, however,

you cannot do this, then you gain by using a longer wavelength.

Dr. Wycicoff; There is one other trade-off. The accuracy of the measurement that

you can made is greater if the absorption is less. Another point. The source

should be uniform over the 0.3 mm width of the crystal, because very often crystals

are, for example, needle-shaped, and if you orient them in two directions in the

beam of a non-uniform source you can get very large systematic errors in intensity.

Then if you try to do an isomorphous replacement experiment, you are usually

comparing data from two different crystals. In a flow-cell this is not so, and

one of the advantages of a flow-cell is that you embed the crystal in a nearly

equal protein medium, so the absorption correction change is much less. Again,

there is a trade-off, in that you add an absorbing medium (decreasing the intensity

and increasing the background scatter) in order to make the absorption correction

smooth, thereby increasing the accuracy of, for example, anomalous dispersion

data-of the one crystal.
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Dr. Rosenbaum: There is an advantage to using the same crystal in the same

position, and only making a very small change in the wavelength: then there

is only a minimum difference in absorption correction.

(Editor's Note: There was some discussion, at this point, of employing the

synchrotron tc excite Mossbauer nuclei, and of using the re-emitted radiation

in experiment. This does not appear to be practicable: there would not be

enough photon intensity in the narrow band width (VLO eV) appropriate to the

MSssbauer excitation.)
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Comment on Dr. Horowitz's Paper

Dr. Winick: I would like to explain why Dr. Horowitz showed a beam height of

1 ran in the C.E.A. stored beam, and on the previous day W. Paul quoted a beam

height of 0.1 mm. Dr. Horowitz did his work parasitically on the colliding beam

operation. Under these conditions the two beams (e and e ) are vertically

separated except at the interaction point. The e beam therefore goes through

various corrective lenses (sextupoles) off axis. This introduces aberrations

and cross-coupling between vertical and horizontal beam sizes resulting in an

enlargement of the vertical beam size to 1 mm.

We have measured the vertical beam size of a single electron beam with no vertical

separation and found it to be 0.1 mm.
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Conroent from Scientific Secretary: Dr. Wyckoff made the interesting suggestion

of determining phases by arranging for interference between diffracted beams

(which had, incidentally, also been made by me in connection with the elimination

of aberration effects from electron microscope images - Nature 218 (1968),

p. 263). Unfortunately the method will be difficult to realize in practice, A

single reflection from a gold surface bends a CuK x-ray beam through a maximum

angle of 9.3 mr, the angle between Bragg reflections from a unit cell of 165 A

(this should not depend much on the wavelength used, since both angles are appro-

ximately proportional to \). The situation is worsened by the need to form

the interference pattern from several beams simultaneously. Useful crystallo-

graphic applications of the technique therefore depend on the use of multiple

reflections of the x-ray beam in an optical system capable of functioning as

an x-ray microscope with a large magnification (though relatively small aperture).

Should this prove impracticable, however, the formation of even poor images

from diffracted x-ray beams could still prove most useful in determining which

diffracted x-ray beams derive from which parts of a complex system, e.g., a

cell containing an array of microtubules: it could give a low resolution

picture of the distribution of the structures giving rise to particular dif-

fracted rays. Also, by attempting to get interference between closely spaced

adjacent reflections (e.g., some of the very low angle muscle reflections),

it might prove possible to determine whether or not they derive from the same

macromolecular structure.
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Synchrotron Radiation for UV Absorption Studies on Biophysical Systems

E. S. Pyah
Brown University

Synchrotron radiation has not yet been used as a light source for ultra-

violet studies on biophysical systems. What follows is a description of ap-

plications that can be expected in the event that a synchrotron radiation

facility does become available.

Applications in the vacuum ultraviolet region.

Experiments have been carried out in the past few yeais extending

spectroscopic studies of biophysical systems into the. vacuum ultraviolet

region. Interest in this region exists for the following reasons: (1)

Many biophysical systems are polymers whose optical properties are strongly

indicative of their conformation. Spectroscopy is therefore a powerful tool

in conformational analysis. Some important biopolymers, such as polysaccharides,

do not have absorption features in the near ultraviolet. Others, such as

proteins, have only a few, and extending the accessible spectral range has

led to the discovery of new conformation-dependent spectral features. (2)

The conformation dependence of the optical properties of biopolymers comes

from the strong interaction of the electronic states among the monomer units.

Low energy states are coupled to high energy states in the vacuum ultraviolet

in a way which depends on conformation, and which therefore determines the

conformation dependence, the composition dependence and, in some cases, the

sequence dependence of the optical properties. Therefore, lack of data in

the vacuum ultraviolet inhibits more detailed understanding of the low energy

spectral properties which are coiuaonly usea in biophysical and biochemical

spectroscopy.
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(3) Biopolymers are intrinsically optically active. Circular dichroism

is therefore another sensitive tool in conformation analysis. Extracting

the correct structural inferences from circular dichroism data requires well

developed and tested theories of the conformation dependence of the circular

dicbroism of polymers. Because there are often only a few electronic states

in the near ultraviolet, more data in the vacuum ultraviolet is required to

allow further development of these theoretical tools of analysis.

Experimental spectroscopy of biophysical systems in the vacuum ultra-

violet is generally difficult because of high absorbances in the materials.

In the case of polarization studies and circular dichroism measurements,this

factor is aggravated by intensity losses through the accompanying optical

train. With the best current technology, the limiting factor is the light

intensity ultimately reaching the detection system. Extracting significant

signals requires correspondingly long experiment runs. A stronger light

source in this region would reduce the time required to collect significant

data. In practical terms, a single experiment now requiring two hours could

be performed in ten minutes with synchrotron radiation, using conservative

estimates of intensity. A year's worth of data could be collected in a

month.

Applications in the near ultraviolet region.

In a. general class of biochemical-biophysical experiments, the effect

of a system perturbation Is followed spectroscopically. Order-disorder

transitions,solvent perturbations, and substrate binding are typical of

topics studied in this way. In many cases the change in the optical property of

the polymer or prosthetic group is larce, but not in all. Tha sensitivity of the
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technique is determined by the magnitude of the change in absorbance or

circular dichroism that is detectable. The stability of synchrotron radiation,

i.e. the absence of intensity fluctuations on a short time scale, raises the

possibility of increasing the sensitivity of this very general technique by

perhaps several orders of magnitude. The consequences to the study of

dynamic properties would be particularly important.
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The Use of Synchrotron Radiation

to Study Biological Responses

to Ionizing Radiations

Franklin Hutchinson

Yale University

I know of no way in which the white photon radiation from

a synchrotron, used directly, is superior to other and cheaper

radiations for the study of the biological effects of radiation.

However, the high intensity and good collimation of the radiation

yield high intensity after monochromatieation, suggesting

some interesting uses.

It is important to verify that the intensity available

is in fact large enough. Assume that a synchrotron beam is

used to illuminate uniformly the entrance slit of area a of a

monochromator which produces photons of energy E with a spread

in energy —• . These photons are then distributed on a target

area A. The dose D in rads (1 rad « 100 ergs/gram) is then

D(rads) « 1.8 X 10~10|i ̂ | ~ ngt

where n » monochromator efficiency, defined as (photons incident

on A)/(photons into a).

V " mass absorption coeffient, cm /gm.

photons (at energy E)
S • see- ft

froa synchrotron on slit area

Z = irradiation time in
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Table I shows values of the mass absorption coefficient

for selected wavelengths, and the resulting doses. These

doses may be compared to the effective doses required to

inactivate biological targets as shown in Table II. Also in

Table II are the values of the product THgt required to get a

measurable response to radiation of wavelength 5 A from the

various biological materials, assuming AE/E • 0.01.

The area a of the entrance slit of the monochromator will

depend both on the characteristics of the synchrotron radiation

beam and on the design of the monochrOmator. The area of

2
the target A would have to be a minimum of one mm . Ten

2
mm would make an easier situation in many experiments, and

2
with one cm , any suitable target could be used. Time t could

be up to 1000 sec. Thus j nt migh.t well.be of order unity,
A

and values of g from available synchrotron beams can produce

the desired inactivation.

The beams have to penetrate the sample. Typical penetration

distances are given by the reciprocal of the absorption

coefficient and are tabulated in Table I. Beams of 1 and 5 X

radiation can be used with a variety of biological targets.

Beams of 10 and 30 & radiation would be useful only with very

thin targets.

Most biological systems prefen to be in 3 hydrated

environment, and it is therefore desirable to extract the

beam from the ultrahigh vacuum of the synchrotron through

a suitable window. The last column in Table I shows that this
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is quite feasible for beans of wavelength 1, 5, and 10 X.

It is not, however, possible for 30 8 beans, and only targets

of biological macromolecules or of certain viruses which can

be dried would be feasible for experiments with such a long

wavelength.

A tunable x-ray beam would produce data of biological

importance in the following categories of experiments.

1. Data on the chemical and physical factors which

underlie the effects of ionizing radiation on biological

8y6terns, (a) For most molecules the efficiency of breaking

chemical bonds is very low for radiations of wavelength longer

than about 1300 &. Between 1300 and 1100 % the efficiency

"2 ~3
rises from a value of the order of 10 - 10 chemical bonds

broken per photon absorbed to an efficiency the order of

1 chemical bond per photon absorbed. The details of this very

large change in efficiency are very poorly understood, and

a better understanding could readily be achieved with studies

using tunable beams of wavelength between 1600 and 600 A.

(b) The amounts of energy lost in an interaction between matter and a

charged particle (electron) of any energy, as well

as the probability of such an event can be calculated from

the optical constants of materials for photons in the energy

range 5-200eV, as currently being measured by, e.g., Birkoff

and Arakawa at Oak Ridge.

2. It has been firmly established that when molecules

containing bromine or higher Z atoms are irradiated in the
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gas phase, the removal of an electron from the K shell

initiates a series of Auger and Coster-Kronig transitions)

resulting in a highly charged molecule which literally

explodes. The occurence of such events in biological materials

could be of considerable significance. For example, such

cascades in the phosphorus atoms of DNA could lead to a very

high incidence of double-strand breaks In cellular DNA,

Che type of damage which a cell typically finds most difficult

to repair. Two matters need investigation here. The first is

whether such explosive events occur with K shell ionization

of phosphorus (K edge ~6A) or sulfur (K edge ~5 A) atoms.

The other is whether such explosive effects take place in

condensed media; the presence of surrounding atoms can

moderate the released electrons, with a higher probability

that the electrons return to the highly charged atom under-

going Auger transitions.

3. The high local energy release after K shell ionization

of phosphorus and sulfur suggests the possibility of a new

technique for use in molecular biology. Suppose it was

desired to establish whether DNA, for example, was involved in

a particular biological process. One sample of cells would

be irradiated with photons whose energy is just below the

phosphorus K absorption edge.. An identical sample would be

irradiated with the same number of photons just above the K

edge, and the biological responses compared. Available cross-

sections for the absorption of soft x-rays show that the
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energy absorbed by DNA itself for a photon just above the K

edge is twice that for a photon just below the K edge. Thus

a process involving DNA would be more strongly affected by

the higher energy photons, whereas a process not involving DNA

would be affected to about the same extent in both cases.

Similar experiments could show the involvement of protein

by making use of the sulfur K edge. This technique has

analogies to the use of radioactive isotopes such as F 32

in so-called "radioactive suicide" experiments. The use

of K edge absorption has both advantages and disadvantages

over radioactive suicide. Note that the K edge method is

possible only with highly monochromatic radiation available

from an intense white radiation source such as a synchrotron

beam.
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u

1

5

10

30

absorption
coefficient u
for protein,
cm /am

5

200

1,500

17,800

Table I

D,
rads
from equation
in text

10"11 | ngt

4 X 10"10 "

3 X-10"9 "

3 X 10~8 "

mg/cm

200, ^ 2

5.

0.7 "

0.05 "

Transmission
of 0.001"
Be window

100%

802

20%

<10"14

Absorption coefficients for protein and beryllium from B. L. Henke and P. L. Elgin,

Adv. in X-ray Analysis 13 639(1970).

Biological
Target

enzyme

virus

bacterium

mammalian cell

Dose,
rads

1-5 X

0.1-1

10*

102

Table II

107

X 106

Y ngt needed
lor 5 8 radiation
(sEa equation in to;:t)

2 - 12 X 10 1 6

0.2 - 2 X 1015

3 X 10 1 3

3 X 1011
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IMAGE ENHANCEMENT BY HOLOGRAPHY

Dr.George M. Stroke
State University of New York,Stony Brook,N.Y.I1790

ABSTRACT
The speed of the holographic image

deblurring method(Ref.1-4) has recently
been further enhanced by a new speed in
the realization of thj powerful holo-
graphic image-deblurring filter.

The filter permits one to carry out
the deblurring.in the optical computer
used,in times of the order of 1 second,
in contrast to times of minutes,and
sometimes hours,which would be required
for the enhancement of similar photo-
graphs with methods using microdensi-
tometer scanning,encoding and digital
electronic computing,even with the fas-
test and most powerful electronic com-
puters.

The newly developed method for ra-
pid realization of the 'extended-range
high-resolution holographic image-de-
blurring filter1(Ref.S)permits one to
make the filter,by means -of the photo-
holographic method used,in less than
a single day's work,starting from the
point-spread functionCimpulse response
function).rather than in months requi-
red in earlier forms.Several filter
realization methods have been develo-
ped(Ref.l-7),one of which is made pos-
sible by a suitable combination of
digital electronic computation of the
'impulse response function'[for cases
when it may be derived by analysisjand
its 'photo-holographic'realization in
the form of the 'holographic Fourier-
transform division filter'(Ref.1,2).In
this way we take advantage of the very
fast optical computing for the dcblur-
ring(comparcd to much longer digital
electronic computing times),while using
the digital computer for the part of
the filter computation in which it is
very rapid.

The experimental achievements using
the holographic imagc-enhaccmcnt method
will he illustrated with examples ran-
Ki»]> from out-of-focus or motion-hlurrcd
photographs,including 'amateur'pliotps

recorded on POLAROID film,to the shar-
pening of the best available electron
micrographs of viruses.obtained from
the most powerful scanning electron
microscope(Ref.8).In one case,the me-
thod has permitted us(Ref.9)to resolve
a long-standing biophysical controversy
(Ref.10) by revealing the double-heli-
cal coiling of a filamentous bacterio-
phage(fd) virus specific to E.coli
(Ref.11) and by showing that only a
portion[rather than perhaps the entire
virus, as previously assumed according
to some studies(Ref.l2)]did in fact
seem to take on the double-stranded
structure.

Images recorded with X-rays.notably
from rocket-borne photos of the Sun,
and out-of-focus photographs from ca-
meras in NASA satellites have been
similarly deblurred(Ref.13).and other
among the many applications include
the sharpening of images in ultrasonic
imaging,beyond the ultimate as previous-
ly limited by the instrumental limita-
tions themselves.

l.G~.T»7strokc and R.G.Zech.Phys.Lett.
2SA(1967)89

2.G.W.Stroke,Optica Acta,16(1969)401
3.G.W.Stroke and M.llalioua.Phys.Lott.

33A(1970)3
4.G.W.Stroke and M.llalioua,I. ,Optik,

35(1972)S0
5.G.W.Stroke and M.IIalioua.Phys.Lett.

39A(1972)269
6.G.W.Stroke and M.Malioua,II.,Optik,

3S,NoS,(in print)(1972)
7.G.W.Stroke and M.llalioua.III. ,Optik,

(1972)(in print)
8.A.V.Crewe and J.Wall,J.Mol.Biol.48

(1970)375
9.G.W.Stroke,New Scientist,SI(1971)671
10. A.S.Tikhonenko,Ultra structure of

Bacterial Viruses(Translated from
Russian),New York 1970.-Plenum Press

11. D.Marvin and H.Hoffmann-Berling,
Nature,197(1963)517

12. H.Schaller.H.Voss and S.Gucker,
J.Mol.Biol.44(1969)445

13. C.N.Stroke,Physics Lett.27A(1968)
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Far Ultraviolet Photochemistry

P. Ausloos
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D. C. 2025^

Far ultraviolet photochemical studies can be separated into two

categories depending on the type of light source used. That is, such

studies can be carried out with a continuum gas discharge light source

used in conjunction with a monochromator or with low pressure rare gas

lamps which emit one or two monochromatic resonance lines. The continuum

light source has the distinct advantage of being able to provide mono-

chromatic light at essentially an;* wavelength down to 300 A. However,

because this type of source has a relatively low light flux, it is

inconvenient for use in studies in which the chemical yields of decompo-

sition products are to be measured. On the other hand, the low intensity

continuum sources- are extensively employed in the study of photophysical

processes such as absorption and photoionization phenomena (with or without

mass analysis), and in the measurement of emission from electronically

excited neutral species as a function of the wavelength of the exciting

light. The low pressure rare gas resonance lamps, which emit one or two

resonance lines through a fluoride or aluminum window, provide sufficient

intensity (101G-101'J photons/s transmitted through a window of one cm2)

that the yields of neutral reactive intermediates and stable molecules

may be determined without undue difficulty, either by absorption spectros-

copy or by conventional chemical analysis (chromatography, mass spectrom-

etry, etc.). The main limitation of this type of source is the fact that

only a tew wavelengths (IV70 A, 1236. A, 1CA8-1O67 A, 7^5-7-755.9 A, and

p8t A) are available,
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The photochemistry of a particular system may undergo drastic changes

when the energy of the exciting photons is changed by even one or two eV.

Therefore, any complete investigation of the effects of energy on photo-

chemical mechanisms would require high intensity continuum light sources

which, used in conjunction with a monochromator, "ould allow one to follow

photochemical changes in a gas, liquid or solid material as a continuous

function of wavelength. Two examples taken from the literature can be

cited here as illustrations of the need for such sources. Wirths and H,

Jung in a recent .study (Photochem. and Phof.obiology 1 ^ 375 (I972)),

irradiated DNA using various emission lines in the range from 2537 A to

1110 A and the helium resonance line at 58U A. The cross sections of

single strand breaks and electron emission were seen to vary by several

orders of magnitude over the four experimental points from 2537 A to

1110 A (h.9 to 11.2 eV). However, the results obtained at 58I* A (21.S eV)

were similar to those at 1110 A (11.2 eV) and this was interpreted as

indicating that the intermediate region- was wavelength independent. Con-

sidering that there were no experimental points over a 10 eV photon energy

range (11.2 to 21.2 eV) it would however seem hazardous to draw any firm

conclusions about the wavelength independence of this region. (Apparently

the investigators were limited by the lack of strong emission lines in this

region.) The other example of the need for a high intensity continuum

light source is provided by the results of the gas phase photolysis of a

hydrocarbon molecule, ethane, carried out at 1^70 A (8.U eV), 1236 A (10

eV), and 1OW5-1O67 A (11.6-11.8 eV) (S. G. Lias, et al., 3. Chem. Phys. £2,

18^1 (1970)). In this study it was noted that some of the competing modes

of decomposition ot the electronically excited molecule vary nearly 10-fold
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over this limited energy range (8.k eV to 11.8 eV). Here again the

availability of only three experimental points (corresponding to the

xenon, krypton and argon resonance lines) makes it difficult to construct

meaningful "fragmentation mechanisms versus photon energy" profiles.

These two examples are chosen from many in the literature to emphasize

the fact that currently available photochemical light sources are inadequate

for providing detailed Information about variations in photochemical

mechanisms as a function of energy.

However, more important perhaps is the need to extend the accessible

wavelength range to wavelengths shorter than the helium resonance line at

58U A. Studies at such high energies would be of particular importance to

our understanding of the effects of high energy radiation (electrons,

gamma-rays) on matter. As pointed out by Platzman several years ago

("Radiation Research", Silini, G., Editor, North-Holland Publ. Co. 1967),

the spectrum of primary activations in a system exposed to high energy

electrons extends veil above 21.2 eV. In order to attain a comprehensive

view of the chemical changes induced by high energy electrons, it is

essential to investigate the effect of photon absorption ac least over

the range where valence shell excitation predominates. Two types of

information are needed: a) absorption and photoionization cross sections

up to about 100 eV; b) modes of decomposition of the superexcited neutral

molecules and of the. positively charged ions formed in the region 21.2-100

eV. The absorption and photoionization cross section determinations are

needed to construct the electron excitation spectra, which would enable

the radiation chemist to obtain a meaningful estimate of the relative im-

portances of electronic excitation and ionizatlon in irradiated systems.
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The Information concerning the unimolecular breakdown of charged and un-

charged species is needed to know the Identity and abundances of all the

reactive intermediates ultimately responsible for the chemical changes

which occur in these systems. That the events occurring beyond 21.2 eV

are of an unpredictable nature is illustrated by recent far ultraviolet

photon impact studies on alkanes.

See for example Judge and Welch, J. Chem. Phys. 2 L 286 (1972) and

P. Ausloos, Molec. Photochem. kj 39 (1972). In both of these studies,

unexpected changes occur in the observed photochemistry close to the

observation limit (~ 600 k). Further exploration at still shorter wave-

lengths would permit an understanding of these observations.
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SYNCHROTRON RADIATION AND FREE ATOMS AND MOLECULES

R. I. Schoen, National Science Foundation

Historically, the interaction of radiation with atoms and

molecules played a central role in the formation of the modern

physical picture of the universe. Present interest is not

purely historical, however. Measurement, particularly in the

vacuum ultraviolet and soft x-ray region of the spectrum, are

still needed for a proper understanding of planetary atmospheres,

stellar surfaces, the interstellar medium and high speed gas

dynamics. The relationship of the generalized oscillator

strength to photon cross sections for various processes makes

the quantitative determination of photo effects useful in radia-

tion problems. The optical properties of solids will be better

understood when the optical properties of the individual atoms

or molecules constituting the solidsare known. Chemistry will

continue to benefit by the contribution of photoionization mass

spectroscopy and photoelectron spectroscopy to a knowledge of

binding energies and energy levels.

But foremost is our drive to achieve an understanding of

these relatively simple entities, free atoms and molecules,

through quantum mechanics. Advances in computational hardware

and software during the past ten years.have made independent

particle models such as Hartree-Fock amenable to everyday use.

With the approach of Hermann and Skillman , for instance, all

wave functions of any atom can be computed in a few minutes.

Cross sections for photoionization and electron angular distri-

butions can be obtained relatively easily in the central field
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approximation. These independent particle models are being

tested against experiment and a next generation of models con-

taining correlation is evolving. Both theoretical and experi-

mental efforts are in motion and the vacuum ultraviolet-soft

x-ray spectral range is in the center of the action.

A very quick review of measurements of potential interest

to users of synchrotron radiation follows in order of increas-

ing degree of sophistication of measurement technique.

A few problems in the use of synchrotron radiation will

be mentioned. Some references are given for illustrations,

but no attempt has been made to be complete. Finally, estimates

are presented of the number of photons required for each type'.

of measurement.

Photoabsorption-

Perhaps the simplest measurements are those of the wave-

lengths and shapes of absorption features by spectrophotography.

2 3 4

From such spectra, Garton , Madden , and others , have delineated

autoionization features which are caused by electron correlation

in atoms and molecules and Herzberg has made a measurement of

the Lamb shift in deuterium.

By measuring the amount of absorption caused by a known

number of gas molecules along the absorption path, an absorption

cross section can be obtained. The absorption cross section is

the cross section for all processes removing photons from the

path. Thus, it does not distinguish among processes removing

various electrons or leaving molecules in particular states of
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ionization and dissociation. A recent review and compilation

6
of cross sections has been made by Hudson . More work with

species not stable at room temperature would be useful, but

the classical absorption tube or double ion chamber methods

may not be the best ones.

Use of synchrotron radiation in absorption cross section

measurements has been plagued by scattered light and overlap-

ping of orders. At the wavelengths of greatest interest, less

than 600 A, thin windows can be used for both gas containment

and filtering. Predispersion and selective reflection for

order sorting are useful techniques. The double ion chamber

technique will be less useful with synchrotron experiments

than it has been because at the short wavelengths available

interactions between the chambers caused by the high energy

electrons released will produce error.

Photoionization-

The photoionization cross section is the cross section

for all processes producing ions. For wavelengths less than

600 &\ it is not likely to differ by more than a few percent

from the absorption cross section. Its direct measurement

requires either an absolute measurement of photon flux or a

comparison of the photoionization current from the sample gas

to the current from a gas in which the ionization efficiency

(the number of ions produced per absorbed photon) is known. At

short wavelength, measurements of the ionization cross section

by direct methods will be affected by multiple ionization of
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the sample and comparison gas, by ionlzation from photoelectrons,
by

and^all the problems plaguing the absorption cross section

measurements. Because of these sources of error, the small

differences between absorption and ionization cross sections

may be better approached by looking at the specific events

attendant upon the non-ionizing photoabsorption, i.e., fluor-

escence, release of energetic neutrals or metastables.

Photoionization Mass Spectroscopy-

Photoionization mass spectroscopy has played an important

8,5
role in the determination of binding energies of molecules

Except for work at a few x-ray wavelengths , practically
o

nothing has been done with wavelengths shorter than 300 A.

Although one generally thinks of dissociative ionization

when mass spectrometry is discussed, the fraction of multiple

ionization of atoms caused by single photons can be obtained

by the technique. Multiple ionization processes which are not

caused by the simple Auger effect are directly related to elec-

tron correlation and thus to models of atoms more complex than

independent particle models. Similarly, Auger processes in

which the fall of one elctron into an inner shell vacancy gives

rise to the simultaneous emission of two electrons is a product

of electron correlation. •

Mass spectrometric studies can be carried out using beams

of the material under study. The beam technique allows investi-

gation of refractory and radical species. Relative cross sections
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for the formation of various ion species can be measured.

Measurement of absolute cross sections requires either com-

parison to a known ionization cross section or absolute deter-

minations of photon flux, molecular beam particle density,

photonbeam-molecular beam intersection geometry, and ion

detection efficiency. For either method, the relative effi-

ciency of detection of the various ion species must be known.

The efficiency is affected by both the kinetic energy of the

ions produced in the photoionization and the response of the

detector to each ion species collected. The effect of ion

kinetic energy on collector efficiency has not always been

taken into account.

Photoelectron Spectroscopy-

Turner , Siegbahn , and many others have demonstrated

the power of photoelectron spectroscopy as a tool for determina-

tion of energy levels of atoms and molecules, and Franck-Condon

coefficients in molecules. Only recently have cross sections

for the removal of electrons from individual energy levels been

obtained with due attention to problems of angular distribution.

More such work is needed, not only for various applications and

for the now familiar determination of energy levels and their

widths, but for comparison to photoionization theory. In cases

in which only one electron is involved, tests of one electron

or more complicated models can be made, but in the cases in
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which one electron is removed and another simultaneously

excited or removed, only theories involving electron correla- >

tion (or multiple configurations) are likely to be useful. The j

14 I
simplest example is Helium in which Samson's measurement.of :

about 10% excitation with ionization close to the ionization 1
i

and excitation threshold is in reasonable agreement with theory . \

\
The arguments made previously for the utilization of

molecular beams hold for photoelectron spectroscopy, also.

Difficulties with scattered radiation and order sorting will

be diminished because electron characteristic energies are

observed, but it is still possible to confuse electron energy

continua from processes of double or molecular dissociative

ionization with continua generated by a wavelength continuous

scattered radiation.

Ion Energy Spectroscopy-

Very little work has been done with the energetic ions

released in dissociative photoionization of molecules. Measure-

ments of ion energy spectra can be sources of information about

potential curves high above the ionic ground state. Cross

sections for the energetic dissociations are in many cases small.

The electron energy continuum associated with a direct dissocia-

tive ionization may be overlooked among the scattered electrons

in the ionization chamber or a dissociation may occur via a

curve crossing after many vibrations in which case the electron

energy spectrum would be discrete. In neither case would the

available information be obtained as readily from electron
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spectroscopy as from ion spectroscopy.

Here, again, care must be taken to account for possible

anisotropies in the angular distribution.

Fluorescence-

Another way of obtaining cross sections for excitation

to particular states is by measuring fluorescence, which may

ensue when an atom or molecule is left in an excited state.

Fluorescence is also useful in identifying the quantum states

involved. This, of course, works well only when an allowed

transition takes place from the excited state in question to

lower states. The Fluorescence approach yields cross sections

at one exciting wavelength relative to those at another without

great difficulty. To obtain absolute cross sections, however,

requires either a measurement of the cross section for excita-

tion to the particular state involved by another method (such

as photoelectron spectroscopy) or absolute calibration of the

incoming photon flux and the fluorescent flux - a difficult,

but not impossible, procedure. Fluorescence measurements con-

stitute a valuable check on photoelectron spectroscopy measure-

ments in some cases and may in other cases reveal information

which the photoelectrons won't. Instances of the latter cases

include fluorescence from fragments produced by photodissocia-

tion without ionization, fluorescence from states hidden by

overlapping photoelectron spectra, and lack of fluorescence

(indicating dissociation) in cases in which the photoelectron

spectrum showed a discrete excited ionic state from which optical
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transitions to lower states are known to be allowed. :

Oscillator strengths of some fluorescing states can be

obtained from lifetime measurements if use is made of the fact J

that radiation from the storage ring is pulsed. In many cases, $
3

the cascade problem of electron excitation can be eliminated j
I

since the energy deposited in a molecule by a photon is known.

In this regard, it might be noted that it should be possible to
j

measure densities of atomic beams by resonant scattering. Oscil- i
i

lator strengths, if unknown, could be obtained through lifetime j

determinations. j

Angular Distributions-

Another experimental approach useful in testing theory is

measurement of the angular distribution of electrons released in

photoionization . For dipole transitions and wavelengths much

larger than atomic dimensions, the distribution is in the form:

j (e) = A + B cos e :

i

Unfortunately, measurement of both the cross section for j
i

removal of an electron from a particular energy state, and the

j
angular distribution yields only two of three quantities deter- j

mining J(S) (in the atomic case with L.S coupling the three quanti- j

ties would be the matrix elements for transitions from a state of

orbital angular momentum I to the I + 1 and I - 1 continua and the

relative phases of the SL+ 1 and I - 1 continuum wave functions).
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For angular distribution measurements, polarization of the

ionizing radiation can be useful, but the polarization after dis-

persion must be known.

Coincidence Mass Spectroscopy-

A recent development pioneered by Futtkamer and Brehm combines

two methods discussed above - photoelectron spectroscopy and mass

spectroscopy. The masses of ions produced in dissociative ioniza-

tion processes ate determined by their appearance in coincidence

with electrons of defined energies. By application of this coincidence

method, the states which give rise to particular dissociations can

be determined unambiguously, the cross sections for the processes

measured and followed as the incoming photon energy is varied.

lligned Beams-

18
Another recent set of experiments, by Hughes, Raith, et al.

19

together with theoretical suggestions by Fano , leads to the possi-

bility of determining individual matrix elements for ionizing transi-

tions from states other than atomic s states.

To apply the ideas to cases at hand, only one example will be

given. Suppose a beam of 0(3p) atoms is made and photoionized. In

L.S. coupling, a p electron from the 0 atom could be removed by

photoionization into a combination of one s and d continua. But,

if the J » 3/2 state is separated by Stern-Gerlach magnetic deflec-

tion and allowed to pass through the system, then light polarized



parallel to the axis of quantization could cause only transi-

tions to continuum states in which Am = 0 (M being the projection

of J on the axis of quantization). For L.S coupling, the only

transition allowed the P electron is to the continuum i state.

Only one matrix element is involved. Thus ambiguities noted

in previous measurements are removed and direct comparison of

experiment and a single calculated matrix element can be accom-

plished.
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The following are very rough estimates of the number of photons

required for 10 counts, i.e. a statistical error of 1% in the experi-

ments discussed.

Photons Required Remarks

= 105

Measurement

Photo absorption

Photo ionization

Mass Spectroscopy

= 10'

= 10
,12

90% absorption

enough for an easily measurable

current

beam experiment

101 molecules/cm in

beam 1 cm thick

cross section of interest

100% detection efficiency

0Photoelectron Spectroscopy = 10 for each With a beam as above but

allowing a factor of 10

Ion Spectroscopy

Fluorescence

state

16
= 10 each ion

energy

10

for small solid angle

subtended by collector and

inefficiency of detection

With a beam as above but

allowing another factor of

10 for the small cross

sections.

Thick gas target in a tank,

filters only, no dispersion,

101 of photons absorbed cause

Fluorescence, 33! collected,

3% photocathode efficiency.
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Measurement

Fluorescence

Angular Distributions

Photons Required

= 1011

= 1016

Coincidence Mass Spectroscopy - 10
16

Aligned beams 10
14

Remarks

If the Radiation is dispersed.

The solid angle for collection

is reduced over that used in

photoelectron spectroscopy

by a factor of 10.

Efficiency of collection

reduced somewhat over that

of the photoelectron

spectroscopy

beam density is decreased by

alignment over that used for

mass spectroscopy.
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10 3

The beam densities used 10 /cm ate reasonably easily-

attainable in metal atoms beams; greater densities can probably

be achieved. Cross sections, of course, vary with process and
-18 2

for each process, with wavelength. The conservative value, 10 cm

for many processes at - 400 A might be small.

An implicit assumption for most of the measurements discussed

has been the availability of a grazing incidence monochromator with

fixed directions of photon beam entrance and exit and a fixed posi-

tion of the exit slit.

The large number of photons required for some experiments

together with the great flux available from some synchrotrons or

storage rings will tempt the experimenter to expose gratings to

much greater average power than is usual in the laboratory. Further-

more, the spectral characteristics of the synchrotron radiation of

greatest interest-great flux at high photon energies-will cause a

larger than usual fraction of the energy incident on the grating
20

to be absorbed. Destruction of replica gratings may occur.

In fact, the monochromatic flux available in the X-UV may be limited

by grating technology, rather than source intensity when a new gen-

eration of storage rings is used.
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Scientific Secretary's Comments

R. Holroyd

The frontier in photochemistry is at present the few lines provided
by the rare gas resonance lamps. The synchrotron would permit, because of
its intensity, exploration of the 20 to 50 eV range (to 0.1 eV resolution)
as well as energies in between the rare gas lines. Gases eo-jld be
readily investigated since the gas can be isolated by transmitting (thin)
aluminum windows. Investigation of liquids and gases at higher pressures
is seriously hampered by the window problem.

The usefulness of the synchrotron in spectroscopy was not apparent
from the talk on Atoms and Molecules. The discussion made the point that
there is a lot of work to do on metals, rare earths and alkali metal ions
on inner shell spectra and these get interesting above 160 A (78 eV).
This work could be done with molecular beams which would eliminate window
problems.

The X-ray spectroscopy people are apparently studying very low
intensities of X-rays in space. However, they may be interested in a
new synchrotron for calibration and alignment at higher energies (tens
of kilovolts). A comment here is that the cost of a synchroCon is a
fraction of the cost of a space shot and associated development of X-ray
telescopes (10 million?) and if the synchrotron were vital to assure the
success of such a project, this might be mentioned in the justification.

Enclosed are details of the discussions.
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1. Thursday - Ausloos

In what form was the DNA sample that was investigated?

Ausloos It was In a solid form deposited on a metal surface,

I would like to question your logic in saying that the quantum

yield of photoionization at the helium line (0.96) is actually
less than the yield at the neon line (1.0). Could the error
overlap that measurement?

Ausloos No, it does not, the error is 0.02. Since then we have shown that
for many systems there is a drop in the ionization yield to some
value below one at higher energies. At still higher energies we
just do not know what the yield is.

The absence of CH emission doas not necessarily mean neutrals are
not formed in the ionization region.

Ausloos There is no reason to expect that these neutral fragments will not
emit in this high energy region. He also have chemical evidence
that neutrals (including C and CH) go to zero in this region.

J^rgensen (1) Your slide seems to indicate that an appropriate thickness
of aluminum metal might discriminate sufficiently between 584 A
(helium) and less abundant 304 A (He+) photons, which is an
important problem when studying photo-electron spectra of gaseous
samples. Quite generally, thin metallic films become more
transparent as a function of increasing photon energy until an
inner shell is hit. (2) You mentioned metallic indium and tin.
Do you run into any troubles with 4d absorption bands in the region
25 to 31 eV (500 to 400 A)?

Ausloos In answer to your first question Taylor has been using aluminum
windows and his studied the effect of pressure on the helium discharge.

Taylor Aluminum windowed lamps have been used at Wisconsin for photo-
ionization mass spectroraetry and photoelectron spectroscopy. A
microwave discharge with -v 1.5 torr He produces primarily the 584 A
line (with 3-4% 537 A line). Operation at lowerapressure ( -0.5
torr) and high microwave power produces the 304 A line in addition
to the 584 line. (See details in Anal. Chem. 44, 773 (1972).) The
transmission of this filter (1500 A) has been measured using
synchrotron radiation and the efficiency is 60-80% at 304 and 20-30?
at 584, depending on oxide depth. The metal filters are being used
for order sorting of synchrotron light and f>r containing gases in
the source region of a photoelectron spectrometer. At Wisconsin
there is an active program using synchrotron radiation for photo-
ionization mass spectrometry, photoelectron spectrometry, the
measurement of absorption cross sections and ionization cross sections,
the measurement of the angular distribution of photoejected electrons,
fluorescence measurements upon photoabsorption and comparison
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studies between electron induced ionization with photon induced
ionization. Some of this work has been recently reported in Int.
J. Mass Spectrometry and Ion Fhys. Most of the studies are
with larger organic systems.

A large number of the proposals at this meeting, with the
exception of work in the region of shorter wavelength than 30 A,
already have active user groups working on various aspects at the
Tantalus storage ring at the present time. The next user group
meeting scheduled for Nov. 27-28 may provide other new uses which
could be considered in addition to those presented at this meeting.

Ausloos In answer to your second question, I have no experience with indium
but it is useful to explore this possibility because we have no o

window material that will transmit in the region from 800 to 1050 A.

Friedman (1) Some of the statements you made about photoionization I find
quite disturbing because they imply that the interpretation of the
photoionization quantum yield data is cleaner than it really is.
That is, you can not take seriously the difference in magnitude
without knowing about loss mechanisms of ions in the circumstances
of the ion source which do not necessarily apply to excited states.

(2) A comment that should be made if people are thinking seriously
about proposals is that one should be critical jbout ionization data
so that one is not shot down by slightly critical experts. That is,
take seriously the difference in photon impact and electron impact
mass spectrum of ethane in view of the difference in sensitivity
of the two techniques. The electron impact cross sections for
ionization are much larger.

The photon absorption cross sections are xarge.

You raise the pressure to taka advantage of this and ion molecule
reactions become important.

Ausloos He had no problem determining the accurate mass spectrum at the He
and Ne resonance lines at 1 micron. He can go down to 10"5 if
necessary. Ion-molecule reactions are unimportant here.

Friedman Do you see any electron impact processes in your photoionization
source?

Ausloos Ho.

Summarize what special impact synchrotron radiation could have on
your field.

Ausloos First you need an in'ense light source to provide products for
chemical analysis; i.e. to do photochemistry. At present no light
sources are available in the 20 •+ 50 eV range and at energies below
20 eV between the rare gas lines; this is the region that would be
studied.
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What frontier would you broach with this light source that is 10
to 100 times more intense than the spark sources or Argon continuum?

Ausloos We would be able to do chemistry; i.e. measure products of decomposition
in presently inaccessible regions of the spectrum. For emission you
do not need intensity but you do need to go to higher energies.

The resolution necessary for photochemical purposes need only be
0.1 eV.

2. Thursday - Schoen

The inner shell spectra of Cs, Kb, K, Na have all been done, not
by synchrotron but it will soon be done on the Bonn synchrotron.
Our plan at Harvard is to do the inner shell spectrum of rare earths.
Also we intend to produce singly ionized alkali metals and look for
inert gas (closed shell)-like transitions. There we really need
synchrotron radiation because it gets interesting around 160 A.

I would push the use of beams in these experiments because you do
not have to contain a gas.

Conventional atomic spectrescopy in the far ultra-violet is done In
emission, though Buetler and Guggenheim around 1932 looked for the
rather sharp absorption lines of potassium and cesium atoms. You
mentioned the work by Dr. Madden about gaseous and solidified noble
gases at the energies necessary for ionization of penultimate shells.
In your opinion, is there any hope of interesting absorption spectra
of gaseous palladium group and lanthanide atoms which must be much
simpler than emission spectra? If they still show significant
structure, a synchrotron should be a suitable source of the
continuous spectrum.

In experiments with interacting photon-molecule beams is there any
advantage of having a light beam that is narrow?

Yea there is because the interaction zone is defined better.

Schoen

JtSrgensen

Watson

Schoen

3. Thursday - Woodgate

What is an imaging telescope?

Woodfiate As I will explain in my talk, imaging means grazing incidence
reflection which is used to produce an image.

What materials are used for mirrors?

He use float glass or metal (a smooth surface is essential to minimize
scattering)

What is the aperture of the telescope?

1000 cm2
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What counting rate do you expect from the rotating x-ray sensor you

described?

Woodgate The rate will be small except when looking at the sun.

What is the mechanism by which a white dwarf generates x-rays?

Woodgate A gas is drawn out of a star by the white dwarf and the gas is
heated to ionization. The temperature of the white dwarf is
5 x 107 degrees.

BNL What counting tste do you expect for a counter in space?

Woodgate About 10 counts/cnT/sec; and half of this is charged particles.
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Benediction - Rev. J. Weneser

I want to thank you for coming and contributing your very consider-

able expertise to this Symposium, a contribution to the evaluation of the

need for and the qualities of a next-generation national synchrotron

radiation facility. You come from many fields and from many countries.

I think that is indeed a correct reflection of the present and growing

international interest in the work that can be done with such a multi-

disciplinary facility.

As you know, we have been and will be assessing our interest in

such a national facility. Our interest comes in important part from the

strong programs in solid state, chemistry, and biology that are related,

but complementary. In addition to the scientific symbiotic connections,

BNL has the tradition'and expertise to create and maintain successful

programs based on outside users, a mode of participation clearly vital

to a national facility. Your papers and your comments will clearly be

of very great importance in that evaluation. We hope it will also be of

help in your thinking of the definition of the frontiers that such a

machine must reach. Thus, the need for greater intensities, and greater

energies and shorter wavelengths has become clear. The need for many

posts to accommodate simultaneously many users of these frontier qualities

is also clear. The Symposium has only briefly touched on the innovations

that are being developed--such as wigglers—and some that are still only

exciting gleams of what might be. For example, the photon storage ring

was mentioned. . Further, the remark that the quanta of an optical laser

beam could be pushed to some 15 MeV, with intensities of 10 photons/pulse
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was startfcngly interesting. But there is clearly much to be evaluated

and assessed—for this machine must address itself to needs that are

realistic, but broadly enough drawn to include the next generation of

experiments.

Much of our thinking will clearly begin with the need--what

will it do that needs be done that won't be possible otherwise. I won't

try to go through the presentations and try to analyze them. You can do

that far better than I. But if I might make a personal observation, let

me recall the considerations of the biologists. It was especially

interesting for me to get an insight into the problems of the determina-

tion of protein structure by x-ray diffraction—a problem of clear and

present interest in one of the important frontiers of science. The

preparation of even small samples is a very considerable research effort.

Ilie statement that dramatically summarized the impact of the x-ray

intensities available from proposed synchrotron radiation facilities

compared to high-power x-ray tubes was: years of measurement are changed

into days. The accumulation of the number of related experiments to really

explore ideas would promise the compression of the efforts of a lifetime

to an altogether different tempo. It seemed to me to be the stuff of which

breakthroughs are made.

Let us think.
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